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PREFACE 

This report is the last of three reports dealing with the findings 

of Research Project 3-5-68-117, "Development of Method of Analysis of 

Deep Foundations Supporting Bridge Bents." The first report combines 

the existing methods of analysis of a grouped pile foundation with typical 

soil criteria for automatic generation of lateral soil resistance (p-y) 

curves. The second report presents the methods of predicting the axial 

and lateral behavior of a single pile in sand to facilitate the analysis 

of grouped pile foundation. 

This final report gives a new method of analysis of grouped pile 

foundations. This new method eliminates some limitations inherent in 

methods previously available. The evaluation of the theory for grouped 

pile behavior is made by comparing analytical and experimental results. 

This report also summarizes design procedures for a grouped pile founda

tion. 

The authors wish to acknowledge the technical aid given by Messrs. 

Harold H. Dalrymple, Olen Hudson, and Fred Koch. The invaluable assist

ance and advice of Messrs. H. D. Butler and Warren Grasso of the Texas 

Highway Department and Mr. Bob Stanford of the Federal Highway Adminis

tration are gratefully appreciated. 
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ABSTRACT 

A theory for solving the displacement of a two-dimensional foundation 

with widely spaced batter piles under any arbitrary static loading is 

presented. The theory is capable of dealing with a highly nonlinear soi1-

pile interaction system as well as the nonlinear pile material. The pile 

in the foundation may possess variable sectional properties along its axis 

and may have any degree of fixity to the pile cap. 

The theory consists of a numerical procedure for seeking the equilib

rium of the applied load and the pile reactions using formulated finite 

difference methods to compute the pile-top reactions of an axially loaded 

pile and a laterally loaded pile. 

An experiment was conducted on small-sized steel pipe piles which 

were two inches in diameter and embedded eight feet in a submerged, dense 

fine sand. A number of single piles were tested to examine the behavior 

of an axially loaded pile and a laterally loaded pile. Then, the behavior 

of grouped pile foundations with four piles was compared with analytical 

predictions which were based on information about the axial behavior of 

a single pile and the soil criteria for a laterally loaded single pile. 

Good agreement was obtained between theory and experiment. The 

analytical procedure which is presented can be immediately useful in 

computing the behavior of a pile supported foundation under inclined and 

eccentric loading. 

KEY WORDS: FOUNDATION, GROUPED PILES, PILES, DESIGN, COMPUTERS, BRIDGE, 

OFFSHORE STRUCTURE 
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SUMMARY 

A theory is proposed which presents the possibility of making a very 

general analysis of grouped pile foundations. The method allows the com

putation of lateral load, bending moment, and axial load sustained by each 

pile in a grouped pile foundation. The most economical design of a pile 

foundation, including pile material, pile dimensions, and the arrangement 

of the piles in a foundation, can be found by successive application of the 

proposed analytical procedure. 
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IMPLEMENTATION STATEMENT 

The result of the research is materialized by developing a set of 

three computer programs. A computer program GROUP is written for the 

analysis or the design of a grouped pile foundation. The analysis of 

axial and lateral behavior of a single pile may be made by computer pro

grams AXP and LLP, respectively. 

These computer programs are documented in the report with example 

problems, so that they are available for analysis and design purposes. 

The analytical procedure which is presented can be immediately useful 

in computing the behavior of a pile supported foundation under inclined 

and eccentric loading. 
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Description of the Problem. 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The behavior of a pile group may be influenced by two forms of group 

interaction: The first form of interaction is the "group effect" pro-

duced by piles which are in close proximity to one another. The second 

form of interaction is a result of the interaction between pile tops 

which are connected by a pile cap. In the first instance the interactive 

forces are transmitted by the soil, while in the second form of interaction, 

the forces are transmitted through the pile cap above the soil. However, 

if the piles are spaced widely apart the interaction between piles is 

influenced primarily by the pile cap and the group effect or the inter

active influence of the soil is insignificant. 

In this study the group behavior of piles produced by the pile cap 

is described and it is assumed that no group effect is produced by the 

proximity of the piles. 

The aim of this research is the development of rational design 

procedures for a widely spaced group pile foundation, including both 

vertical and battered piles. Numerical methods are formulated in detail, 

and computer programs for making the necessary computations are presented 

and described. A principal phase of this research is the performance and 

analysis of experiments on small-sized piles. Before discussing the 

experiments and the design recommendations, the problem is described fully. 

A literature survey is given, and a comprehensive statement is made 

concerning the mechanics of the problem. 

1 
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The behavior of a pile group as considered in this study requires a 

knowledge of the single-pile behavior. A companion study to this one 

(Parker and Reese, 1970) is concerned with the load-displacement charac

teristics of individual piles and detailed reference will be made to 

that study where appropriate. 

Review of Theories. 

The development of computational methods has been limited because of 

lack of knowledge about single-pile behavior. In order to meet the prac

tical needs of designing structures with grouped piles, various computa

tional methods were developed by making assumptions that would permit 

analysis of the problem. 

The simplest way to treat a grouped pile foundation is to assume that 

both the structure and the piles are rigid and that only the axial resis

tance of the piles is considered. The lateral resistance of piles is 

excluded from the computation. Under these assumptions, Culmann (Terzaghi, 

1956) presented a graphical solution in 1866. The equilibrium state of 

the resultant external load and the axial reaction of each group of similar 

piles was obtained by drawing a force polygon. The application of Culmann's 

method is limited to the case of a foundation with three grc'ups of similar 

piles. A supplemental method to this graphical solution was: proposed in 

1970 by Brennecke and Lohmeyer (Terzaghi, 1956). The vertical component 

of the resultant load is distributed in a trapezoidal shape in such a way 

that the total area equals the magnitude of the vertical component, and 

its center of gravity lies on the line of action of the vertical component 

of the resultant load. The vertical load is distributed to each pile, 
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assuming that the trapezoidal load is separated into independent blocks 

at the top of the piles, except at the end piles. Unlike Cu1mann's method, 

the later method can handle more than three groups of similar piles. But 

the Brennecke and Lohmeyer method is restricted to the case where all of 

the pile tops are on the same level. 

The elastic displacement of pile tops was first taken into considera

tion by Westergaard in 1917 (Karol, 1960). Westergaard assumed linearly 

elastic displacement of pile tops under a compressive load, but the lat

eral resistance of the pile was not considered. He developed a method to 

find a center of rotation of a pile cap. With the center of rotation 

known, the displacements and forces in each pile could be computed. 

Nokkentved (Hansen, 1959) presented in 1924 a method similar to that 

of Westergaard. He defined a point that was dependent only on the geometry 

of the pile arrangement, so that forces which pass through this point pro

duce only unit vertical and horizontal translations of the pile cap. The 

method was also pursued by Vetter (Terzaghi, 1956) in 1939. Vetter intro

duced the "dummy pile" technique to simulate the effect of the lateral 

restraint and the rotational fixity of pile tops. Dummy piles are properly 

assumed to be imaginary elastic columns. 

Later, in 1953, Vandepitte (Hansen, 1959) applied the concept of the 

elastic center in developing the ultimate design method, which was further 

formulated by Hansen (1959). The transitional stage in which some of the 

piles reach the ultimate bearing capacity, while the remainder of the piles 

in a foundation are in an elastic range, can be computed by a purely elas

tic method if the reactions of the piles in the ultimate stages are regarded 

as constant forces on the cap. The failure of the cap is reached after 
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successive failures of all but the last two piles. Then the cap can rotate 

around the intersection of the axis of the two elastic piles. Vandepitte 

resorted to a graphical solution to compute directly the ultimate load of 

a two-dimensional cap. Hansen extended the method to the three-dimensional 

case. Although the plastic design method is unique and rational, the 

assumptions to simplify the real soil-structure system may need examination. 

It was assumed that a pile had only axial resistance, that is, no lateral 

resistance, and no rotational restraint of the pile tops on the cap was 

considered. The axial load versus displacement of each individual pile 

was represented by a bilinear relationship. 

The comprehensive modern structural treatment was presented by 

Hrennikoff (1950) for the two-dimensional case. He considered the axial, 

transverse, and rotational resistance of piles on the cap. The load dis

placement relationship of the pile top was assumed to be linearly elastic. 

One restrictive assumption was that all piles must have the same load

displacement relationship. Hrennikoff substituted a free-standing elastic 

column for an axially loaded pile. A laterally loaded pi.1e was regarded 

as an elastic beam on an elastic foundation with a uniform stiffness. 

Even with these crude approximations of pile behavior, the method is 

significant in the sense that it presents the potentiality of the analyt

ical treatment of the soil-pile interaction system. Hrennikoff's method 

consisted of obtaining influence coefficients for cap displacements by 

summing the influence coefficients of individual piles in terms of the 

spring constants which represent the pile-head reactions onto the pile 

cap. Almost all the subsequent work follows the approach taken by 

Hrennikoff. 
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Radosav1jevi~ (1957) also regarded a laterally loaded pile as an 

elastic beam in an elastic medium with a uniform stiffness. He advocated 

the use of the results of tests of single piles under axial loading. In 

this way a designer can choose the most practical spring constant for the 

axially loaded pile head, and he can consider nonlinear behavior also. 

I 
Radosav1jevic showed a slightly different formulation than Hrennikoff in 

deriving the coefficients of the equations of the equilibrium of forces. 

Instead of using unit displacement of a cap, he used an arbitrary given 

set of displacements. Still, his structural approach is essentially 

analogous to Hrennikoff's method. Radosav1jevi~'s method is restricted 

to the case of identical piles in identical soil conditions. 

Turzynski (1960) presented a formulation by the matrix method for 

the two-dimensional case. Neglecting the lateral resistance of pile and 

soil, he considered only the axial resistance of piles. Further, he 

assumed piles as elastic columns pinned at the top and the tip. He derived 

a stiffness matrix and inverted it to obtain the flexibility matrix. 

Except for the introduction of the matrix method, Turzynski's method does 

not serve a practical use because of its oversimplification of the soi1-

pile interaction system. 

Asplund (1956) formulated the matrix method for both two-dimensional 

and three-dimensional cases. His method also starts out from calculations 

of a stiffness matrix to obtain a flexibility matrix by inversion. In an 

attempt to simplify the final flexibility matrix, Asplund defined a pile 

group center by which the flexibility matrix is diagona1ized. He stressed 

the importance of the pile arrangement for an economically grouped pile 

foundation, and he contended that the pile group center method helped to 
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visualize better the effect of the geometrical factors. He employed the 

elastic center method for the treatment of laterally loaded piles. Any 

transverse load through the elastic center causes only the transverse 

displacement of the pile head, and rotational load around the elastic 

center gives only the rotation of the pile head. In spite of the 

elaborate structural formulation, there is no particular correlation 

with the soil-pile system. Laterally loaded piles are merely regarded 

as elastic beams on an elastic bed with a uniform spring constant. 

Francis (1964) computed the two-dimensional case using the influence 

coefficient method. The lateral resistance of soil was considered either 

uniform throughout or increasing in proportion to depth. Assuming a 

fictitious point of fixity at a certain depth, elastic columns fixed at 

both ends are substituted for laterally loaded piles. The axial loads 

on individual piles are assumed to have an effect only on the elastic 

stability without causing any settlement or uplift at the pile tips. 

Aschenbrenner (1967) presented a three-dimensional analysis based on the 

influence coefficient method. This analysis is an extension of Hrennikoff's 

method to the three-dimensional case. Aschenbrenner's method is restricted 

to pin-connected piles. 

Saul (1968) gave the most general formulation of the matrix method 

for a three-dimensional foundation with rigidly connected piles. He 

employed the cantilever method to describe the behavior of laterally 

loaded piles. He left it to the designer to set the soil criteria for 

determining the settlement of axially loaded piles and the resistance of 

laterally loaded piles. Saul indicated the possible application of his 

method to dynamically loaded foundations. 



Reese and Matlock (1960, 1966w presented a method for coupling the 

analysis of the grouped pile foundation with the analysis of laterally 

7 

loaded piles by the finite difference method. Reese and Matlock's method 

presumes the use of electronic computers. The finite difference method of 

analyzing a laterally loaded pile developed by them can handle a pile of 

varying size and flexural rigidity in any complex profile of highly non

linear soils. The method can account for the behavior of any soil system 

providing the soil behavior can be described analytically or numerically. 

Any type of boundary conditions of the pile head can be treated; namely, 

the fixed, pinned, or elastically restrained pile head. A nonlinear curve 

showing axial load versus pile-head deflection is employed in the analysis. 

The curve may either be derived by computations based on proper assumptions, 

or it may be obtained from field loading tests. The formulation of equations 

giving the movement of the pile cap is done by the influence coefficient 

method, similar to Hrennikoff's method. Reese and Matlock devised a con

venient way to represent the pile-head moment and lateral reaction by 

spring forces only in terms of the lateral pile-top displacement. The 

effect of pile-head rotation on the pile-head reactions are included impli

citly in the force-displacement relationship. This convenient method, how

ever, does not readily converge for the special case where the lateral 

displacement of the pile cap is relatively small. The significance of this 

method lies in the fact that it can predict the bent cap behavior contin

uously for the incremental load until the bent cap fails by excessive move

ment, and also, that nonlinear relationships between pile-head loads and 

displacements are incorporated in the analysis. 
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Using Reese and Matlock's method, example problems were worked out by 

Robertson (1961) and by Parker and Cox (1969). Robertson compared the 

method with Vetter's method and Hrennikoff's method. Parker and Cox 

integrated into the method typical soil criteria for laterally loaded 

piles. 

Reese and O'Neill (1967) developed the theory of the general three-

dimensional grouped pile foundation using matrix formulat:lons. Their 
, 

theory is an extension of the theory of Hrennikoff (1950) I in which springs 

are used to represent the piles. Representation of piles by springs 

imposes the superposition of two independent modes of deflection of a 

laterally loaded pile. The spring constants for the latel~al reaction and 

the moment at the pile top must be obtained for a mode of deflection, 

where a pile head is given only translational displacement without rotation 

and also for a mode of deflection where a pile head is given only rotation 

without translation. While the soil-pile interaction system has highly 

nonlinear relationships, the pile material also exhibits 1~on1inear charac-

teristics when it is loaded near its ultimate strength. The principle of 

superposition does not apply to the nonlinear system. Th,=refore, the 

most general and advanced theory by Reese and O'Neill still has the 

theoretical weakness of superposing the nonlinear soil-pile interaction 

system and the limitation to the linearly elastic pile material. 

Review of Experiments. 

Very little experimental work has been reported on the testing of 

grouped pile foundations with batter piles and under inclined loading. 
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As early as 1936, Feagin (1957) conducted a series of full-scale tests 

on eight concrete monoliths with different combinations of vertical and 

batter piles. Timber piles 32 feet in length with top diameters of 12 

to 14 inches and tip diameters of 8 to 10 inches were driven into fine 

to course sands containing some occasional graveL The batter piles were 

at 20-degree angles to the vertical. Inclined loading and horizontal load

ing were both applied to the concrete monoliths. The tests supported the 

qualitative description of battered piles rather than validating a theory. 

In 1945 Tschebotarioff (1953) carried out lateral load tests on model 

single piles and three-pile and seven-pile dolphins. The scale of the 

model was 1:10. Tapered wood piles were used. The piles were driven 29 

inches into a layered soil consisting of 14 inches of submerged loose 

sand with a relative density of less than 20 per cent and an underlying 

consolidated clay with an unconfined compressive strength of 0.15 tsf. 

Tschebotarioff tried to find the soil reactions on piles and emphasized 

the difference between the "in" batter and the "out" batter piles. 

Wen (1955) also used models to find the lateral and vertical load 

distribution in piles of a laterally loaded bent. The model piles were 

made of white oak. The piles had a 1 l/2-inch square section and were 45 

inches long. He tested two- and three-pile bents. The piles were instru

mented with wire strain gages to give the stress distribution. Dry sand 

was used as the model soil. Unfortunately, no specific description is 

given about the density and the angle of the internal friction of the 

sand. 

Prakash (1961) carried out model tests using aluminum tubes, one-half 

inch in diameter. Dense, dry sand of a relative density of 90 per cent 
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was used, filling a 48-inch-diameter by 48-inch-high tank. He instrumented 

piles with strain gages. He tested four-pile foundation caps and nine

pile foundation caps. Single piles were tested to give the comparison 

between tests. Prakash's paper deals only with the behavior of piles under 

lateral loading. There is no mention of the axial resista.nce of piles nor 

the distribution of applied forces at the cap between individual piles. 

State of the Art and Scope of Study. 

The foregoing review of the past research shows that the most general 

and advanced structural theory available at present has the theoretical 

weakness of superposing two modes of nonlinear deflection of a laterally 

loaded pile, and is limited to linearly elastic material. 

The review of the past experimental work reveals a deficiency in 

experiments on grouped pile foundations both in quantity nnd in quality. 

The need for well-planned experiments is great. 

This study is divided into two parts. Part one is devoted to develop

ment of a new structural theory which eliminates the superposition of 

two independent modes of nonlinear deflection for a 1aterll11y loaded pile 

and is capable of considering nonlinear pile material. 

In part two, experimental work on small-sized steel pipe piles in a 

submerged dense sand is described. Emphasis in the experimental work was 

on developing an understanding of the behavior of a sing1E~ pile. Studies 

of the behavior of a foundation consisting of a group of four piles were 

then undertaken. The responses of the single piles were analyzed in terms 

of the soil properties so that a contribution could be made to establish 

more general soil criteria (Parker and Reese, 1970). 
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The main purpose of this study is the organization of a rational design 

procedure for a two-dimensional foundation with widely spaced, battered, 

nonlinearly elastic piles subjected to any arbitrary static loading. A 

computer program GROUP was developed for the computation of grouped pile 

foundations. A program LLP and a program AXP were written to investigate 

the single pile behavior under a lateral load and under an axial load, 

respectively. Combined with the criteria of typical soils for predicting 

single pile behavior, the complete routine of design is presented. In 

the Appendices A, B, and C the documentation of the computer programs is 

given. 
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CHAPTER II 

MECHANICS OF GROUPED PILE FOUNDATION 

A structural theory is formulated herein for computing the behavior 

of a two-dimensional grouped pile foundation with arbitrarily arranged 

piles that possess nonlinear force-displacement characteristics. Coupled 

with the structural theory of a pile cap are the theories of a laterally 

loaded pile and an axially loaded pile. In this chapter each theory is 

developed separately. Solution of all of the theories depends on the use 

of digital computers for the actual computations. Computer programs are 

introduced in Appendices A, B, and C, with documentation. 

Basic Structural System 

Figure 2.la illustrates the general system of a two-dimensional grouped 

pile foundation. A group of piles are connected to an arbitrarily shaped 

pile cap with arbitrary spacing and arbitrary inclination. Such sectional 

properties of a pile as the width, the area and the moment of inertia can 

vary, not only from pile to pile, but also along the axis of a pile. The 

pile material may be different from pile to pile but it is assumed that 

the same material is used within a pile. 

There are three conceivable cases of pile connection to the pile cap. 

Pile I in Fig. 2.la illustrates a pin connection. Pile 2 shows a fixed 

head pile with its head clamped by the pile cap. Pile 3 represents an 

elastically restrained pile top, which is the typical case of an off

shore bent whose piles and the superstructure consist of a unit struc

tural system (Fig. 2.2). The pile head is fixed to the pile cap by two 

13 
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knife-edge supports, but the pile can be deflected freely between these 

supports. The elastic restraint is provided by the flexural rigidity of 

the pile itself. The treatment of a laterally loaded pile with an elas

tically restrained top gives a useful tool for handling the real founda

tion. The piles are usually embedded into a monolithic reinforced 

concrete pile cap with the assumption that a complete fixity of the pile 

to the pile cap is obtained (Fig. 2.3). However, the elasticity of the 

reinforced concrete and the local failure due to the stress concentra

tion allows the rotation of a pile head within the pile cap. The magni

tude of the restraint on the pile from the pile cap is usually unknown; 

yet it is important to check the behavior of the grouped pile foundation 

for the possible range of elastic restraint. 

The pile c~p is subjected to the two-dimensional external loads. 

The line of action of the resultant external load may be inclined and 

may assume any arbitrary position with respect to the plane of symmetry. 

The external loads cause the displacement of the pile CE!P in the plane 

of symmetry, which subsequently brings forth the axial, the lateral, and 

the rotational displacements of each individual pile (Fig. 2.1c). The 

forced displacements on individual piles in turn give reactions to the 

pile cap as illustrated in Fig. 2.1b. These pile reactions are highly 

nonlinear in nature. They are functions of the pile properties, the 

soil properties, and the boundary conditions at the pile top. The 

structural theory of the grouped pile foundation used a numerical 

method to seek the compatible displacement of the pile cap, which sat

isfies the equilibrium of the applied external loads and the nonlinear 

pile reactions. 



Terminology 

It is necessary to distinguish some of the basic terms used 

throughout the study. 
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A grouped pile foundation consists of a group of piles and a pile cap 

(Fig. 2.la). A pile cap may be a monolithic reinforced concrete block 

or, at times, a bent as it is shown in Fig. 2.2. Any structure above 

the pile cap is called a superstructure. 

For a pile group to be analyzed as two-dimensional, the group must 

have a plane of symmetry, and the resultant of the applied loads must 

be in that plane. The two-dimensional problem may be illustrated by 

drawing an elevation of the plane of symmetry. Such a drawing is shown 

in Fig. 2.la. The individual piles shown in Fig. 2.la can represent 

several similar piles. Similar piles in a location in the plane of sym

metry with the same pile properties and the same inclination are referred 

to as individual pile groups. There can be more than two individual 

pile groups at a location if the properties vary, or if the inclination 

angle, or the type of connection to the pile cap is changed. The indi

vidual pile group is a collection of individual piles or single piles. 

Assumptions 

Some of the basic assumptions employed for the treatment of the 

grouped pile foundation are discussed below. 

Two-Dimensionality. The first assumption is the two-dimensional 

arrangement of the bent cap and the piles. The usual design practice 

is to arrange piles symmetrically with a plane or planes with loads 

acting in this plane of symmetry. The assumption of a two-dimensional 
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case reduces considerably the number of variables to be handled. However, 

there is no essential difference in the theory between the two-dimensional 

case and the three-dimensional case. If the validity of the theory for 

the former is established, the theory can be extended to the latter by 

adding more components of forces and displacements mechanically with 

regard to the new dimension (Reese and O'Neill, 1970). 

Nondeformability of ~ile Cap~ The second major asswnption is the 

nondeformability of the pile cap. A pile head encased ill a monolithic 

pile cap (Fig. 2.3), or supported by a pair of knife-edg.: supports 

(Fig. 2.2) can rotate or deflect within the pile cap. But the shape of 

the pile cap itself is assumed to be always the same. That means the 

relative positions of the pile top remain the same for a':lY pile-cap 

displacement. If the pile cap is deformable, the structural theory of 

the grouped pile foundation must include the compatibility condition of 

the pile cap itself. While no treatment of a foundation with a deform

able pile cap is included in this study, the theory could be extended to 

such a case if the pile cap consists of a structural member such that 

the analytical computation of the deformation of the pile cap is possible. 

Wide Pile Spacing. It is assumed at the outset that the individual 

piles are so widely spaced that there is no influence of one pile on 

another. Interaction between piles in a closely spaced group occurs 

both under axial and under lateral loads. Such interaction is usually 

referred to as group effect. While some research has been carried out 

on the group effect, this phenomenon is little understood. Currently, 

design recommendations for the group effect are limited to a special 

case where a foundation cpnsists only of vertical piles subjected on.ly 
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to vertical load near the centroid of the foundation. A very small 

number of full-scale field tests have been performed on a closely spaced 

pile group under axial load. Therefore, recommendations for design of 

such groups must be considered as preliminary and tentative. 

The analysis of a general grouped pile foundation involves not only 

axially loaded piles, but also laterally loaded piles. The pile may be 

inclined at an arbitrary angle in an arbitrary direction. There is no 

way, at present, to evaluate the group effect On the behavior of closely 

spaced piles subjected to lateral loading either parallel to a row of 

piles or perpendicular to it. 

The assumption of wide spacing of the piles in a foundation elimi

nates from the analysis the complication of the group effect. Yet, the 

analytical and the experimental establishment of the correlation between 

single pile behavior and that of a grouped pile foundation is believed 

to be the logical first step towards the more general theory. 

No Interaction Between Axially Loaded Pile and Laterally Loaded Pile. 

The assumption is made that there is no interaction between the axial 

pile behavior and the lateral pile behavior. That is, the relationship 

between axial load and displacement is not affected by the presence of 

lateral deflection of the pile and vice versa. The validity of this 

assumption is discussed by Parker and Reese (1970). However, if theory 

were available to allow the single-pile problem to be treated as an 

interaction system involving both axial and lateral deflection, the 

present theory of a grouped pile foundation can accommodate the pile 

behavior without any change. 
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Two-Dimensional Grouped Pile Foundation 

The equilibrium of the applied loads and the pile reaetions on a pile 

cap is sought by the successive correction of pile-cap di;3placements. 

After each correction of the displacement, the difference between the load 

and the pile reaction is calculated. The next displacement correction is 

obtained through the calculation of a new stiffness matrix at the previous 

pile-cap position. The elements of a stiffness matrix are obtained by 

giving a small virtual increment to each component of displacement, one 

at a time. The proper magnitude of the virtual increment may be set at 

10-
5 

times a unit displacement to attain acceptable accuracy. 

Coordinate Systems and Sign Conventions 

Figure 2.4a shows the coordinate systems and sign conventions. The 

superstructure and the pile cap are referred to the global structural 

coordinate system (X, Y) where X and Y axes are vertical and horizontal, 

respectively. The resultant external forces are acting at the origin 0 

of this global structural coordinate system. The positive directions of 

the components of the resultant load p 
o 

, and M 
o 

are shown 

by the arrows. The positive curl of the moment was determined by the 

usual right-hand rule. The pile head of each individual pile group is 

referred to the local structural coordinate system (x'., y' .), whose 
1 1 

origin is the pile head and with axes running parallel to those of the 

global structural coordinate system. The member coordinate system 

(x., y.) is further assigned to each pile. The origin of the member 
1 1 
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coordinate system is the pile head. Its x. axis coincides with the pile 
1 

axis and the y. axis is perpendicular to the x. axis. The x. axis makes 
111 

an angle A. wi th the vertical. 
1 

The angle \ is positive when it is 

measured counterclockwise. 

Figure 2.4b shows the positive directions of the fDrces, p. 
1 

and M. exerted from the pile cap onto the top of an individual pile 
1 

in the ith individual pile group,' The forces p. 
1 

and 

on the x. and y. axes of the member coordinate system. 
1 1 

Transformation of Coordinates 

are acting 

Displacement. Figure 2.5 illustrates the pile-head displacement in 

the structural, the local structural, and the member coordinate systems. 

Due to the pile-cap displacement from point 0 to point 0' with a 

rotation a ,the ith pile moves from the original position P to the 

new position p' and rotates through the same angle a The components 

of pile-cap displacement are expressed by (U, V, a) with, regard to the 

structural coordinate system. The pile-head displacement is denoted by 

(U'i' vii' a) in the local coordinate system and by (u
i

, Vi' a) in the 

member coordinate system. 

The coordinate transformation between the structural and the local 

structural coordinate system is derived from the simple geometrical 

consideration: 

, 
u i = 

I 
V i = V + X.a 

1 

" " . . " " " " " " " . " " " . " " . " (2" 1) 

• • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . (2.2) 
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where 

(X., Y.) = location of ith pile head in the structural coordinate 
1 1 

system. 

The transformation of pile-head displacement from the local struc-

tural coordinate system to the member coordinate system ts obtained from 

the geometrical relationship (Fig. 2.5b). 

I A. 
I 

A. (2.3) u. = u cos + v sin . . . . . . · · 1 i 1 i 1 

I A. I sin A (2.4) v. v cos u . . . . · · · 1 i 1 i i 

Substitution of Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 into Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4 yields the 

transformation relationship between the pile-cap displacl~ment in the 

structural coordinate system and the corresponding pile-top displacement 

of the ith individual pile group in the member coordinate system. 

u. U cos A. + V sin A. + a (X. sin A Y. cos A. ) (2.5) 
1 1 1 1 i 1 1 

v. U sin A + U cos A. + a (X. cos A + Y. sin. A.) · · (2.6) 
1 i 1 1 i 1 1 

In matrix notation 

u. cos A. sin A Xi sin A Y. cos A. U 
1 1 i i 1 1 

V. = -sin A cos A Xi cos A. + Y
i 

sin \ V · · (2. 7) 
1 i i 1 

a. 0 0 1 a 
1 
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The matrix expression above is written concisely 

u, = TO ,IT ••••••••••• , ••••••••• , (2.8) 
1 ,1 

where 

-u, = displacement vector of the head of the pile in the ith 
1 

individual pile group, 

TO ' = displacement transformation matrix of the pile, and 
,1 

IT = displacement vector of the pile cap. 

Force. Figure 2.4 illustrates the load acting on the pile cap and 

the pile reactions. The load is expressed in three components (Po' Qo' 

M ) with regard to the structural coordinate system. The reactions in 
o 

the ith individual pile group are expressed in terms of the member coor-

dinate system (P" Q., M,). Oecomposition of the reactions of the ith 
111 

pile with respect to the structural coordinate system gives the trans-

formation of the pile reaction from the member coordinate system to 

the structural coordinate system 

pi ... P cos A
1
, - Q1' sin Ai ............. (2.9) 

i i 

Q' = P sin A, + Q. cos Ai (2 10) i i 1 1 • • • • , • • • • • • •• , 

Y, cos A,) 
1 1 

+ Qi (Xi cos \ + Y
i 

sin \) + Mi •..... , (2.11) 
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Matrix notation expresses the equations above 

p " cos A - sin \ 0 P 
1 i i 

Q' , = sin A. cos A 0 Q. . , 
1 1 i 1 

M'. X. sin A y. cos "t x. cos A. + Y. sin A, 1 M, 
1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 

or more concisely 

-, -
P. = TF . p. ' . , •.........• , •... , (2.13) 

1 ,1 1 

where 

-I p, = reaction vector of the pile of ith individual pile group 
1 

in the structural coordinate system, 

T = force transformation matrix of the pile, and 
F . 

,1 

P- = reaction vector of the pile in the membE!r coordinate 
i 

system. 

It is observed that the force transformation matrix TF , is 
,1 

obtained by transposing the displacement transformation matrix TD ., 
,1 

Thus, 

T 
= T D . 

,1 
• • • • • • • II • • • • • • • • • • • • • (2.14) 

Successive Displacement Correction Method 

Figure 2.6 illustrates the successive displacement (:orrection 

method of obtaining the equilibrium of forces of a pile cap, 

(2.12) 
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Force Correction Vector. After successive correction, the pile cap 

moves from the initial position 0 to the last position 0 1 with new 

displacement components (U, V, 0'). If the three components of the dis-

placement of a pile cap are given, the displacement of each pile head 

may be computed by Eq. 2.8. Then the theories of a laterally loaded 

pile and an axially loaded pile presented in the following sections may 

be used to solve for the reaction vector f. of each pile numerically. 
1 

If axial load versus pile-top displacement curves are available, the 

axial pile reactions may be directly obtained by reading the curves. 

The summation of the reaction vector with respect to the structural 

coordinate system is given by 

where 

n 

R= L 
i=l 

J. pl. = 
1 1 

n 

L J. TF . p. 
i=l 1 ,1 1 

....•.•.... (2.15) 

R = total reaction vector with elements (PR, C!R' MR) and 

J. = number of piles in an individual pile group. 
1 

The difference between the applied load and the pile reB:ctions or the 

force correction is calculated by 

where 

dF = L - R: • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (2.16) 

L = load vector with three elements (P , Q , M ) and 
001) 
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dF = force correction vector also with three elements 

(dP, dQ, dM). 

Stiffness Matrix. Each element of the reaction vector is a highly 

nonlinear function of the pile cap displacement (U, V, a). Then 

P
R 

= PR (U, V, a) ...•............•. (2.l7) 

Q
R 

= Q
R 

(U, V, a) •••••.•.••••.••••• (2.l8) 

~ = ~ ( U, V, a) .••.••.••..•••.••. ( 2. 19) 

The total differentiation of each of the above quantities is written out 

as 

aPR aPR aPR 
dPR = aU dU + av dv + aa da ........•... (2.20) 

aQR aQR aQR 
dQR = aU dU + aV dV + ~ da ............ (2.2l) 

aMR aMR a~ 
d~ = aU dU + aV dV + aa da ............ (2.22) 

In matrix notation 

dP
R 

aPR aPR aPR 
dU du aV aa 

dQR 
aQR . aQR . aQ

R dV (2.23) = aU av aa . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

d~ da 
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or in concise form 

dR :: K dV . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . (2.24) 

where 

dR = vector of the variation of the total pile reaction, 

K stiffness matrix, and 

dV displacement variation vector. 

The elements of the stiffness matrix K or the partial derivatives 

of the total reaction forces with respect to each element of the pile-

cap displacement are obtained by giving small displacement: dX dY 

and d~ one at a time to the pile cap (Fig. 2.6). 

Giving a small displacement dU in the X direction" three elements 

ill the first column of the stiffness matrix K are deterDlined. 

aPR P (U + dU, V, ~) - PR (U, V, ~) 
R (2.25) au = dU · · · · · · · 

oQR Q
R 

(U + dU, V, ~) - QR (U, V, ~) 

au - dU · · · · · · · . (2.26) 

a~ ~ (U + dU, V, ~) - ~ (U, V, ~) 

-- = · · · · · · · . (2.27) 
au dU 

The rest of the elements are obtained in a similar fashion. 

Displacement Correction Vector. Equating the reaction variation 

vector dR with the force correction vector oF' and substituting the 
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displacement variation vector dV with the displacement correction 

vector dU ,the necessary correction of the displacement is obtained 

from Eq. 2.24. 

-1 
= K dF . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2. 28) 

The new displacement of the pile cap is given by adding the displacement 

correction vector dU to- the displacement vector U 

The size of the stiffness matrix K is only three by three. There-

fore, the inversion of the matrix K is most conveniently done by the 

Cramer rule. That is, the element of the flexibility matrix or the 

inverted matrix -1 
K is expressed by a formula. 

where 

-1 
K .. = 

1J 
..................... (2.29) 

-1 K. . = element in the inverted stiffness matrix, 
1J 

det K = determinant of the matrix K ,and 

A. . cofactor of the matrix K 
1J 

Computational Procedure 

The principle of the successive displacement correction method for 

obtaining the equilibrium state of the applied loads and the pile reac-

tions on the pile cap has been developed in the three previous sections 

of this study. 
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The solution is obtained through the iterative numer:Lcal procedure. 

A computer program GROUP (Appendix A) is developed for this purpose. 

The logic of the computer program is described in steps :in the following. 

1. Give an initial displacement to the pile cap. 

2. Compute the corresponding pile-top displacements. 

3. Compute the pile reaction for the given pile-top displacements. 

4. Sum up the pile reactions. 

5. Compute the difference between the applied load .~nd the pile 

reactions to obtain the force correction vector. 

6. Give small virtual displacement to obtain the stiffness matrix. 

7. Invert the stiffness matrix to get a flexibility matrix. 

8. MUltiply the flexibility matrix (Step 7) with th,~ force correc

tion vector (Step 5) to get the displacement correction vector. 

9. Correct the pile-cap displacement by adding the displacement 

correction vector. 

Repeat Steps two through nine until the displacement correction 

vector becomes sufficiently small. 

The successive displacement correction method requir,es the pile-top 

reaction to be solved for the forced displacement at pil,e top. Under 

the assumption of the independency between the lateral and axial 

behaviors of a pile, the pile reactions on the pile cap are conveniently 

solved independently for these two different modes. 

The analytical prediction of the axial and lateral behaviors of a 

pile may be made by finite difference methods. The remaining portion 



of this chapter is devoted to formulation of the finite difference 

methods for a laterally loaded pile and for an axially loaded pile. 
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The computer program GROUP is internally equipped with the finite 

difference method for a laterally loaded pile but not with that for an 

axially loaded pile. There are two reasons for this decision. Firstly, 

the axial pile reaction versus displacement relationship is expressed by 

a single curve, while the lateral and rotational pile reactions consists 

of families of curves in terms of mu1tiparameters such as the lateral 

and rotational displacements and the type of pile connections to pile 

cap. Secondly, the present state of knowledge about soil criteria for 

an axially loaded pile does not readily allow the choice of proper soil 

criteria for an accurate prediction of axial pile behavior. It may 

still be more practical to obtain the load versus axial displacement 

curve by such direct means as loading test than resorting to the ana

lytical method. 

Laterally Loaded Pile 

The analysis of the laterally loaded pile by the finite difference 

method has been undertaken extensively by Reese and Matlock since 1960 

(Reese and Matlock, 1960; Matlock and Reese, 1962; Matlock, 1963; Mat

lock and Ingram, 1963; Matlock and Hai1burton, 1966; Reese, 1966; Reese, 

1970; Matlock, 1970). Their work proved the versatility and the theo

retical unequivocabi1ity of the finite difference method in dealing 

with the highly nonlinear soil-pile interation system with any arbitrary 

change in the soil formation and pile properties. 
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There is already a computer program to solve a laterally loaded pile 

by the finite difference method (Reese, 1970). However, a new solution 

of the finite difference equations is necessary before it is applied to 

the successive displacement method. The existing finite difference 

method can solve a laterally loaded pile for given combinations of load 

and moment, load and slope or load and spring constant, bllt not for 

given displacements. 

The new solution of the finite difference equations is presented in 

the following section. 

Differential Equations for ~ Beam Column 

Figure 2.7b shows an element of a beam column. The b.:lsic differen

tial equation is derived by examining this element (Timoshenko and Gere, 

1961). The equilibrium for forces in y direction gives 

where 

Q - P dx - (Q + dQ) + q dx = 0 or 

¥x = q - p • . . • • . • • . • . . . . . . • •• • • • (2.30) 

Q = shear force, 

q = distributed load, and 

p = distributed spring force which is expressed by the soil 

modulus E 
s 

p = Es Y ••••••••••••••••••••••• (2.31) 
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Taking the equilibrium of moment about point n (Fig. 2.7b), 

M + q dx dx - (Q + dQ) dx - (M + dM) - P dx ~ dx 0 
2 dx 

neglecting the second-order terms, 

where 

Q = P ~ 
dx 

dM 
dx .................... (2.32) 

M bending moment and 

P = axial force in the beam column. 

Standard textbooks on the strength of material give an expression for 

the moment-curvature relationship of a beam when shear and axial defor-

mation are neglected. 

2 
EI 4 = - M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2.33) 

dx 

Differentiating Eq. 2.32 with respect to x and substituting Eq. 2.30 

the basic differential equation for a beam-column is obtained . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2.34) 

Finite Difference Approximation 

The beam column is divided into n discrete elements of length h 

as shown in Fig. 2.7c. Stations -1, and 0+1 through n+3 are imaginary 
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or fictitious where the actual beam column does not exist. These 

imaginary stations are necessary for technical reasons to apply the cen-

tra1 difference equations at all stations. The flexural rigidity at the 

imaginary stations are considered zero and the deflections are set in 

such a way as to satisfy the boundary conditions at the top and bottom 

of the pile. 

The finite difference approximation of the second derivative of y 

is expressed by 

2 y - 2y. + Y 

~~") = i+1 1 . 1 
2 ) 2 1- ••.••.•.•••..• (2.35) 

ax /i h 

Therefore, the moment at station i is approximated by 

Yi+1 - 2Yi + Yi-1 
M. = -(EI). 2 ........•... (2.36) 

1 1 h 

Applying the finite difference approximation also to the moment M 

Eq. 2.34 is converted to 

Mi + 1 - 2Mi + Mi _1 

h
2 

2 
=Ey_q+P.!L.Y 

s dx2 
...•..... (2.37) 

Substituting Eqs. 2.35 and 2.36 into the above equation, we obtain the 

general finite difference expression for a beam column. 
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where 

-1 :s; i :s; n+1 

and where 

B .. = EI. 1 ......................... .. (2.39) 
1 1-

e
i 

= El
i
+1 ...••.•••••••••.•••..• (2.43) 

f . q h 
4 

. • . . . . • • . • • • . • • . . • • . . . ( 2 . 44 ) 
1 

Recursive Solution of Difference Equations 

Assuming that deflection y i-1 is expressed in terms of deflections 

at two subsequent stations 

= Ai 1 + B. 1 y. + C. 1 Y'+l - 1- 1 1- 1 
.................. . (2.45) 

The deflection at station i is obtained by substituting Eq:. 2.45 into 

Eq. 2.38 



where the continuity coefficients 

A. = D. (A. 1 E. + a. A. 2 
1 1 1- 1 1 1-

B. D. (C. 1 E. + d. ) 
1 1 1- 1 1 

C. = D.e. . . . . . . . . 
1 1 1 

and where 

Ei = a. B. 2 + b. 
1 1- 1 

for -1 SiS n+1. 

A. 
1 

f.) 
1 

. 

B. 
1 

. 

. 
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are expressed by 

· · · · · · · (2.47) 

· · . · · · · · · (2.48) 

· · · · · · · . · (2.49) 

(2.50) 

· ......... (2.51) 

It is shown in the following section that the pile-top boundary con-

ditions are expressed by finite difference equations similar to Eq. 2.45 

at stations -1 and O. Then the continuity coefficients A. 
1 

and C 
i 

are computed for stations 1 through n+1. The deflection at the 

imaginary station Yn+2 and are assumed to be zero. Therefore, 

the round-trip path of the recursive solution of a set of banded simu1-

taneous equations is completed. 

Boundary Conditions at Pile Top 

The analysis of a grouped pile foundation requires the pile-top 

reactions of a laterally loaded pile. The general finite difference 

equation (Eq. 2.38) must be solved in such a way as to satisfy the 

displacement boundary condition at pile top which is imposed by the 

pile-cap displacement. The pile-top reactions are computed, subse-

quent1y, from the pile depection at discrete stations a,long the pile. 
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The lateral deflection at the pile top coincides with the lateral 

displacement of the pile cap in the member coordinate system. However, 

the slope or the rotation of the pile head is not always equal to the 

rotation of the pile cap. It is dependent on the kind 0:: pile connec-

tion to the pile cap. In the following, the displacement boundary con-

ditions are expressed in terms of the lateral deflection at the finite 

difference station near the pile top for a pinned, for a fixed, and for 

an elastically restrained connection. 

Usually a laterally loaded single pile is given a lateral load and a 

moment at the pile head. In order to facilitate the analysis of a single 

laterally loaded pile, it is convenient to solve for the displacement of 

a pile subjected to the force boundary conditions. The finite difference 

expressions of the force boundary conditions are added in this section 

after displacement boundary conditions. 

Displacement Boundary Condi tion, Pinned Connection. A pinned pile 

head cannot carry any moment. Equation 2.36 gives the finite difference 

expression for this condition (Fig. 2.8a) 

Y1 - 2yO + y-1 = 0 .............•.... (2.52) 

Another condition is the deflection at the pile top . 

where 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2.53) 

y = given lateral deflection of the top of the pile. 
t 



(a) Pinned Top 

(b) Fixed Top 

a 

Structural 
Line 

a 

(c) Elastically Restrained Top 

Fig. 2.8. Boundary Conditions at Pile Top 
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Displacement Boundary Condition, Fixed Connection. For a pile which 

is perfectly fixed to an infinitely stiff bent cap, the slope at the top 

of the pile is equal to the rotation angle of the bent cap. Therefore, 

from the central difference expression of the slope (Fig. 2.8b), 

O! • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ... (2.54) 

where 

O! rotation angle of pile cap. 

The other condition is the deflection at the pile top. 

Yo = Yt ....................... (2.55) 

Displacement Boundary Condition, Elastically Restrained Connection. 

A pile may have its top elastically restrained by a rotational spring 

force which is proportional to the deviation angle 8 from the struc-

tural line (Fig. 2.8c). The structural line is fixed to the pile cap 

and tangent to the pile before loading~ Thus, one of the boundary con-

ditions is written 

where 

M
t e = C •••••••••••••••••••••••• (2.56) 

M = moment at pile top and 
t 

C = rotational spring constant (inch-pounds). 
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The sum of deviation angle e and slope at the pile head S makes the 
t 

pile cap rotation angle a 

a = e + St ...................... (2.57) 

Applying a central difference expression for the slope, Eqs. 2.56 and 

2.57 give 

+ C a h
2 = 0 . • • • . (2.58) 

The lateral deflection at the pile also constitutes a boundary condition 

Yo Yt ••••••••••••••••••.•••• (2.59) 

Force Boundary Condition. If the boundary conditions are given in 

terms of forces, the lateral load and the moment at pile top, these 

forces are simulated by imaginary forces Zt and -Z at station 0 
t 

and at the fictitious station -1. A couple is formed, equal to the 

applied moment, and a lateral load exists at station 0 of the discre-

tized model (Fig. 2.9). 

These transverse forces are taken into the solution by modifying 

the continuity coefficient given by Eq. 2.47. It is soon observed that 

the effect of the transverse load q appears only in the term of f. 
1 

(Eq. 2.44). Therefore, the continuity coefficient A is rewritten for 

stations -1 and 0 as follows (Matlock and Haliburton, 1966) 
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(a) Actual Laterally 
Loaded Pile 

-Zt 
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o 

(b) Discreti:ted 
Model 

Fig. 2.9. Force Boundary Conditions at Pile Top 



where 

and where 

A' = A + D (_h3Z 
000 t 

M 
t 

h ..........•.......... (2.62) 

A' and A' = revised continuity coefficients and 
-1 0 

Q horizontal load at pile top. 
t 

The concentrated load Qt is equivalent to the product of increment 

h and the distributed load q 

Boundary Conditions at Pile Tip 

At the pile tip a laterally loaded pile is subjected neither to a 

lateral load nor to a bending moment. These force boundary conditions 

may be applied explicitly to the pile tip by deriving the finite dif-

ference representations of these conditions. However, the same effect 

is obtained by providing the additional fictitious station n+2 and 

n+3 at the tip of the pile. These two fictitious stations assume no 

45 

lateral deflection and no flexural rigidity. The latter method is pre-

ferred in the numerical method because it eliminates the special treat-

ment of the continuity coefficients (Eqs. 2.47, 2.48 and 2.49) at the 
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pile tip. Thus, the path of the recursive computation, whtch starts 

from the pile top to make a return path at station n+1 , is stream-

lined. 

Solution of ~ Laterally Loaded Pile Problem 

Once the lateral deflections at all discrete stations are calculated, 

the slope S , the moment M , the shear force Q , the distributed 

horizontal reaction q , and the distributed horizontal spring force 

p are calculated by the following finite difference equations. 

S. = 
1 

M. - -
1 

. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2.63) 

Yi+1 - 2Yi + Yi - 1 
Eli h2 ............. (2.64) 

Qi = Pt Si 
Ml.'+l - M i-1 ( ) 2h ............... ' 2.65 

Mi+ 1 - 2Mi + Mi _1 
h2 •........••.... (2.66) 

p. = E Y .••••••••••••••••.•••• (2.67) 
1 s,i 1 

Lateral reaction at the top of the pile is given by q h 
o 

The 

lateral reaction should be equal to the summation of soil reactions 

along the pile. 
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q h 
o 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2.68) 

Check computations by a computer program showed that the inherent error 

to the finite difference approximation always amounts to several per cent 

for the distributed load qo , while the summation of the soil resistance 

or spring force coincided well with the shear force Q immediately below 

the pile top. Therefore, the lateral pile reaction is calculated by 

summing the soil resistance along the pile shaft. 

Axially Loaded Pile 

There are basically two analytical methods to calculate the load 

versus settlement curve of an axially loaded pile. One method takes the 

theory of elasticity approach. The theories suggested by D'Appo10nia 

and Romua1di (1963), Thurman and D'Appo10nia (1965), Poulos and Davis 

(1968), Poulos and Mattes (1969), and Mattes and Poulos (1969) belong 

to the theory of elasticity method. All of these theories resort to 

the so-called Mindlin equation, which gives a solution for the vertical 

deformation at any point in a semi-infinite, elastic, and isotropic 

solid due to a downward force in the interior of a solid. The pile dis-

placement at a certain pOint is calculated by superimposing the inf1u-

ences of the load transfer (skin friction) along the pile and the pi1e-

tip resistance at that point. The compatibility of those forces and 

the displacement of a pile is obtained by solving a set of simultaneous 

equations. This method takes the stress distribution within the soil 

into consideration; therefore, the elasticity method presents the 
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possibility of solving for the behavior of a group of closely spaced piles 

under axial loading (D'Appo10nia, 1968; Poulos, 1968). 

The drawback to the elasticity method lies in the basic assumptions 

which must be made. The actual ground condition rarely satisfies the 

assumption of uniform and isotropic material. In spite of the highly non

linear stress-strain characteristics of soils, the only soil properties 

considered in the elasticity method are the Young's modulus E and the 

Poisson's ratio v The use of only two constants, E and v to 

represent soil characteristics is too much of an oversimplification. In 

actual field conditions, the parameter v may be relatively constant, but 

the parameter E can vary through several orders of magnitude. 

The other method to calculate the load versus settlement curve for 

an axially loaded pile may be called the finite difference method. Finite 

difference equations are employed to achieve compatibility between pile 

displacement and the load transfer along a pile and betwe,en displacement 

and resistance at the tip of the pile. This method was first used by 

Seed and Reese (1957); other studies are reported by Coy1,e and Reese 

(1966) and Coyle and Su1aiman (1967). The finite difference method 

assumes the Winkler concept. That is to say, the load transfer at a cer

tain pile section and the pile tip resistance are independent of the pile 

displacements elsewhere. The finite difference method should give good 

prediction of the pile behavior in clayey soils, since the shear strength 

characteristics of clayey soils are rather insensitive to the change in 

stress. In the case of sandy soils, however, the shear strength charac

teristics are directly affected by the stress change due to the pile dis

placement in another place. The close agreement between the predic~ion 
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and the loading test results in clays (Coyle and Reese, 1966) and the 

scattering of prediction from the loading test in sands (Coyle and 

Su1aiman, 1967) may possibly be explained by the relative sensitivity of 

a soil to changes in patterns of stress. Admitting the deficiency in the 

displacement-shear force criteria of sands, the finite difference method 

is still a practical and potential method because the method can deal 

with any complex composition of soil layers with any nonlinear disp1ace-

ment versus shear force relationship. Furthermore, the method can accom

modate improvements in soil criteria with no modification of the basic 

theory. 

In the next sections the derivation of the finite difference expres

sions is shown. The fundamental technique employed here is the same as 

that employed by previous investigations. The difference lies in the com

putation procedure. The method shown herein gives a solution first for 

the pile displacement at all stations. Then, the pile force at each 

station is calculated. Convergence of the iterative computation is 

quite fast even near the ultimate load. 

Basic Equations 

Figure 2.10a shows the mechanical system for an axially loaded pile. 

The pile head is subjected to an axial force P
t 

and the pile head 

undergoes a displacement Zt The pile-tip displacement is Z 
tip 

and the pile displacement at the depth x is Z Displacement Z is 

positive downward and the compressive force P is positive. 

ConSidering an element dx (Fig. 2.10a) the strain in the element due 

to the axial force P is calculated by neglecting the second order form 

dP 
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or 

where 
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dz 
dx 

P 
EA ...................... (2.69) 

p = - EA as. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2.70) 

P = axial force in the pile in pounds (downward positive), 

E = Young's modulus of pile material in psi, and 

A = cross-sectional area of the pile in square inches. 

The total load transfer through an element dx is expressed by 

using the modulus ~ in the load transfer curve (Fig. 2.1la), 

dP = - ~ z l dx . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2. 71) 

or 

dP _ IJ. z l 
dx = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2.72) 

where 

l = circumference of a cylindrical pile or the perimeter 

encompassing an H pile. 

Differentiating Eq. 2.70 with respect to x ,it is equated with Eq. 

2.72. 
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.................. (2.73) 

The pile-tip resistance is given by the product of a secant modulus V 

and the pile-tip movement z . 
t1P 

resistance curve, Fig. 2.11b). 

(See the pile-tip movement versus 

P. =vz .....•............... (2.74) 
t1P t1P 

Equation 2.73 constitutes the basic differential equation which must be 

solved. Boundary conditions at the tip and at the top of the pile must 

be established. The boundary condition at the tip of the pile is given 

by Eq. 2.74. At the top of the pile the boundary condition may be either 

a force or a displacement. Treatment of these two cases is presented 

later. 

Finite Difference Equation 

Equation 2. 75 gives in difference equation form the differential 

equation (Eq. 2.73) for solving the axial pile displacement at discrete 

stations. 

for 0 $ i $ n 

where 

a. = 1/4 EA'+ l + EA. - 1/4 EA. 1 ........... (2.76) 1 1 1 1-
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b. - - ~ £ h
2 

- 2 EA 
1 i 

(2.77) 

c i - 1/4 EAi+l + EAi + 1/4 EA
i

_l ......... (2.78) 

and where 

h ~ increment length or dx (Fig. 2.l0a). 

Boundary Condition 

There are two kinds of boundary conditions at the pile top. One is 

the specified axial force at the pile top. The other is the specified 

displacement at the pile top. 

If the axial force at pile head is specified, a forward difference 

equation of the first derivative of z with respect to x gives the 

condition that must be satisfied by the displacement near the pile top . 

where 

EA 
o 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2.79) 

P
t 

given axial load on the pile top. 

If a displacement is specified at the pile top 

where 

Zt zo······················· (2.80) 

Z = forced axial displacement of the pile top. 
t 
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The boundary condition at pile tip is given by the point resistance 

force. Using the secant modulus v of the pile-tip movement versus 

point resistance curve (Fig. 2.llb), the backward difference equation 

of the first derivative of z with respect to x gives the force 

boundary condition at the pile tip. 

v Z =
n 

EA 
z 

n - Z n-l 
h 

...............• (2.81) 
n 

Assuming the reduced form of the basic equation at station n-l 

Z 1 = B + C 1 z .•.•••....•••... (2.82) 
n- n-l n- n 

Solving Eqs. 2.81 and 2.82 simultaneously for Z 
n 

B 
n-l 

Z = h . • • • . • • • • • • • . . • . • (2.83) 
n ~+l-C 

EA n-l 
n 

Recursive Solution 

Assume that the basic equation 2.75 is reduced to a form 

= B. 1 + C. 1 Z. 
1- 1- 1 

................ (2.84) 

up to i-I th station. Substitution of Eq. 2.84 into Eq. 2.75 yields 

another reduced form at station i 

Zi = Bi + Ci zi+l .. . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . (2.85) 
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where 

B 
i 

a 

...................... ,. .... .. (2.86) 

C
i 

= Di " ••••.•.......•....... (2.87) 

D - - b. 
1 

c. C 1 ...•...•......•.. (2.88) 
1 i-

Applying the pile top boundary condition Eq. 2.79 or l~q. 2.80 at 

station 0, all the continuity coefficients B. and C. are computed 
1 1 

for stations 1 through n. The displacement z at the last station n 

is computed from the boundary condition at the pile tip O!:q. 2.83). All 

the rest of zls are obtained by the back substitution into Eq. 2.84. 

Once the displacement z is obtained at all the difference stations, 

the axial force within a pile is computed by Eq. 2.89 

p. = -
1 

EA zi+l - zi_l (2 89) 
i 2h •.•••.•..••..... . 

Equation 2.89 is the central difference expression of Eq. 2.70. 

Elasto-Plastic Pile Strength 

The behavior of a grouped pile foundation is influenced by the 

structural strength of the pile itself. A pile in a grouped pile foun-

dation is subjected both to a bending moment and to an axial force. The 

structural strength of a pile may be determined either by elastic insta-

bility or by yielding of the pile material. Elastic instability or the 
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buckling of a pile is predicted by the numerical procedure developed 

earlier for the laterally loaded pile as a beam column. The failure of 

a pile due to the yielding of the pile material requires the considera-

tion of the interaction of the bending moment and the axial force on the 

pile section. 

Interaction Diagram. The interaction diagram of the ultimate axial 

strength P and the plastic moment M takes various shapes depending 
u p 

on the geometry of the cross-section of the pile and, more importantly, 

on the stress-strain relationships of the pile materials. Figure 2.l2a 

shows a typical interaction diagram of a steel pile. Figure 2.12 b 

shows a typical interaction diagram of a reinforced concrete pile or a 

prestressed concrete pile. 

The computer program GROUP can accommodate an interaction diagram 

of any shape. The program GROUP has an option to generate simplified 

interaction diagrams for steel piles (Fig. 2.13). In Fig. 2.13, M 
Y 

and P 
u 

refer to the yield moment and the axial yield load and M 
yo 

and P are the values corresponding to pure bending and to pure axial 
uo 

loading. It is assumed that the interaction diagram is valid for both 

compression and tension. 

Eqs. 2.90 and 2.91. 

The computation of M 
yo 

and P 
uO 

is made by 

M = (J Z • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • (2 • 90) 
yo y 

P = (J A. • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • . . (2.91) 
uo y 
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where 

a = yield stress of a steel in psi, 
y 

Z section modulus of a steel in cubic inches, and 

A cross-sectional area of a steel section in square 

inches. 
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The relationship between M yo and M po is defined by a shape fac-

tor s. 

M sM.............. ......... (2.92) 
po yo 

The shape factor s is a function of the shape of the steel section and 

it is given for typical steel sections in Table 2.1 (Beedle, 1961). 

TABLE 2.1 SHAPE FACTOR FOR STEEL PILES 

Section Shape Factor s 

Wide Flange (Strong Axis) 1.14 

Wide Flange (Weak Axis) 1.50 

Pipe 

In Fig. 2.13 P 
uo 

and M 
po 

1.27 

are connected by a straight line. It 

is a conservative procedure, because the actual curve is always on the 

right-hand side of the straight line (Beedle, 1961). 

Moment Curvature Relationships. The real moment curvature re1ation-

ship may be represented by such a curved line as shown by a broken line 
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in Fig. 2.14. In the computer program GROUP, a simplified bilinear 

moment-curvature curve is employed as it is shown by a solii line in 

Fig. 2.14. In the elastic range the flexural rigidity coincides with 

EI , where E is the Young's modulus and I is the moment of inertia. 

Once the full plasticity is developed in a section, the secant modulus 

of the moment-curvature curve replaces the flexural rigidity. 



CHAPTER III 

SOIL CRITERIA FOR SOIL PILE INTERACTION SYSTEM 

The structural theories for single piles presented in the previous 

chapter requires soil criteria which give the nonlinear spring-force 

representations of the lateral resistance and the axial resistance. 

The actual pile-soil systems are complex, involving such things as 

the time effect on soil behavior, dynamic or repeated loading, sett1e-

ment of the surrounding soil due to negative skin friction, interference 

from other piles or from adjacent structures and so on. Presently 

available soil criteria, however, can handle only static, short-term 

loading. 

In this chapter the soil criteria for lateral loading and axial 

loading are presented. The soil criteria are developed for sand and for 

clay, the two typical types of the soil. Other soils will normally exhibit 

characteristics somewhere between those for clay and sand. 

Laterally Loaded Pile 

Soil Modulus 

The finite difference method of solving the problem of a laterally 

loaded pile is based on the assumption of the Winkler mechanism, where 

the soil can be replaced by a set of independent springs. The spring 

force action on a segment of a laterally loaded pile is represented by 

the subgrade reaction per unit length of a pile 

p = E Y ....................... (3.1) 
s 
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where 

y horizontal deflection of pile in inches 

E soil modulus in pounds per square inch. 
s 

The soil modulus E is generally not a constant but is a nonlinear 
s 

function of depth x and the pile deflection y 

E = f (x, y) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3.2) 
s 

If the correct relationship between p and y , and the right moment-

curvature relationship for the pile section are given, the finite differ-

ence method can describe any state of a laterally loaded pile. 

Before the age of electronic computers, simplified fornls were assumed 

for the variation of the soil modulus E with depth in order to get 
s 

closed-form solutions of the differential equation of the beam, or the 

beam-column, on an elastic foundation. The simplest theory assumes that 

the soil modulus E is constant (Chang, 1937) or that the soil modulus 
s 

E increases in proportion to depth (Terzaghi, 1955). In attempts to 
s 

represent the nonlinear nature of the soil reaction, various efforts were 

made to express E 
s 

by an exponential function of depth and pile deflec-

tion (Palmer and Brown, 1954, and Shinohara and Kubo, 1961). The math-

ematical treatment of these methods was cumbersome and the estimation 

of the constants to be used were left to guess work. A realistic approach 

to establishing p-y relationships must be based on the true load-de for-

mation characteristics of the in situ soils. The soil criteria introduced 

in the following are all trying to correlate the relationship of the pile 

deformation and soil resistance with the basic soil properties determinable 

by standard soil tests or methods of exploration. 
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McClelland and Focht's Criteria. McClelland and Focht (1958) found a 

correlation between a p-y curve and a stress-strain curve from the 

consolidated-undrained triaxial test (Q test) on small specimens. The 
c 

approach is similar to Skempton's (1951) work on the vertical settlement 

of a foundation. McClelland and Focht opened the way to developing p-y 

curves for a clay where the clay consists of layers with different shear 

strength characteristics. The relationship between a p-y curve and a 

stress-strain curve from a Q
c 

triaxial test is expressed by 

and 

where 

p 5.5 b afj ...........•......••. (3.3) 

y 1/2 b € . • • • • • • . . • •.••••••••. (3.4) 

b pile diameter or frontal size in inches, 

afj deviator stress in Q
c 

triaxial test with confining 

pressure as close to the actual overburden pressure as 

possible in psi, 

€ strain in Qc triaxial test. 

The above relationship is illustrated in the nondimensional form in 

Fig. 3.1. 

The procedure to get a set of p-y curves from stress-strain curves 

is summarized as follows. 
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1. Plot a nondimensiona1 stress-strain curve (Fig. 3.1a) with the 

strain € as abscissa and the ratio of the deviator stress to 

the ultimate deviator stress cr~/cr~f as ordinate. 

2. Compute the ultimate lateral soil resistance Pu by Eq. 3.5 . 

Pu = 5.5 b cr ~f . . . . . (3.5) 

3. Construct a nondimensiona1 coordinate system with the ratio of 

4. 

pile deflection to the pile diameter, or pile width, y/b as 

abscissa and the ratio of soil resistance per unit length of pile 

to its ultimate value pip as ordinate. (Fig. 3.1b) 
u 

Draw a nondimensiona1 p-y curve, or pip versus y/b curve, 
u 

by transferring the stress-strain curve from Fig. 3.1a to Fig. 

3.1b. After the transfer, the ordinate of the curve remains the 

same as the stress-strain curve, but the abscissa of the curve is 

reduced to one-half that of the stress-strain curve. Any arbitrary 

point a (e, r) on a stress-strain curve (Fig. 3.1a) is transferred 

as point a'(€/2, r) on the nondimensiona1 p-y curve, where r 

is greater than zero but less than unity. 

5. Convert the nondimensiona1 p-y curve in Fig. 3.1b into a dimen-

siona1 p-y curve by multiplying the ordinate with p (Eq. 3.5) 
u 

and multiplying the abscissa with b 

6. Repeat steps 1 through 5 for various depths to obtain a set of 

p-y curves along a pile. 

Skempton's Criteria, which is described later, may be used for the 

analytical generation of p-y curves. Skempton (1951) correlated the 
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load settlement curve of a shallow foundation with the stress-strain 

curve of an undrained triaxial compression test. In order to make use 

of Skempton's equation to obtain p-y curves for piles in clay, one 

must assume that the bearing pressure versus settlement for a long strip 

footing at a great depth is identical to that for ~he soil resistance 

versus deflection for a laterally loaded pile. The relationship obtained 

by Skempton is essentially the same as that established by McClelland and 

Focht. The only difference between the two is the factor which transfers 

the stress-strain curve of an undrained triaxial compress:~on test to a 

nondimensional p-y curve. McClelland and Focht multiply the abscissa 

of a stress-strain curve with a factor of 0.5 to get the abscissa of a 

nondimensional p-y curve, while Skempton uses a factor of 2. 

Reese's Criteria. The criteria by McClelland and Focht considers only 

a flow-around type of failure of soil in a horizontal plane around a 

pile. Reese (1958) argued that the behavior of a laterally loaded pile 

is greatly influenced by the soil near the ground surface which fails by 

moving upward in the form of a wedge. He derived an expression of the 

ultimate soil resistance for the wedge-type failure by considering the 

equilibrium of forces on the wedge. 

where 

Pw ybx+2cb+2.83cx ............ (3.6) 

Pw ultimate lateral soil resistance by wedge-type failure in 

pounds per inch, 

y = effective unit weight of soil in pci, 
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b diameter or width of pile in inches, 

x = depth in inches, 

c = cohesion of a clay in psi. 

He also derived an expression for the ultimate soil reaction of a flow-

around type of failure by considering the failure of the soil mass around 

the pile. 

where 

Pf=Nc c b ........................ (3.7) 

Pf = ultimate lateral soil resistance per unit length of pile 

by flow-around type failure, 

N = coefficient of the bearing capacity, whose value is usually 
c 

assumed to be 11. 

The smaller value of and governs the actual ultimate lateral 

soil resistance. 

Reese proposed to simulate the stress-strain curves by parabolas in 

the absence of Qc triaxial compression test (Fig. 3.2b). The curve is 

assumed to become flat when the ultimate deviator stress is reached. The 

reference point is chosen at one-half of the ultimate deviator stress, 

that is, 0.5 on the ordinate. The corresponding strain €So is assumed 

to take different values depending on the type of clay. After Skempton 

(1951), the following values for e
SO 

are recommended. 
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TABLE 3.1 STRAIN OF CLAY IN TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TEST 

0.005 brittle or stiff clay 

0.02 soft clays 

0.01 other clays 

The parabolic stress-strain curve may be expressed by Eq. 3.8. 

m.ft; ...................... (3.8) 

where 

m coefficient to define a parabola. 

The conversion from the stress-strain curve to the p-y curve can 

be done according to either McClelland and Focht's criteria or Skempton's 

criteria. 

The procedure for constructing the p-y curves out of the parabolic 

shape of stress-strain curve is summarized as follows. 

1. Calculate the two types of ultimate soil resistance per unit 

length of pile and , using Eqs. 3.6 and 3.7 and the 

best estimate of the shear strength of the clay. As it is shown 

in Fig. 3.3a, Eq. 3.6 determines the ultimate soil resistance 

at the upper portion and Eq. 3.7 controls the lower portion of a 

pile. The smaller value of and determines the ultimate 

lateral soil resistance Pu 
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2. Determine the coefficient of parabola n for a 110ndimensional 

p-y curve in Fig. 3.3c. 

n [y b .................... (3.9) 

the parabola passes through the point (ySO' 0.5). The magnitude 

of the abscissa Yso is given by McClelland and Focht 

Yso 1/2 8
50 

.•................ (3.10) 

or by Skempton 

Y 50 ::: 2 8
50

, . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3.11) 

thus 

n };:o'................... (3.12) 

3. Draw a parabola on the nondimensional coordinate system of (y/b) 

and (p/pu)' 

4. Cut the parabola at p/pu 1.0 and connect with a horizontal 

line. 

5. Compute the p and y values from the nondimensional p-y curve 

by multiplying the ordinate with 

multiplying the abscissa with b 

P determined in Step 1 and 
u 

Matlock's Criteria. Based on field tests as well as on laboratory 

tests, Matlock (1970) developed soil criteria for constructing p-y curves 
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for static and cyclic loading in soft clay. Figures 3.4a and 3.4b show 

a summary of the procedure, both for static loading and for cyclic loading. 

Matlock assumed that the ultimate resistance per unit length of pile 

is expressed by Eq. 3.13. 

where 

Pu '" Np c b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3.13) 

c ~ cohesion of a clay in psi, 

b = pile diameter in inches, 

N :: dimensionless coefficient of ultimate bearing capacity. 
p 

The value of the coefficient N for the depth where only the f1ow
p 

around failure occurs is 

N 9 .•...............•...... (3.14) 
p 

Near the ground surface where the overburden pressure is not enough to 

prevent the forming of the upward wedge, the coefficient N p 
is given by 

where 

N =3+~ +J~ 
pcb 

y :: effective unit weight of clay 

x depth in inches, 

c :: cohesion of a clay in psi, 

b pile diameter in inches, 

in 

J dimensionless constant determined 

... (3.15) 

pci, 

from the ,type of clay: 
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Matlock's experimental value of the constant J ranged from 0.25 to 0.5. 

Reference to Eq. 3.6 shows that Matlock's criteria is similar to that of 

Reese. 

Near the ground surface the ultimate resistance per unit length of 

pile is determined by the lesser value of Pu computed from Eqs. 3.13, 

3.14, and 3.15. The p-y curve for the static loading is constructed by 

the following procedure. 

1. Choose , the strain corresponding to one-half of the 

ultimate deviator stress or one-half of the unconfined 

compression strength ~ (Skempton's criteria give typical 

values of (Table 3.1) if a stress-strain curve is unavai1-

able.) 

2. Calculate the pile deflection YsO which corresponds to the strain 

850 on the stress-strain curve, by a formula 

Yso = 2.5 850 b .................. (3.16) 

where 

b = diameter or width of a pile in inches. 

3. Draw a nondimensiona1 cubic curve 

between 

rY ,1/3 
= 0.5 \YsOJ ................. (3.18) 

o Sop/p So 1 
u 
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4. Connect the curve with a horizontal line 

1 ....................... (3.18) 

5. Calculate the values of p and y from the nondimensional p-y 

curve by multiplying the ordinate with Pu and multiplying the 

abscissa with 

The p-y curve for the cyclic loading is constructed in a similar 

manner. Figure 3.4b reflects the deterioration of soil strength by 

the effect of repeated loading. 

Sand 

Reese's Criteria. Reese's criteria for obtaining a set of p-y 

curves for sand are based on formulas for the ultimate lateral soil 

resistance per unit length of pile and on recommendations by Terzaghi 

(1955) for the shape of the early part of the p-y curve. The detailed 

development of the formulas for the ultimate lateral soil resistance is 

given by Parker and Reese (1970). 

In the following, a brief summary is given of the method for deter-

mining the ultimate lateral soil resistance and for the construction of 

the basic bilinear p-y curves. 

The ultimate lateral soil resistance at depth is given by the equation 

for a flow-around type failure of sand. The equat ion if:: derived by consid-

ering the successive failure of the square block soil elements as in the 

case of clay (Reese, 1958). 
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Y b x {~ + 2K tan ¢ (~ + 1) I (3.19) Pf = - KA j . 
a 

where 

Pf ultimate soil resistance per unit length of pile in 

pounds per inch, 

y = effective unit weight of soil in pci, 

x depth in inches, 

b pile width in inches, 

2 
tan (450 

- ¢/2) coefficient of active earth pressure, 

tan
2 (450 + ¢/2) coefficient of passive earth pressure, 

K 
a 

coefficient of earth pressure at rest which is assumed to 

be 0.5, 

¢ = angle of internal friction of a sand in degree. 

The examination of Eq. 3.19 reveals that the first term within the 

parenthesis ~ is by far the major contributing factor in determining 

the ultimate lateral soil resistance per unit length of pile. Therefore, 

the ultimate lateral soil resistance by flow-around type failure Pf is 

proportional to the cube of the coefficient of the passive earth pressure. 

Near the ground surface the ultimate soil resistance on a pile is 

obtained by computing the force exerted from a soil wedge moving upward. 

The ultimate lateral soil resistance by wedge type failure Pw is 

obtained by differentiating the total force exerted from the soil wedge 

onto the pile with respect to depth, x 

+ x tan ~ [ ~ tan Q' + Ko (tan ¢ - tan Q' J t . . (3.20). 
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where 

= 45J + 2. 
2 

angle to define the shape of wedge, and is assumed to be 

equal to one-half of ¢ . 

The early portion of the p-y curve is constructed from Terzaghi's 

(1955) recommendation. Terzaghi used the theory of elasticity to derive 

the relationship between the horizontal deflection of a vertical pile 

and the soil resistance . 

.£ 
y 

E 
s 

k x ..................... (3.21) 

where 

p 

y 

E 
s 

lateral soil resistance in pounds per inch, 

lateral pile deflection in inches, 

11 d 1 · d . h2 
so rno u us ~n poun s per ~nc , 

k ff ·· f 1 1·1 .. d . h3 coe ~c~ent 0 atera so~ react~on ~n poun s per ~nc 

Terzaghi (1955) gave the values of k as Table 3.2. 

x depth from ground surface in inches. 

TABLE 3.2 
3 

RANGE OF VALUES OF k, POUNDS PER INCH 

Relative Density of Sand Loose Medium 

Dry or Moist Sand 

Submerged Sand 

3.5 - 10.4 

2.1 - 6.4 

12.8 - 40.1 

8.0 - 26.7 

Dense 

50.8 - 101.6 

32.1 - 64.1 
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The procedures for constructing the bilinear p-y curves are summarized 

as follows. 

1. Compute the two types of ultimate lateral soil resistance per 

unit length of pile by Eqs. 3.19 and 3.20 along the pile. 

2. Take the smaller value as the governing ultimate value (Fig. 3.Sa). 

3. Choose the appropriate value of k , depending on the state of 

the sand (Table 3.2). 

4. Construct a bilinear p-y curve as it is shown in Fig. 3.Sb. 

5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 for various depth to obtain a set of p-y 

curves. 

Parker and Reese's Criteria. A proposal was made by Parker and Reese 

(1970) to smooth the bilinear p-y curves, obtained by Reese's method, 

by use of a hyperbolic function of the form 

where 

p = Pu tanh ~ Y) ................... (3.22) 
u 

p lateral soil resistance in pounds per inch, 

Pu = ultimate lateral soil resistance in pounds per inch, 

k coefficient of lateral soil resistance in pounds per 

. 3 
1nch (Table 3.2), 

y = lateral deflection of pile in inches. 

The hyperbolic p-y curve generated by Eq. 3.22 is asymptotic to 

the bilinear p-y curve obtained from Reese's criteria (Fig. 3.6). 
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Summary 

The most realistic p-y curves or the lateral soil resistance 

versus pile deflection curves are those based on theory as far as possi

ble. Both the flow-around type failure of a soil in a horizontal plane 

and the wedge-type failure of a soil are taken into consideration. The 

wedge-type failure occurs near the ground surface. The flow-around type 

failure occurs at enough depth from the ground surface where there is 

sufficient restrain to prevent the upward movement of the soil. 

Perhaps the most important consideration regarding p-y curves is 

whether or not there are validating experimental results. Matlock's 

criteria are based on a series of carefully performed experiments, 

including cyclic lateral loading, and furthermore employ theoretical 

expressions for ultimate resistance. Matlock's criteria are believed 

to be the best currently available for clays. Only Matlock has given 

recommendations for p-y curves for cyclic loading for clays. While 

Matlock's recommendations are specifically for soft clays, perhaps the 

most common soil for marine structures, this idea can also be applied 

with some caution to medium and stiff clays. 

The only soil criteria for sand available in the literature are 

those by Reese and Parker. Reese considered the flow-around type failure 

and the wedge-type failure of a soil. The criteria by Parker and Reese 

smooth the simple bilinear p-y curves obtained from Reese's criteria. 

These criteria are weakened somewhat by a lack of experimental verifica

tion, particularly on large-sized piles; however, theoretical computations 

using these methods agree well with experimental results that are available. 
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Axially Loaded Pile 

Load Transfer and Point Resistance 

The finite difference method for solving the problem of an axially 

loaded pile employs a set of load transfer curves along the pile and the 

point resistance curve at the top of pile. 

The load transfer curve refers to a relationship between the skin 

friction developed on the side of a pile and the absolute axial displace

ment of a pile section. The point resistance curve expresses the total 

axial soil resistance on the base of the pile-tip in terms of the pile

tip movement. 

The properties of soil which determine the load transfer curve and 

the point resistance curve may be considerably affected by pile driving. 

In the case of clays, Seed and Reese (1957) reported that soon after the 

pile driving a loss in shear strength was observed in clays adjacent to 

the pile equal to 70 per cent of that for total remolding. They also 

observed that the recovery of shear strength with the passage of time 

resulted in a five-fold increase in the load-carrying capacity of a pile, 

even in insensitive clays. As is pointed out by Kishida (1967), the pile 

driving in a loose sand results in the increase in the relative density 

and increase in the confining pressure, both of which are major factors 

affecting the load transfer curves and the pOint resistance curve. The 

action of arching observed in sands around a pile (Robinsky and Morrison, 

1964) may be another important factor to be considered. 

In spite of all these complex factors, presently available soil 

criteria are based only on the soil properties before pile driving. In 

view of the fact that the effect of different methods of pile installation 
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on the soil properties with the passage of time are excluded from the 

soil criteria, the soil criteria described in the following must be 

regarded as tentative. 

Coyle and Reese I s -=.;;;;.......;;.;;;.~ Coyle and Reese (1966) developed soil 

criteria for the load transfer curves for a pile in clays. 

After Woodward, Lundgren, and Boitano (1961), Coyle and Reese proposed 

a reduction factor K to express the relationship between the cohesion 

of a clay and the maximum load transfer on a pile. Figure 3.7 shows that 

the reduction factor K is less than unity if the shear strength of a 

clay is over 1,000 psi. Similar observation is also made by Tomlinson 

(1957) . 

Coyle and Reese expressed the rate of load transfer developed on the 

side of a pile as a function of absolute pile movement. Curves were 

given for various depths. (Fig. 3.8). 

The procedure for developing a load transfer curve for the side of 

a pile is summarized as follows: 

1. Estimate the distribution of cohesion of the claye; along the 

length of the pile from available soil data. 

2. Compute the maximum load transfer as a function of depth from 

Fig. 3.7. 

3. Select the curve A, B, or C in Fig. 3.8 depending on the depth. 

4. Multiplying the ordinate of the selected curve in Fig. 3.8 with 

the maximum load transfer obtained in Step 2, compute a load 

transfer curve. 
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5. Repeat Steps 2 through 4 for varying depths to obtain a set of 

load transfer curves along a pile. 

Skempton's Criteria. The point resistance curve for a pile in a clay 

may be generated by Skempton's (1951) criteria. Starting with the theory 

of elasticity, Skempton found a correlation between the load-settlement 

curve of the shallow foundation and the stress-strain curve for the 

undrained triaxial compression test. The validity of the same correla-

tion for a deep foundation was attested by examining the effect of the 

foundation depth on the pertinent variables in the basic equation. The 

correlation is expressed by simple equations. 

where 

z 2 
b € ....................... (3.23) 

€ = o~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3.24) 
E 

z settlement of a foundation in inches, 

b = diameter of a circular foundation in inches, 

€ = dimensionless strain in the undrained triaxial compression 

test, 

o~ deviator stress of the undrained triaxial compression test 

in psi, with the ambient pressure as close as possible to 

the overburden pressure, 

E = Young's modulus of the soil or the secant modulus in the 

stress-strain'curve. 
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If a stress-strain curve from undrained triaxial test is available, 

it is readily transformed to a point resistance curve as it: is described 

in the early part of this Chapter. If no stress-strain curve is available, 

a parabola is assumed in a similar fashion as it is shown ~n Figs. 3.3b -

and 3.3c. 

Sand 

Meager studies have been made for sands to establish generally 

applicable soil criteria for generating a set of load transfer curves 

along a pile and a point resistance curve at the tip of the pile. Two 

soil criteria are described, as follows. 

Coyle and Sulaiman's Criteria. Coyle and Sulaiman (1967) experimen-

tally investigated the load transfer curves of a pile in sand. The 

ultimate load transfer or skin friction on the side of a pile wall is 

expressed in the simplest form by 

where 

K Y x tan 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3.25) 
o 

T
f 

maximum load transfer on the pile in psi, 

K earth pressure coefficient whose value may lie somewhere 
o 

between the active earth pressure coefficient KA and 

the passive earth pressure coefficient Kp 

y effective unit weight of the soil in pci, 

x depth from the ground surface in inches, 

5 = friction angle between the pile and the contacting sand. 
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o 
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is equal to one 

and the friction angle is equal to the angle of internal friction of the 

sand before disturbance, Coyle and Sulaiman found the relationship 

between the load transfer of a pile in a sand and the pile displacement. 

Their conclusion, however, is contradictory to the experimental 

observation by Parker and Reese (1970). Coyle and Sulaiman state that 

at shallow depth there is a considerable increase in the actual maximum 

load transfer over that calculated by Eq. 3.25 with the assumption of 

constant K and constant 6 throughout the length of pile. They 
o 

further assert that the maximum load transfer is reached at the lower 

portion of the pile with smaller pile displacement than at the upper 

portion of the pile. The observation by Parker and Reese indicated 

that the actual maximum load transfer at shallow depth is close to that 

obtained from Eq. 3.25 with the same K 
0 

and 6 at all depths. Parker 

and Reese also found that the pile displacement necessary to reach the 

maximum load transfer increases linearly with depth. 

Parker and Reese's Criteria. Empirical criteria were established by 

Parker and Reese (1970) for generating a set of load transfer curves along 

a pile in sand. The criteria correlates the load transfer curve with the 

stress-strain curve of a triaxial compression test. Their criteria 

includes a recommendation for the estimation of point resistance curve. 

The stepwise description of the procedure for generating a set of load 

transfer curves and a point resistance curve is given in the following. 

1. Determine the relative density of sand and the stress-strain 

curve of a triaxial test with the ambient pressure equal to the 

overburden press~re. 
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2. Obtain the correction factor for the maximum load transfer as 

a function of relative density of sand (Fig. 3.9). 

3. Obtain modified correlation coefficients, which relate the 

deviator stress in the triaxial test with the load transfer 

on the side of the pile. The modified correlation coefficient 

for uplift loading is calculated by dividing the value obtained 

by Eq. 3.26 with the correction factor (Step 2). 

U t = _--::-__ N--..::.t ____ _ 

2 
............. (3.26) 

tan (450 + ¢/2) - 1 

where 

U
t 

correlation coefficient for uplift loading 

Nt tension skin friction coefficient which is a function 

of the earth pressure coefficient and thE friction 

angle. The value of 4.06 is assumed by Parker and 

Reese. 

The modified correlation coefficient for a compression pile is 

calculated by dividing the value of Eq. 3.27 with the correction 

factor (Step 2). 

U 
c 

where 

N 
_~ __ .......;:..c ____ • • • • • • • • ., • • • (3.27) 

2 
tan (450 + ¢/2) - 1 

U correlation coefficient for downward loading, 
c 

N = compression skin friction coefficient which is a 
c 
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function of the earth pressure coefficient and the 

friction angle. Parker and Reese assume the value 

5.3 or the value computed from 7.0 - 0.04 x. 

4. Compute a load transfer curve from a stress-strain curve. 

Multiplying the deviator stresses with the modified correlation 

coefficient (Step 3), the values of load transfer is obtained. 

The displacement of the pile is computed by multiplying the 

axial strain in the triaxial test with the value obtained from 

Eq. 3.28 or 3.29 

R
t 

0.15 + 0.012 x ................ (3.28) 

R 0.4 + 0.016 x ................. (3.29) 
c 

where 

Rt factor correlating upward pile movement to axial strain, 

R factor correlating downward pile movement to axial strain. 
c 

5. Repeat Steps 1 through 4 for depth up to 15 times the pile diameter 

The curve for this depth is used for the remainder of the pile. 

6. Construct a point resistance curve by combining anyone of the 

bearing capacity formulas with the theory of elasticity solution 

for the settlement of a rigid footing on an elastic material 

(Skempton, 1951). 

Meyerhof's Criteria. After Skempton, Yassin, and Gibson (1953), 

Meyerhof (1959) proposed a simple criterion (Eq. 3.30) for generating 

a point resistance of a pile in sands. 



z ..................... (3.30) 

where 

z settlement in inches, 

Pb base pressure in psi, 

b diameter of the base in square inches, 

Pbu = unit ultimate bearing capacity in psi. 

Considering the diversity of values of Pbu by various bearing 

capacity formulas (Vesic, 1963; MCClelland, Focht, and Emrich, 1969), 

the unit ultimate bearing capcaity of a pile point may be readily 

obtained from the empirical relationship with the standard penetration 

test (Meyerhof, 1956). 

Pbu 60 N ...................... (3.31) 

where 

N number of blows per foot penetration in the standard 

penetration test. 

Summary 
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A set of load transfer curves along a pile in clays can be computed 

from the criteria by Coyle and Reese. A point resistance curve for a 

pile in clays can be constructed from Skempton's criteria. 

The load transfer curves along a pile in sands should be computed by 

the procedure given by Parker and Reese. A point resistance curve for a 
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pile in sands may be computed either according to the recofnendation by 

Parker and Reese or according to Meyerhof's criteria. 

Existing soil criteria can only make a rough prediction of the axial 

behavior of a pile. For a more accurate prediction of axial behavior of 

a pile, future development is needed of the theory for the mechanism of 

load transfer and of point resistance. 



CHAPTER IV 

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT 

Aim and Outline of Experiment 

The experiment was conducted to develop information on the behavior 

of single piles in sand (Parker and Reese, 1970) and on the behavior of 

grouped pile foundations. Results from the tests of the single piles 

were used in the theory for the behavior of grouped pile foundations 

(Chapter II) and analytical predictions were made which were then com

pared with the experimental results. The aim of this program was to 

provide an evaluation of the theory of grouped pile foundations. 

The experiment consisted of two phases. First, a number of single 

piles were tested to obtain necessary information on the load displace

ment relationships of axially and laterally loaded piles (Chapter V). 

In the second phase, grouped pile foundations were tested under various 

types of static loads. Results from the tests of the grouped pile 

foundations were compared with the analytical predictions (Chapter VI). 

Although it was desirable to perform the experiment on full-scale 

piles in a variety of typical soils, economic considerations required the 

experiment to be limited to small-sized piles, which were steel pipe 

piles of two-inch diameter. These piles were embedded eight feet in a 

submerged dense sand. 

The design of the experiments are briefly described in the following. 

Test Setup 

The test was carried out in a reinforced concrete tank (Fig. 4.1). 

A temporary shed was built over the tank to shield the test piles and 
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equipment from the weather. The inside dimensions of the tank were 10 

feet wide, 12 feet deep and 25 feet long. The wall thickness was eight 

inches. 

A four-inch diameter drainage pipe was installed diagonally on the 

bottom of the tank. The drainage pipe was placed in a six-inch thick 

pea gravel layer, and was connected to a two-foot diameter sump at a 

corner of the tank. A small submersible water pump provided drainage 

which was necessary during the placing of the sand. 

Four eight-inch wide channels were fastened to the tank wall with 

anchor bolts to provide the loading anchors (Fig. 4.1). A moveable 

loading beam was placed atop two cross beams. Vertical jack reaction 

was taken by the loading beam. Horizontal jack reaction was taken by 

the sidewall of the tank. 

For vertical loading a double-acting hydraulic jack was used. The 

jack was capable of developing 37 kips with 6-inch travel. Horizontal 

load was supplied by a similar jack but with maximum capacity of 9.5 

kips. The hydraulic pressure was given by an electric power pump. The 

exact load was monitored by reading a digital voltmeter hooked to a load 

cell; operators regulated the oil flow to maintain the load at the 

desired level. The control of the oil flow was done through adjusting 

a series of valves. 

Piles 

The dimensions of test piles were determined after a series of con

siderations to the lateral and axial behavior of a small-sized pile in 

sand. 
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While the tests did not attempt to model a prototype, it is instructive 

to consider some ideas on the modeling of piles. Shinohara and Kubo 

(1961) derived the scale factor for the flexural rigidity EI of a 

laterally loaded pile in sands for the two limiting cases. The first 

case assumes the lateral soil resistance per unit length of pile is 

proportional to depth x 

where 

p K xb ...................... (4.1) 
o 

p = lateral soil resistance per unit length of pile, 

K = coefficient of the lateral soil reaction, 
o 

b width of pile. 

Then the scale factor for EI is expressed as follows. 

where 

\ 
o 

A 
x 

\ \-1 ................. (4.2) 

A = scale factor for the subscripted quantity. 

In the second case the lateral soil resistance per unit length of pile 

is assumed to be proportional to depth x and pile deflection y 

p = K x y b . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . (4.3) 
o 
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The corresponding scale factor for EI is expressed by Eq. 4.4. 

\:1 = \z \5 \ ................... (4.4) 
o 

Shinohara and Kubo indicated two alternatives to satisfy the modeling 

law Eq. 4.2 or Eq. 4.4. The first choice is the use of a geometrically 

similar model in the identical soil, in which the model pile must be 

made of more flexible material than the prototype pile. The second 

choice is the use of geometrically and materially similar model pile, 

for which a denser sand is used as a model soil. A practical modeling 

is made by combining these two choices, where a model pile is made of 

more flexible material and installed in a denser sand. This work by 

Shinohara and Kubo helped in the final selection of pile dimensions and 

soil properties, as well as the state of the sand. 

Another guideline for the proper selection of the pile dimensions 

is obtained from examining the simple case of a laterally loaded pile 

in a soil with a uniform soil modulus E The closed form solution 
s 

of this pile singles out a parameter S (Chang, 1937). 

s = ~::I ....................... (4.5) 
The dimension of the parameter S is the reciprocal of length. It is 

easily checked that the pile can be regarded as semi-infinitely long if 

its length is at least four times the reciprocal of S If the soil 

modulus E is assumed to be proportional to depth x ,the soil 
s 
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modulus at the one-third depth of the first stationary point of the pile 

may be used for the equivalent uniform soil modulus. 

A rule of thumb for the dimension of an axially loaded small-sized 

pile is given by Vesit (1965) who stated that the pile diameter of the 

model foundation must be at least 1.5 inches or about the size of the 

Dutch Cone Penetrometer to be quantitatively u~eful. 

A seamless steel tube of two-inch outside diameter with 0.065-inch 

wall thickness was selected to make all of the piles use~ in the test. 

The size of the tube satisfies the rule of thumb given by Vesi~. In 

terms of the parameter \3 (Eq. 4.5), a pile embedded eight feet in a 

dense sand has a length of approximately five times the reciprocal of ~ 

The tube has a cross-sectional area of 0.380 inch
2

. Its radius of 

gyration is 0.698 inch. 
4 

The moment of inertia is 0.185 inch. The 

weight of the tube is 1.29 pounds per foot. A tensile test was performed 

on a strip cut from one of the piles. The yield stress .las found to be 

64 ksi and the ultimate stress was 78 ksi. Young IS moduJ.us of the 

steel was 29 x 10
6 

psi. 

The arrangement of test piles and test foundations i8 shown in Fig. 

4.2. The minimum distance between the piles was set 2 feet or 12 times 

the pile diameter to eliminate substantially any interfel~ence from other 

piles. The distance between the tip of pile and the base of the sand 

layer is 2 feet and 6 inches or 15 times the pile diameter. This dis-

tance was thought to be sufficient so that the effect of the underlying 

pea gravel layer on the pile behavior was negligible. 

Twelve single piles and two grouped pile foundations with four piles 

were tested. The pile numbers are shown circled in Fig .. 4.2. Figur,e 4.2 
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also shows the sequential test number and the type of test performed. The 

axial loading tests, both upward and downward, were carri,~d out on ver

tical piles. The lateral loading tests were performed not only on the 

vertical but also on the in-batter and out-batter piles. The batter 

piles have either 1 to 6 batter or 1 to 12 batter. 

All the piles in the two foundations, designated Cap 1 and Cap 2 in 

Fig. 4.2, were designed to have fixed connections with the pile cap. To 

insure the fixed connection the pile head was clamped by a pair of steel 

angles welded on the side of a heavy steel channel which composes the 

pile cap. The gap between the pile and the steel angles 'was filled with 

epoxy resin. The rigid pile cap weighed about 500 pounds. 

Measurement 

Measurement of the displacement was done by dial gages. The measure

ment of the axial and bending strains in the pile was made by metal foil 

strain gages. 

Detailed description of the instrumentation of the metal foil strain 

gages is given by Parker and Reese (1970). 

The principle of computing the two-dimensional displacement of any 

arbitrary reference pOint of pile cap from the dial gage readings is 

given in Appendix D. 

Sand 

A sand was preferred to a clay as a test material because of the 

controllability and the reproducibility of the state of sand. 

The state of sand was made as dense as possible, following the 

modeling law given by Shinohara and Kubo. The sand was fully submerged, 
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because the test setup did not allow for keeping the sand always dry. 

The standard method of placing sand is described by Parker and Reese (1970). 

All the piles were installed and held at the scheduled positions when 

the sand fill reached a thickness of 2.5 feet. Thereafter, the compaction 

was done around the embedded piles for the remaining sand layer of eight 

feet in thickness. 

The sand is classified as subangular to slightly subrounded, poorly 

graded, fine sand. The general properties of the sand are listed in 

Table 4.1. 

TABLE 4.1 PROPERTIES OF SAND 

Effective Size 0
10

, . . 

Uniformity Coefficient. 

Specific Gravity G . 
s 

Minimum Density y min' 

Maximum Density y max' 

.0.08-0.09 mm 

. 2.4 

2.679 

1.32 g/cm
3 

(82.4 pc f) 

.1.64 g/cm
3 

(102.3 pcf) 

The in situ density of sand was uniform throughout the layer and 

remained constant through the test period. The dry density of the sand 

before the test was 100 pcf. After the test period, the average density 

was 101 pcf. 

The angle of internal friction of the sand ¢ was measured, using 

air-dried samples and also using undisturbed samples taken from the tank 

five months after the beginning of the test. Direct shear tests and tri-

axial compression tests were performed on the air-dried samples of various 
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densities (Fig. 4.3 and 4.4). Both types of tests gave an angle of 

internal friction ¢ of 41° for the sand at a density of 100 pcf. Ten 

undisturbed samples in a submerged state were tested in a triaxial com

pression device, using varying confining pressures and back pressures. 

Figure 4.5 displays the test results. In Fig. 4.5 °
1 

is the axial 

compression in psi and °
3 

is the confining pressure in psi. If no 

cohesion is assumed for the sand, the mean angle of internal friction is 

computed as 47°. 

There is a considerable difference in the measurement of ¢ between 

the air-dried samples and the undisturbed specimens. The problem of 

in situ strength of the sand will be discussed later in the analysis of 

single piles. 
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Fig. 4.3. Direct Shear Test 
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CHAPTER V 

ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS ON SINGLE PILES 

Two kinds of experiments were performed on single piles, axial 

loading and lateral loading. Axial loading tests were performed only 

on vertical piles, with the load being applied both downward and upward. 

Lateral loading tests were performed on vertical, in-batter and out

batter piles. The axial behavior and the lateral behavior of a pile are 

treated independently according to one of the basic assumptions that 

there is no interaction between these two types of behavior. 

Axially Loaded Pile 

In the analysis of grouped pile foundations, it is only necessary to 

have curves giving the axial load versus the displacement of the top of 

the pile. 

The first portion of this section is devoted to a study of load 

displacement curves to find representative curves for the analysis of 

grouped pile foundation. In the latter half of this section, an analysis 

is made to explain the considerable influence on load displacement curves 

of load transfer along the sides of the pile. 

Parker and Reese (1970) established an empirical correlation between 

load transfer curves for the test piles and stress-strain curves from 

triaxial compression tests. 

Axial Load Versus Pile-Top Displacement 

The test piles were usually loaded in increments, with a constant 

load being held until the movement of the top of the pile had stabilized. 
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In some instances the load was increased continuously until failure by 

plunging of the pile. In another instance the load was increased 

cyclically. 

Figure 5.1 is a semi~logarithmic plot of an example time-settlement 

relationship for incremental loading. The plot shows that, for the 

larger loads, settlement continues with time. Figure 5.2 is a plot in 

the normal scale of the pile-top movement for every five minutes, showing 

that, after about 30 minutes, the rate of pile-top displacement drops 

sharply to the level of about 5 x 10-
4 

inch per five minutes. A pile 

was regarded as stable when the rate of movement dropped to this level. 

Figures 5.3 through 5.8 show plots of the axial load versus pile-top 

displacement for each of the axially loaded piles. The downward-loading 

curve is plotted in the fourth quadrant in accordance with the usual 

sign convention. The upward-loading curve is plotted in the second 

quadrant to be consistent with the former. This rule of plotting is 

kept for the rest of the analysis. 

Examination of these curves for axial load versus pile-top displace-

ment reveals some of the characteristics of the axial behavior of the 

pile. 

1. There is a marked difference between the virgin loading curve 

and the subsequent loading curves. Tests 5, 6, and 7 in Fig. 

5.5 show that the ultimate uplift resistance is one-half of that 

for the virgin loading. Test 2 (Fig. 5.3), Test 4 (Fig. 5.4), 

Test 8 (Fig. 5.5), Test 18 (loop landings) Fig. 5.6b) and Test 

16 (Fig. 5.7b) show that if a pile is failed once, the ultimate 
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bearing capacity in the reversed direction of loading is reduced 

to less than one-half the original value, and the rate of dis

placement becomes far greater than for the first loading. Test 

9 (Fig. 5.5) indicates that downward ultimate bearing capacity is 

restored by jacking the pile 1.5 inches in the ground, but the 

rate of displacement is much greater than for the virgin loading. 

2. The envelope of the cyclic virgin loading curve, such as Test 3 

(Fig. 5.4), Test 10 (Fig. 5.6a), or Test 11 (Fig. 5.7a), is 

similar to the virgin loading curve of Test 1 (Fig. 5.3), Test 

5 (Fig. 5.5), or Test 23 (Fig. 5.8) in which the load was increased 

continuously. 

3. Comparison of the virgin downward-loading curves of Test 1 (Fig. 

5.3), Test 3 (Fig. 5.4), Test 10 (Fig. 5.6a), and Test 23 (Fig. 

5.8) with those of the virgin upward loadings, Test 5 (Fig. 5.5) 

and Test 11 (Fig. 5.6a) show that both of them are similar in 

their shapes. 

4. The ultimate resistance of the pile increased with the passage of 

time. Figure 5.9 shows the plotting of the ultimate resistance 

of the bearing and uplift piles. It shows that the ultimate pile 

resistance increased 50 per cent in the time span of 3 months over 

the first test which was conducted soon after sand placement. 

These observations on axial pile behavior stress the importance of 

awareness of loading history and the time of testing in applying the test 

results to the analysis of grouped pile foundations. 
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Load Transfer 

Experimental Load Transfer and Point Resistance. Experimental load 

transfer curves are obtainable from axial forces computed from the 

measurement of axial strains along the pile by strain gagE!s and from 

axial pile displacement obtained by the integration of the axial strain. 

Figure 5.10 illustrates a typical example of axial force computation at 

five gage locations. The solid lines in Fig. 5.10 show rE!sults obtained 

from loading measurements, and the broken lines show thoSE! from unloading 

measurements. The locked-in axial force in the pile after the removal 

of load, which was common throughout the experiments, is l.llustrated 

in Fig. 5.10. 

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 are the load transfer curves computed by Parker 

and Reese (1970) for a bearing pile and for an uplift pile, respectively. 

The load transfer curves are developed at the five locations of the 

strain gages. 

The point resistance is the unit vertical soil resistance on the 

base of the pile as a function of the settlement of the pile tip. Since 

no direct measurement of the point resistance was made, a point resis

tance curve can only be obtained by extrapolating the experimental axial 

force distribution curves. 

The linear extrapolation of the bottom two measurements of the axial 

force gives a maximum point resistance of only about 160 pounds. The 

distance between the bottom strain gage and the tip of the pile was 12 

inches or 6 times the pile diameter. The accuracy of the extrapolated 
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value of the point resistance may be somewhat questionable, but it can be 

said with certainty that the pOint resistance accounts for a quite small 

share of the total axial pile resistance. 

Figures 5.13 and 5.14 compare the actual top displacelnent with the 

theoretical predictions made from the experimental load transfer curves 

(Figs. 5.11 and 5.12) and the assumption of no point resistance. The 

discrepancy between the experimental curve and the theoretical prediction 

may be attributed to the following reasons. First, there are inevitable 

experimental errors in the measurement in the axial force. Secondly, 

the number of gage locations were so few that errors were introduced 

in the numerical integration of axial strain. The comparison is also 

indicative of the sensitivity of the prediction of pile-top displacement 

to the accuracy of the load transfer curves. 

Analysis of Load Transfer. The maximum value of the load transfer 

on a pile in a cohesionless soil is assumed to be expressed by a linear 

function of depth (Eq. 5.1) 

T K Y x tanS t .................. (5.1) 
o 

where 

T = total load transfer in pounds per unit length of pile, 

K = nondimensional coefficient of earth pressure on the side 
0 

of a pile whose value lies somewhere between the active 

earth pressure coefficient KA and the passive earth 

pressure Kp 

y = effective unit weight of sand in pcf, 
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x = depth from ground surface in feet, 

o friction angle between the sand and the pile wall whose 

value is greater than 0 but smaller than the angle of the 

internal friction of the sand ¢ 

~ = circumference of the pile in feet. 

In this case where point resistance is negligible, the ultimate 

bearing capacity of a pile in a sand is dependent on the relationship 

expressed by Eq. 5.1. The equation has two quantities, namely K 
o 

and 

o The maximum ultimate bearing capacity is computed by assuming the 

upper limit values for K 
o 

and If the angle of internal friction 

of the sand is 41° as it was measured on air-dried samples, the maximum 

ultimate bearing capacity is 4,350 pounds. In this computation, 

was taken as equal to K 
P 

, with a numerical value of 4.8, and 

taken as equal to ¢ , with a numerical value of 41°. 

K 
o 

was 

The actual loading tests gave ultimate bearing capacities ranging 

from 3,600 pounds at the beginning of the test period to 5,400 pounds at 

the end of the period (Fig. 5.9). The value of 5,400 pounds exceeds by 

about 25 per cent the value computed from Eq. 5.1. 

One explanation for this lack of agreement is that the soil itself 

increased in strength and at the end of the test period had a strength 

greater than that for a ¢ of 41°. The strength of a sand may be 

increased either by an increase in the angle of internal friction or by 

the development of cohesion due to chemical action. An increase in the 

angle of internal friction, however, is ruled out, because measurement 

of the in situ density of the sand was almost identical before and after 
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testing. It is thought that no appreciable cohesion developed in the 

sand, because examination of the sand at the end of the test period 

failed to reveal any substantial unconfined compressive strength. 

Another explanation for the lack of agreement is that there was an 

increase in bond at the sOil-pile interface. There is a strong possibility 

that the sand in the vicinity of the piles changed in properties because 

of corrosion of the pile material. The retraction of pi11~s after the 

test program showed rusting on the walls of the piles. The piles had 

been sand blasted before installation. It was also observed that the 

sand in the vicinity of each pile had changed color to a dark gray. 

These observations give credence to the idea that chemical action pro

duced a bonding at the pile-soil interface and perhaps a1.5o between 

soil grains in the vicinity of the pile wall. This hypothesis is sup

ported by the fact that a great reduction in the axial pile resistance 

occurred as a result of the virgin loading. Therefore, the major factor 

contributing to the increase in the ultimate bearing capacity of the 

piles under axial load is thought to be the increased bond at the soi1-

pile interface. 

The effect of the increase in the bond on the u1timatl~ bearing 

capacity may be accounted for by an increase in the appar,~nt angle of 

internal friction. If the apparent angle of internal fri,:tion is assumed 

to have increased to 47°, good agreement is obtained betw,een the ultimate 

bearing capacity observed at the end of the test period a~d the ultimate 

bearing capacity computed from Eq. 5.1. 
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The discussions above conspicuously pOint out the difficulty of the 

theoretical determination of the ultimate pile resistance. The present 

state of the art is such that the ultimate resistance of a pile may only 

be approximated by theoretical computations. 

Conclusion 

A series of axial loading tests on single piles revealed the charac

teristic behavior of axially loaded piles. This behavior is important 

in the analysis of the experiments on grouped pile foundations. Specific 

observations are: 

1. The ultimate bearing capacity of the axially loaded piles in sand 

increased with the passage of time. This increase is probably 

due to the development of a chemical band at the pile-soil inter

face. 

2. Each loading cycle leaves some permanent set. 

3. The envelope of a load-displacement curve is smoothly curved. 

In each loading cycle except the first one, the early portion 

of the curve is almost straight until it touches the envelope. 

4. If a pile is once failed, there is a drastic change in the be

havior of the pile. Generally, the ultimate axial resistance 

is reduced and the rate of pile-top displacement is increased. 

5. There is some variation in the virgin ultimate axial resistance 

of piles tested even with a short span of time. 

6. The analytical method can describe only the limited aspect of 

the complex axial behavior of a pile. 

7. More careful test planning is needed to determine the load 
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transfer and the point resistance in the test piles more 

accurately. 

Laterally Loaded Pile 

In the analysis of grouped pile foundations, it is neeessary to have 

curves giving lateral pile-head deflection and the pile-head rotation as 

a function of pile-head loading. Such curves can be computed from the 

theory of the laterally loaded pile if curves are available for points 

along the pile giving soil resistance versus pile deflection (p-y curves). 

In the research study, p-y curves were obtained from results of experi

ments with instrumented laterally loaded piles. As discussed previously, 

other investigations have given recommendations for the theoretical 

development of p-y curves. 

The analysis of laterally loaded single piles in the following com

pares the experimental pile behavior with the predictions made from the 

use of p-y curves derived from experiment and also with predictions 

made from theoretical p-y curves. The effect of batter on the lateral 

soil resistance curves is also included in the analysis. 

Measurements of Displacement and Moment 

All the lateral loading tests were performed in a period of a month 

at the later stage of testing. 

Figures 5.15 through 5.20 show the lateral displacement and the 

slope of Pile 20, Pile 19, and Pile 18 measured at the point of horizon

tal load application, which is about eight inches above the ground sur

face. Pile 20 was vertical. Pile 19 and Pile 18 both had a 1 to 6 
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batter with Pile 19 being in-battered and Pile 18 being out-battered. 

The distinction of in-batter and out-batter is made with regard to the 

direction of horizontal load. (The tenus "in-batter" and "out-batter" 

are defined by sketches in the figures.) 

The horizontal load was increased or decreased in increments. The 

criterion for the stabilization of the lateral displacement of pile head 

-3 under a constant load was set to be 3 x 10 inch per 5 minutes. 

Figures 5.21 and 5.22 summarize the measurements of displacement and 

slope of Pile 1, Pile 2, and Pile 3. Pile 1 was a vertical pile. Pile 

2 and Pile 3 were in-batter and out-batter piles with a 1 to 12 batter. 

The static load on these piles were also increased and decreased in 

steps. The plot shows only the envelopes of the displacement curves. 

Pile 1, Pile 2, and Pile 3 were instrumented with strain gages to 

give bending strains. A typical family of bending moment distribution 

curves is shown in Fig. 5.23. The points of the maximum moment and the 

first zero moment shifted slightly downward as lateral load was increased. 

The plot of maximum bending moment of these three piles in Fig. 5.24 

indicates that the lateral load versus the maximum bending moment rela-

tionships are still linear at 450 pounds lateral load. The largest bend-

ing stress in the pile is about 50 ksi. 

Experimental Lateral Soil Resistance Curves 

Experimental p-y curves are shown in Fig. 5.25. These curves 

were computed by Parker and Reese (1970). The computation was done by 

two different methods. One of the methods resorted to the numerical 

integration and differentiation of the bending moment distribution curves 
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to obtain the pile deflection and the horizontal soil reaction per unit 

length of a pile. The other method involved the application of the non

dimensional analysis of a laterally loaded pile developed by Reese and 

Matlock (1956). 

The experimental p-y curves are given to the depth of 24 inches. 

Below that depth the magnitude of the lateral pile deflection was insig

nificant. The experimental p-y curves indicate that the ultimate 

lateral soil resistance was developed to the depth of approximately 12 

inches. It is also observed that there is a considerable difference in 

p-y curves between an out-battered pile (Pile 1) and a vertical pile 

(Pile 3). 

The prediction of pile-head deflection from these experimental p-y 

curves, agrees well with the actual deflection curve (Fig. 5.26). The 

prediction of the maximum bending moment in the pile, which is another 

important quantity to describe the laterally loaded pile behavior, gives 

only two to five per cent discrepancy from the actual measurement for 

the maximum lateral load at pile top (450 pounds). 

Theoretical Lateral Soil Resistance Curves 

Some discussion is necessary concerning the selection of the value 

of the angle of internal friction to be used in the theoretical analysis 

of behavior of the piles under lateral loading. In Chapter IV it was 

reported that the value of ¢ for air-dried samples was 41° at 100 pcf 

as obtained from triaxial tests and direct shear test. A value of ¢ of 

47° was obtained from triaxial tests on specimens trimmed from the soil 

removed from the tank at the end of the test program. The average dry 
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density of these specimens was about 101 pcf. The difference in the value 

of ¢ obtained from the two test series is partly due to differences in 

density, the main difference is thought to be related to the differences 

in the test procedures. The average angle of internal friction of the 

soil in the tank is thought to lie between 41° and 47°. 

Studies of single pile behavior by use of the bilinear p-y curves 

(see Fig. 5.27) showed that close agreement between theory and experiment 

was obtained if the average angle of internal friction was selected as 

47° (Fig. 5.2S). This close agreement was desirable since it allowed 

the group behavior to be studied analytically without substantial error 

being introduced because of erroneous computation of single pile behavior. 

Parker and Reese (1970) recommended p-y curves quite similar to 

the bilinear curves employed in the analysis except that a hyperbolic 

function was used to obtain a transition between the two straight lines. 

Since the improved hyperbolic p-y curves were not available at the 

time of analysis, they are not used for this analysis. Future analysis 

should employ the hyperbolic curves for reasons given by Parker and 

Reese (1970). 

The difference in behavior between the two vertical piles, Pile 3 

(Test 17) and Pile 20 (Test 13) is attributed to the difference in pile 

locations. A series of tests, Test 13 (Pile 20), Test 14 (Pile 19), and 

Test 15 (Pile 18), were performed on piles on the southern end of the 

tank (Fig. 4.2), while the other series of tests, Test 17 (Pile 3), 

Test 20 (Pile 2) and Test 21 (Pile 1) were performed on piles on the 

northern end of the tank (Fig. 4.2). Figure 5.28 shows that experimental 
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curves of piles on the northern end are indicating larger pile-top 

deflection than the corresponding piles on the southern end. 

The piles on the northern end were subjected to the disturbance by 

the running water. Although care was taken, water supp1:~ed to the tank 

caused a few inches scouring of sand on the northern end" Consequently, 

the sand was disturbed at shallow depth. The characteristics of the soil 

near the ground surface are most crucial in determining the behavior of 

a laterally loaded pile. 

The variation of pile top deflections due to the batter angle will 

be discussed in the next section. 

Effect of Batter 

Kubo (1962) investigated the effect of batter on the behavior of 

laterally loaded piles. He modified the lateral soil resistance curves 

of a vertical pile wi th a modi fying constant to express the effect of 

the pile inclination. The values of the modifying constant as a function 

of the batter angle were deduced from model tests in sands and also from 

full-scale pile loading tests. The criterion is expressed by a solid 

line in Fig. 5.29. 

Plotted pOints in Fig. 5.29 show the modification faetors for the 

batter piles tested in these experiments. The modification factors were 

obtained for two series of tests independently. As it is described in 

the preceding section, one series of tests was carried out on the northern 

end and the other on the southern end; each of them showed s lightly dif

ferent trends. 
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The experimental modification factors were obtained after a few 

trial and error comparisons of the horizontal pile-top displacements at 

the maximum load between a vertical pile and a battered pile. 

Figure 5.29 indicates that for the out-batter piles, the agreement 

between the empirical curve and the experiments is good, while the in

batter piles in the experiment did not show any effect of batter. 

Conclusion 

The following conclusions are made concerning the analysis of experi

ments on laterally loaded single piles. 

1. Both theoretical and experimental lateral soil rEsistance curves 

can give sufficiently accurate prediction of pilE behavior. 

2. The effect of disturbance of sand at shallow depth by the run-

ning water was evident. 

3. The experiments support Kubo's rule for modifying the lateral 

soil resistance curves of out-batter piles. 

4. The experiment did not reveal any difference between the behavior 

of a vertical pile and an in-batter pile under lateral load. 

Since all lateral loading tests were performed in the relatively 

short time span of one month, no effect of time on the lateral behavior 

of piles can be adequately studied. 



CHAPTER VI 

ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENT ON GROUPED PILE FOUNDATION 

The principal objective of the experiment is establishing the 

correlation between single pile behavior and the behavior of a grouped 

pile foundation. The loading conditions on the grouped pile foundations 

were designed in such a way as to cover all the conceivable cases of 

static loading on the foundation. 

The most important behavioral quantity of a grouped pile foundation 

is the displacement of the pile cap under the given load. The 10ad

displacement relationships obtained in the experiment are compared with 

the analytical prediction. 

The distribution of forces on individual piles in a foundation is 

another behavioral quantity to be examined. Unfortunately, almost all 

the strain gages on the piles were damaged during the five months sub

mergence in the water. Comparisons were made between theory and experi

ment for those piles where there were surviving strain gages. 

There were two test foundations, each consisting of four piles. They 

are designated Cap 1 and Cap 2 (Fig. 4.2). Cap 1 was tested under verti

cal, lateral and inclined loads. Cap 2 was subjected only to inclined 

loads. The analysis of test results is presented first for Cap 1 and 

then for Cap 2. 

The analytical prediction of the behavior of the pile caps is com

puted by the computer program GROUP (Appendix A). The computation is 
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based on the experimental load-settlement curves of single piles and on 

theoretical lateral soil resistance curves. 

The grouped pile foundation, Cap 1, consisted of two vertical piles 

and two batter piles with 1 to 12 batter (Fig. 4.2). 

The loading history of Cap 1 is shown in Fig. 6.1. Depending on the 

type of loading, the test is divided into three phases; namely, combined 

loading (Test 22-1), vertical loading (Test 22-2) and lateral loading 

(Test 22-3). In addition to the varying load, Cap 1 was subjected to a 

dead load of 500 pounds imposed by the self-weight of thE cap. 

Test 22-1. The foundation was loaded by four cycles of vertical 

load at the center of the pile group. During the last two cycles, the 

vertical load was kept constant at the maximwn, and lateral load was 

applied on the level of pile tops. Under these loadings none of the 

piles in the foundation were loaded up to failure. 

Figure 6.2 shows a plot of the vertical component of the pile-cap 

displacement. The upper half of the graph shows the vertical displace-

ment curve for the vertical loading and unloading without lateral load 

on the pile cap. The lower half of the graph shows the vertical load 

9 kips or 12 kips. The experimental curves are shown as solid lines. 

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the horizontal and rotational components of 

pile-cap displacement, respectively. The displacement curves are shown 

only for lateral loading with a constant vertical load of 9 kips or 12 

kips. The displacement curves for vertical loading are not shown, 
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because the horizontal and rotational components of pile-cap displacement 

are only nominal under the vertical load alone. 

The prediction of the pile-cap displacement employed the load-settlement 

curve of Test 23 on Pile 7 (Fig. 5.8). Test 23 was conducted soon after 

Test 22 on the grouped pile foundation Cap 1. Considering the change in 

load-displacement relationships with time (Fig. 5.9), Test 23 is con

sidered to be the best representation of single pile behavior for use in 

making analysis of Test 22. Theoretical bilinear lateral soil resistance 

curves developed in the previous chapter (Fig. 5.27) were used for com

puting the lateral behavior of the vertical piles in the foundation. 

The modification of the lateral soil resistance curves for the out-batter 

pile was made in accordance with Kubo's criterion (Fig. 5.29). The out

batter pile in Cap 1 has 1 to 12 batter or a 4°46' batter angle. The 

correction factor for this angle is 0.86. The soil resistance curves 

for an out-batter pile were obtained by applying the correction factor 

uniformly to those of the vertical pile. 

In Fig. 6.2, the analytically predicted vertical displacement curves 

are fitted to the third and fourth cycles of vertical loading. In each 

of these loading cycles a good agreement is obtained between the analytical 

prediction and the experimental vertical displacement curve. The experi

ment shows that the grouped pile foundation Cap 1 had considerable amount 

of permanent set in the vertical displacement after the third loading 

cycle. 

Figure 6.5 illustrates qualitatively the mechanism of the large 

permanent set of the vertical displacement after the third loading 
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(Fig. 6.5a), Pile 1 and Pile 2 take 

the paths Oa l and Oa
2 

(Figs. 6.5b and 6.5c). 

in the axial load versus displacement curves 

When a horizontal force (Fig. 6.5a) is 

added to the foundation, the paths of load displacement curve of each 

individual pile move to points b
l 

and b
2 

If all the loads P 
o 

and Q
o 

are removed from the foundation, the paths go to pOints C
l 

If it were not for the horizontal load Q
o 

the path of 

Pile 2 would be An excessive permanent set is cre-

ated in Pile 2 because of the horizontal loading on the foundation, 

which subsequently increased the permanent set of the vertical pile cap 

displacement. 

The effect of permanent set in the axial behavior of a single pile 

is not manifest on the horizontal component of the pile-cap displacement 

(Fig. 6.3). Considering the small batter angle of Pile 2, the horizon-

tal component of the permanent set in the axial pile displacement may 

be regarded as negligibly small. 

On the other hand, the permanent set in the axial pile displacement 

is affecting the rotational displacement of the pile cap (Fig. 6.4). In 

the third loading cycle where the vertical load on the foundation was 

kept constant at 9 kips, a good correspondence is obtained between the 

experimental curve and the analytical prediction of rotation of the 

pile cap. However, in the fourth loading cycle, in which a constant 

12 kip vertical load was maintained on the foundation, the experimental 

rotation angle is far greater than the analytical prediction because of 

the hysteresis in the axial displacement of pile. 
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Test 22-2. In this phase of testing, Cap 1 was loaded with only the 

vertical load at the center of four piles. The vertical load was increased 

until it reached the ultimate. 

Figures 6.6 shows the three components of pile-cap displacement for 

Test 22-2. The analytical prediction was computed by making use of the 

load settlement curve of Test 23 on Pile 7 (Fig. 5.8) and the theoretical 

lateral soil resistance curve in Fig. 5.27. These are the same condi-

tions as those used for the prediction of Test 22-1. 

The analytical prediction of the vertical pile-cap displacement agrees 

well with the experimental curve (Fig. 6.6a). 

Considerable discrepancies are observed between the analytical pre-

dictions and the experimental curves of the horizontal and rotational 

components of pile-cap displacement (Figs. 6.6b and 6.6c). There are 

several conceivable causes contributing to these discrepancies. 

First, it must be considered that the pile cap moved during the 

previous test 0.7 inch in the positive direction or to the right in Fig. 

6.5a. The permanent set in the horizontal displacement du:ring the previous 

Test 22-1 was about 0.1 inch in the positive direction. The predicted 

horizontal displacement of the pile cap is 0.15 inch to the negative 

direction. The discrepancy in horizontal displacement curve in Fig. 

6.6b may be attributed to the error in the alignment of load or to the 

tilting of vertical load in the counter-clockwise directio~. No imme-

diate assessment can be made as to the effect of lateral loading of a 

pile in the reversed direction. 
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Second, consideration may be given to the disturbance in the axial 

behavior of a pile. Pile 2 in the grouped pile foundation Cap 1 (Fig. 

6.5a) was subjected to an axial load almost equal to the ultimate bearing 

capacity during the previous test, while Pile 1 was subjected to an axial 

load well below the ultimate. Subsequently, the axial resistance of Pile 

1 was reduced. The effect of reduced axial resistance in Pile 1 is 

reflected in the backward turn of experimental horizontal displacement 

curve near at the ultimate vertical load on the foundation (Fig. 6.6b). 

The third reason may be found in the difference of load displacement 

curve between Pile 1 and Pile 2. During the previous teE, t, Pile 1 and 

Pile 2 followed the load-displacement paths Oalb
l 

and Oa
2

b
2 

' respec

tively (Figs. 6.7a and 6.7b). The new path for Pile 1 should be blc
l 

in Fig. 6.7a. The new path for Pile 2 is assumed to be expressed by 

b
2
d

2 
in Fig. 6.7b which has smaller ultimate value than the virgin 

curve Oa
2

c
2 

Although Pile 1 may have larger ultimatE: bearing capac-

ity than Pile 2, the load displacement curve of Pile 1 starts having 

steep slope much earlier than Pile 2. The discrepancy in the rotation 

curves (Fig. 6.6c) which start from a little over one-half the ultimate 

vertical load on the foundation, is indicative of the early occurrence 

of steep slope in the load displacement curve of Pile 1. 

Test 22-3. This is the last test performed on Cap 1, which was 

loaded only by the horizontal force at the level of the pile top. 

Figure 6.8 shows the displacement of the foundation. The solid 

lines indicate the experimental curves and the broken lines express the 

analytical computation. 
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As it is discussed in Chapter V, the axial resistance of a pile is 

greatly reduced when a pile is loaded in the opposite direction of the 

previous loading to failure. Figure 6.9 plots the analytical computation 

of the axial forces on pile tops. It indicates that Pile 1 is subjected 

to uplift force immediately after the application of the horizontal load 

on the foundation. 

Pile 1 has been loaded to failure in Test 22-2 under a downward load. 

Therefore, it is proper to use the uplift force versus pile-top displace

ment curve of Test 2 on Pile 9 (Fig. 5.3) for Pile 1. The uplift loadi.ng 

test, Test 2, was conducted on a pile which was once failed by a down

ward load. The analytical prediction of pile-cap displacement uses the 

same downward axial load versus displacement curve and the lateral soil 

resistance curves as Test 22-1 and Test 22-2. 

Good correspondence between the analytical prediction and the experi

mental displacement curves is obtained (Fig. 6.8). The failure of the 

foundation is caused by the excessive horizontal displacement of the 

pile cap. The axial forces on pile tops are far below the ultimate 

axial pile resistance. 

Cap 1 

The grouped pile foundation, Cap 2, consisted of four batter piles. 

A pair of piles makes 1 to 12 batter to the vertical and the other twc 

piles make 1 to 6 batter to the vertical. Their arrangement is shown 

in Fig. 4.2. 

Cap 2 was subjected to a dead load of 500 pounds and to an inclined 

load which made an angle 12° to the vertical. The inclined load had a 
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slight eccentricity of 0.43 inch with respect to the reference point on 

the origin of the structural coordinate system, which was selected at the 

center and the bottom base of the pile cap. The inclined load was increased 

incrementally in cycles until the foundation failed. The inclination 

angle 12° was chosen on the conception that both the vertical bearing 

capacity and the maximum lateral resistance of a pile might be fully 

mobilized at the time of foundation failure. 

Displacement. Figures 6.10, 6.11, and 6.12 show the experimental 

load-displacement curves in solid lines and the theoretical prediction 

in broken lines. The analytical prediction of the load-displacement 

curves was made from the load-settlement curve of Test 23 on Pile 7 (Fig. 

5.8) and the theoretical lateral soil resistance curves shown in Fig. 

5.27. These conditions are identical to those which are used for Cap 1. 

The analytical prediction of vertical displacement of grouped pile 

foundation, Cap 2, coincides with the envelope of experimental curve 

(Fig. 6.10). The experimental vertical displacement curve in Fig. 6.10 

shows some irregularities in the first two loading cycles. These irregu

larities may be attributed to the variation in the axial behavior between 

individual piles. Although it is assumed in the analysis that two sym

metrically arranged piles are acting in an identical manner, in actuality 

there must be some variation between two symmetrical piles. This assump

tion is verified by the observed rotation of the pile cap not only in 

the plane of symmetry, but also in the other planes where no rotation 

was assumed. The magnitude of pile-cap rotation in other planes some

times reached as high as the rotation in the plane of symmetry. 
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The comparison of analytical prediction with the experimental 

horizontal and rotational displacement curves (Figs. 6.11 and 6.12) shows 

a disparity for the higher loads. This disparity was caused by the change 

in the inclination angle of the resultant of applied load on the founda

tion. The inclined load on the foundation was given by a vertical jack 

and a horizontal jack attached at the center of four piles. The horizon

tal displacement of the pile cap gave some tilting to the vertical jack. 

The tilting of the vertical jack tended to become greater, because the 

loading beam for the vertical jack lacked stiffness against the horizon

tal force. Therefore, the inclination angle of the resultant of load on 

the foundation was greater at higher load than that assumed for the ana

lytical computation. 

Force. Figure 6.13 illustrates a typical example of pile reactions 

and force distribution within the piles, computed by the analytical 

method. The example shows the case where the foundation is subjected to 

an inclined load of 8,900 pounds which is about one-half the ultimate 

load. The axial soil reactions at pile tip shown in Fig. 6.15 do not 

mean that these forces really exist, but it merely indicates the assump

tion of uniform distribution of axial force in a pile, which was made to 

facilitate the computation of laterally loaded piles as a beam column. 

The analytically computed pile forces are compared with the experi

mental measurements made by strain gages installed six inches below the 

pile tops. Figures 6.14, 6.15, and 6.16 show the load versus axial force 

and the bending moment relationships at these gage locations. 
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Since the gages are installed at the pile portions which stand above 

the ground surface, the summation of axial forces in four piles must be 

equal to the vertical component of the resultant load. The axial forces 

in Fig. 6.14 are computed by applying the same normalizing factor to the 

two axial strain measurements in such a way as to produce equilibrium 

between the load and the pile reactions. The normalizing factor varied 

from one loading step to the other. Generally speaking, the normalizing 

factor becomes close to unity when the load is large. Still, in some 

instances the factor varied as much as 10 per cent from unity at large 

loads. 

After the normalization of the data, the experimental measurements 

coincide with the theoretical prediction precisely except near the ulti

mate load. 

The moment in the piles is computed from the bending strain measure

ment. In the absence of a proper way to calibrate or normalize the field 

data, the experimental moment is calculated by simply applying the labora

tory calibration factor to the measured bending strain. 

The comparison between the theoretical and the experimental moment 

at the gage location discloses that the computed values form the envelope 

for the experimental load versus moment curves (Figs. 6.lS and 6.16). 

For either pile the agreement between experiment and theory is good in 

the firs t three loading cycles. The deviation of the e.x:?erimenta1 value 

from theory is rather great in the last loading cycle in which the founda

tion was loaded to failure. This finding is consistent 1"ith the observed 

larger horizontal displacement of the pile cap. 
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Discussion 

The analysis of experiments on grouped pile foundations validates 

the analytical method of predicting the behavior of grouped pile founda

tions. If proper information is furnished, the analytical method is 

capable of making accurate predictions. 

The experiment revealed that the accuracy of prediction is greatly 

dependent on the axial behavior of a pile. Referring to the single pile 

tests, the axial behavior or, in this case, the axial load versus pile

top displacement curve varies with the passage of time. It may change 

drastically depending on the past loading history on the pile. All these 

changes occurred for a pile in a sand. Seed and Reese (1957) report that 

the piles driven in clays showed changes in their axial behavior with 

the passage of time. Therefore, the importance of recognition of the 

axial loading history and the time of loading with regard to the time of 

pile installation must be stressed for any type of soil for making a 

realistic prediction of behavior of a grouped pile foundation. 

The lateral behavior of a pile is prescribed by a set of p-y curves 

or lateral soil resistance versus pile deflection curves given along the 

length of the pile. The analytical prediction employs rather simple 

bilinear p-y curves generated after Reese's criteria. Reduction to the 

lateral soil resistance for out-batter piles was made according to Kubo's 

criteria. As the close prediction of laterally loaded single piles was 

made by these p-y curves, no evidence was found in the analysis of 

grouped pile foundations that these p-y curves are affecting the accuracy 

of prediction of behavior of a grouped pile foundation. The analysis of 
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the experiment is limited to the case of a submerged dense sand. However, 

presently available soil criteria are assumed to be capable of providing 

sufficiently accurate p-y curves. With regard to the accuracy of p-y 

curves, it must be remembered that the error in p-y curves has only 

reduced effect on the prediction of pile-top reaction versus displacement 

relationship. 

Experimental errors were induced by the misalignment of the applied 

load on the foundation. This problem can be solved by measuring the exact 

line of action of the load. 

Variation between two symmetrical piles caused some experimental 

errors. However, its effect was not so great as to jeopardize the assump

tion of two-dimensionality of the foundation. 



CHAPTER VII 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

Comparative analysis of SOme characteristic quantities are made for two 

examples of grouped pile foundations. In the first example, the effect of 

variation in the axial load settlement curve on the behavior of a grouped 

pile foundation is investigated. In the second example, the effect of the 

pile-top fixity to the pile cap on the total pile-cap displacement curve 

is examined. 

The data coding and the computation results for the typical computer 

runs are given in Appendix A. 

Example 1. Test Grouped Pile Foundation, Cap 1 

Figure 7.1 shows the geometrical configuration of Cap 2. It consists 

of four steel pipe piles of two inches in diameter which are arranged 

symmetrically with respect to the plane of symmetry. These piles are 

rigidly connected to the pile cap. The pile properties are described 

in Chapter IV. Each individual pile group consists of two identical 

piles of 108 inches in length. All the piles are standing approximately 

12 inches above the ground surface. 

Cap 2 is subjected to a load inclined approximately 12 degrees in 

addition to a dead load of 500 pounds in the plane of symmetry. The 

resultant of the applied load is acting about 0.5 inch off the origin 0 

of the structural coordinate system (X, Y), which is arbitrarily chosen 

at the center of the pile cap and level to the pile tops (Fig. 7.1) The 

load was increased incrementally until the foundation failed. 
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The soil was uniform and homogeneous throughout. It consisted of a 

submerged dense sand with an angle of internal friction ¢ of 47° and an 

effective unit weight y of 62.6 pcf. A set of theoretical lateral soil 

resistance curves along a vertical pile are generated automatically by 

the computer program from the soil properties. No modification of the 

curves is made for an in-battered pile. The set of curves for the out

battered pile are modified. The modification of the lateral soil resis

tance curves is made according to Fig. 5.29. The modification factor for 

a 1 to 6 batter, or 9°28' batter angle, is 0.73. 

The computed vertical displacement curves of the pile cap are shown 

in Fig. 7.2. Case A was computed by making use of the axial load dis

placement curve of Test 22 on Pile 7 (Fig. 5.8). The ultimate bearing 

capacity in this test was 5,400 pounds. Case B was computed for Test 10 

on Pile 5 (Fig. 5.6a) with the rest of the data remaining the same as 

Case A. The ultimate bearing capacity in Test 10 was 4,600 pounds. In 

Case C, the axial load displacement curve was replaced with that of Test 

1 on Pile 9 (Fig. 5.3), in which the ultimate bearing capacity reached 

only 3,600 pounds. 

The vertical disp1dcement curves for Cases A, B, and C in Fig. 7.2 

are almost similar to the corresponding axial load-displacement curves 

of single piles. It is proved quantitatively that the variation in the 

axial load displacement curve of a single pile is reflected by a similar 

variation in the prediction of behavior of grouped pile foundations. 
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Example 1. Copano Bay Causeway Bent 

This example was taken from Parker and Cox (1969), who dealt with 

the foundation of one of the bents in the Copano Bay Causeway Bridge on 

Texas State Highway 35. 

Figure 7.3 shows the configuration of the foundation. It consists 

of six l8-inch square prestressed concrete piles of 93 feet in length, 

which are assumed to be rigidly connected to the pile cap. Individual 

pile groups, Groups 1 and 4, consist of only one pile battered 1:4 in 

the plane of symmetry. Individual pile groups, Groups 2 and 3, consist 

of 2 piles battered 1:6 away from the plane of symmetry. However, Groups 

2 and 3 are regarded as vertical piles, because the projection of these 

piles on the plane of symmetry is vertical. The distance from the pile 

top to the assumed scour line is approximately 10 feet. 

The origin 0 of the structural coordinate system (X, Y) is chosen 

at the center of the cap and level to the pile tops. 

The foundation is subjected to a vertical load of 844 kips and a 

horizontal load of 36.4 kips at the top of the bent which is 38.5 feet 

above the origin 0 of the structural coordinate system, which subse

quently causes a moment of 1.68 x 10
4 

kip-inch around the origin 0 

The computation is done for a constant vertical load of 844 kips and for 

a varying horizontal load at 38.5 feet above the origin 0 

zontal load was increased until the foundation failed. 

The hori-

Figure 7.4 shows the section of the prestressed concrete pile. The 

prestressed concrete pile has an l8-inch square section with ten 0.5 inch 

diameter 270 k strands. The final prestress on the concrete was 718 psi. 
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The compressive strength of the concrete is assumed to be 6,000 psi. The 

moment of inertia of the section if 8,600 inches 4 
The Young's modulus 

of the concrete may be computed from the formula, Eq. 7.1; 

where 

E = 57,400 I cr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 7 . 1) 
c 

E Young's modulus of concrete in psi, and 

cr compressive strength of concrete in psi 
c 

The concrete of 6,000 psi compressive strength gives the Young's modulus 

6 . 
4.~4 x 10 pS1. In this case the pile is regarded as linearly elastic 

throughout, with the assumption that the maximum stress ill. the pile is 

always in the elastic range. 

The result of an axial loading test is given in Fig. 1.5. Judging 

from the resistance of the pile-head connection to the pile cap, no 

uplift resistance from each pile is assumed, as is shown tn Fig. 7.5. 

The theoretical lateral soil resistance curves for a vertical pile 

is generated automatically by the computer program from soil properties. 

The modification of the curves for the batter piles is made according 

to Fig. 5.29. The modification factor for the 1 to 6 in-batter and out-

batter piles are 1.30 and 0.73, respectively. 

The horizontal displacement of the pile cap is shown in Fig. 7.6. 

The other components of displacement, vertical and rotational, are not 

shown because these components are of secondary importanCE! for this 

loading condition. 
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In Fig. 7.6, Case A is computed for the case where all the pile tops 

are fixed to the pile cap. Case B shows the horizontal displacement 

curve for the other extreme case where all the pile tops arl~ connected 

to the pile cap by pins. 

The actual fixity of the pile top to the pile cap may b,~ assumed 

somewhere between these two limiting cases. The failure of the founda

tion for Cases A and B is caused by the failure of the pile:~ in the 

axial bearing capacity. The ultimate horizontal load for the Cases A 

and B are almost the same, however, the difference in horizontal dis

placement between the two is great. The ultimate horizontal load for 

Case A is slightly less than that of Case B. The difference is due to 

the smaller lateral soil reaction for Case A, in which the axial pile 

resistance has a greater role in achieving the equilibrium of forces. 



CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following conclusions are made from the analysis of grouped pile 

foundations. 

1. The numerical successive displacement correction method is an 

effective way to solve the problem of a two-dimensional grouped 

pile foundation under an arbitrary static short-term loading. 

2. The plan of the experimental program was adequate for demon

strating the validity of the theory for the behavior of a grouped 

pile foundation. 

3. Single pile behavior as determined by experiment was used in the 

theory for grouped pile behavior and the theory predicted the 

behavior of the grouped pile foundation which agreed well with 

the behavior of the grouped pile foundation determined by 

experiment. 

4. The analyses of the experiments revealed that the accuracy of 

prediction of the behavior of a grouped-pile foundation is 

critically affected by the accuracy of prediction of the axial 

behavior of single piles. 

5. The theory for the behavior of an axially loaded pile in sand 

can describe only in a limited way the actual behavior. 

6. The analyses of the experiments revealed that the presently 

available theory for a laterally loaded pile in sand can give 

sufficiently accurate predictions of the lateral behavior of 

single piles for use in the analysis of grouped pile foundations. 
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7. The modification for an out-battered pile can be ms.de accurately 

by Kubols criteria, while in-battered test piles did not show 

the effect of batter. 

It is recommended that grouped pile foundations be designed by using 

the procedure listed below. 

1. Determine subsoil conditions using standard techniques in engi

neering practice. 

2. Generate lateral soil resistance versus deflection curves (p-y 

curves) using soil criteria described in Chapter III. (The 

computer program GROUP can generate p-y curves automatically 

if soil properties are specified.) 

3. Modify p-y curves for out- and in-battered piles by Kubols 

criteria. 

4. Conduct axial loading tests at the site to obtain c.urves giving 

axial load versus displacement or make the best estimate of 

such curves using available theory. 

5. Estimate the load on the foundation. 

6. Choose a pile arrangement, pile material, and pile dimensions. 

7. Run the computer program GROUP for the solution with the informa

tion obtained above. 

8. Repeat Steps 6 and 7 to improve the solution. 

Computer programs LLP and AXP may be used for the analysis of the 

lateral and the axial behavior of a single pile, respectivE~ly. 

Future research is recommended in order to be able to make a more 

accurate prediction of the behavior of a grouped pile found.ation. 

Specific investigations which need to be carried out are,: 
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1. Performing similar studies to those reported herein on grouped 

pile foundations in clays. 

2. Investigation of the "group effect" between piles. 

3. Development of more accurate methods for predicting the behavior 

of an axially loaded pile. 

4. Examination of the interaction between the axial and lateral 

behavior of a pile. 

5. Experiments on the full-sized grouped pile foundations. 
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APPENDIK A 

COMPUTER PROGRAM GROUP 

A.l Description of the Program 

The computer program GROUP can be employed to solve for the behavior 

of a two-dimensional grouped pile foundation. The program is written in 

FORTRAN IV. It solves for the displacement of the pile cap and for the 

distribution of forces among and within piles for a given load. The 

program must be furnished with information on the load, the arrangement 

of individual pile groups, the dimensions and material properties of the 

piles, the axial pile-top displacement curves, and the lateral soil 

resistance curves or the soil data for the automatic generation of the 

lateral soil resistance curves. 

The program consists of the main program GROUP and the subroutines 

MAKE, FVEC, AXIAL, LLP, MCURV, SOIL 2R, and MULT. The general flow dia

gram of the program is given on the next sheet. The function of each 

subprogram is described below briefly. 

The main program GROUP reads in and prints out all the data which 

are commonly used by all the subprograms. This program performs the 

operation of seeking the equilibrium between the external load and the 

pile reactions by the successive displacement correction method. 

The subroutine MAKE generates the theoretical lateral soil resistance 

curves from the-soil data. Reese's soil criteria for sand and for clay 

that are introduced in Chapter IV, are the basis for this program. The 
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original program was written by Parker and Cox (1969). Some modifications 

to the program were made. 

The subroutine FVEC solves for the axial and lateral reaction and for 

the moment at the top of individual piles. 

The subroutine AXIAL interpolates the axial pile top reaction from 

the axial pile top displacement curve. 

The subroutine LLP solves for the lateral reaction and the moment of 

a laterally loaded pile for the given displacement by the finite differ-

ence method. 

The subroutine MCURV calculates the flexural rigidity EI at all the 

stations. If an interaction diagram of the yield axial force and the 

plastic moment is given, the subroutine resets the EI value for the 

plastic hinges. 

The subroutine SOIL 2R interpolates the lateral soil resistance at 

each station from a set of lateral soil resistance curves given along the 

pile. 

The subroutine MULT is a short program to perform the matrix multi-

plication. 

Inside the program the partial derivatives are computed for an 

-5 increment of 10 times unit displacement. Prior to the iteration, a 

pile cap is given an initial displacement of 0.01 times unit displacement 

in the X and Y directions. The tolerance for the convergence of dis-

-5 
placement is set as 10 times unit displacement. The iteration in the 

main program GROUP is stopped after 100 times. The iteration in the sub-

routine LLP is stopped after 1,000 times. 
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On the following pages are given the flow diagram of each subprogram, 

the glossary of notations, the listing of the program, the coding form 

of the input data, the example data coding and the example problem runs. 
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A. 2 FLOW DIAGRAMS FOR PROGRAM GROUP 

MOLT 

Execute 
matrix 
multiplication 

\. 

AXIAL 

Compute axial pile 
reaction for given 
displacement 

General Flow Diagram 

GROUP 

Data input and output. Seek 
equilibrium of load and pile 
reaction 

MAKE 

Generation of theo
retical lateral soil 
resistance curves 

FVEC 

Computation and conversion 
of pile reactions 

LLP 

Compute lateral pile 
reaction and moment for 
given pile-top displacement 

MCURV 

Compute flexural 
rigidity EI 

SOIL 2R 

Interpolate lateral 
soil resistance 
curves 



Flow Diagram for Main Program GROUP 

Start 

Read and print input data 
Call MAKE to generate theoretical lateral 
soil resistance curves, if necessary 

Yes 

Set constants and starting values 

Compute new pile cap displacement 

Call FVEC to calculate pile reactions 

Print pile 
reactions 
and pile Yes 
displacements 

No 

Compute difference between load and pile 
reactions 

Compute necessary displacement correction 
of pile cap 

No 

Print pile displacement 
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198 Flow Diagram for Subroutine FVEC 

Start 

Set force vector 0 

DO 311 for number of individual pile grOl~ 

Compute transformation matrix 

Compute pile-head displacement 

Call AXIAL to obtain axial pile reaction] 

Call LLP to obtain lateral pile 
reaction and pile-top moment 

Force vector = force vector + force vecto~ 



Flow Diagram for Subroutine AXIAL 

Start 

No 

Interpolate the axial pile
top displacement to get 
axial pile reaction 

Yes 
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Flow Diagram for Subroutine MAKE 

Start 

Do 553 for number of curves to be generated :> 
Find the layer in which the curve is generated :J 

Select 
Coefficient 

Compute avg. 
Soil density 

Sand 

Compute ultimate 
soil resistance 

Generate lateral soil 
resistance curves 

No 

Assume stress
strain curves 

Compute average 
density 

Compute ultimate 
lateral soil resistance 

Generate lateral soil 
resistance curves 

Yes 

I Gene,rate lateral 
soil resistance 

curves 



Flow Diagram for Subroutine LLP 

Start 

Set constants and starting values 

Set boundary conditions at pile top 

compute continuity coefficients 

compute lateral pile deflection y 

Call MCURV to reset flexural rigidity 

Call SOIL 2R E 
s 

Yes 

Compute slope, BM shear and soil reactions 
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Flow Diagram of Subroutine MCURV 

Start 

No Yes 

Do 120 for all stations :> 
Compute EI 

Compute curvature % I 

No 

Reset EI 
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A.3 Glossary of Notations for Program GROUP 

A(507) 

AGAM 

ANUM (20) 

AREA (20 , 5) 

AV(lO) 

B(507) 

BM(507) 

BULT(20, 5, 20) 

C(507) 

COF(3,3) 

CURV(507) 

DBM(507) 

DDV(3, 1) 

DFV(3, 1) 

DISl(lO, 10) 

DIS2 (10, 10) 

DIST(lO, 10) 

DISTA(20) 

DISTB(20) 

DPS(20) 

DTC(lO, 20) 

continuity coefficient 

average soil density 

alphanumerical variable to read in the title of run 

cross-sectional area of a pile 

Terzaghi's A coefficient 

continuity coefficient 

bending moment in a pile 

ultimate moment in a beam-column 

continuity coefficient 

cofactor of matrix SK 

curvature of pile 

shear force in a pile 

correction vector for pile-cap displacement 

difference between load vector and pile reaction 
vector 

distance from ground surface to the top of a soil 
layer 

distance from ground surface to the bottom of a 
soil layer 

distance from ground surface to the depth when a 
stress-strain curve of triaxial test is given 

Y coordinate of pile top (+ to right) 

X coordinate of pile top (+ downward) 

distance from pile top to soil surface 

distance from ground surface to where a lateral 
soil resistance curve is generated 
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DV(3, 1) 

DY(s07) 

EPsO 

ES 

FDBET(20) 

FKO(10) 

FP(10, 10, 15) 

FV(3, 1) 

GAMMA(10, 10) 

HH(20) 

HHNN(20) 

ICON(10, 10) 

II(s) 

INFO (10, 10) 

KA(20) 

KAR 

KAX 

KDENSE (10, 10) 

KEY 

KFLAG 

KIC, KID, KIE, 
KIF, KIG, KIH 

displacement vector of a pile cap 

slope of a pile 

strain in triaxial test corresponding to one-half 
of the ultimate deviator stress, crt-,. 

soil modulus or slope in the early portion of 
lateral soil resistance curve or secant modulus 
of lateral soil resistance curve 

elastic rotational restraint on pile top 

coefficient of earth pressure at rest, K 

strain in the triaxial test 

load vector 

I 

effective unit weight of a soil, Y 

increment length of a discretized pile 

total length of a pile 

code to specity the consistency of a clay 

number of points in an axial pile·-top displacement 
curve 

switch for inputting stress-strain curves of 
triaxial test 

number specifying the axial pile-top displacement 
curve to be used 

signal to notify the failure in axial soil resistance 

signal to notify the axial load in excess of pile 
strength 

code to specify the state of sand 

a signal to notify the error in SOIL 2R and the 
failure in convergence in LLP 

a signal to notify the end of run 

input switch for TABLES C, D, E, F, G, and H 



KNPL 

KOC, KOD, KOE, 
KOF, KOH, KOJ 

KP(20) 

KS(20) 

KSS(20) 

KTYPE(20) 

MPLAST 

NC(5) 

NDS(20) 

NINI(20, 5) 

NKS 

NN(20) 

NOC(lO) 

NP (5, 20) 

NPILE 

NPOINT (10, 10) 

NSOILP 

NSTYPE(lO) 

P(507) 

PC(5, 20, 25) 

PDV(3, 1) 

PHI(lO, 10) 
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number of individual pile groups 

output switch for Tables C, D, E, F, G, H, and J 

index specifying the pile to be used 

index specifying the set of lateral soil resistance 
curves to be used 

index specifying the soil data to be used for 
generating a set of theoretical lateral soil resist
ance curves 

number specifying the pile material 

signal to notify the formation of plastic hinges 

number of lateral soil resistance curves in a set 

number of different sections in a pile 

number of interaction diagrams of ultimate axial 
load and ultimate moment 

number of sets of lateral soil resistance curves 

number of increments into which a pile is divided 

number of theoretical lateral soil resistance 
curves in a set which are generated from soil data 

number of points in a lateral soil resistance curve 

number of types of pile 

number of points in a stress-strain curve of a 
triaxial test 

number of soil profiles 

number of soil layers 

axial force in a pile 

lateral soil resistance per unit length of pile 

pile top displacement vector 

angle of internal friction of a sand, ¢ 
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POTT(20) 

PUF 

PULT(20, 5, 20) 

PUW 

PX 

Q(10) 

R(507) 

RFACT(507) 

RES(507) 

RR1(20, 5) 

RV(3, 1) 

RV1(3, 1) 

RV2 (3, 1) 

RV3(3, 1) 

S (3, 1) 

SD1S 

SHFARS(10, 10) 

S1G50 

S1GD(10, 10, 15) 

S1ZE(20, 5) 

SK(3, 3) 

SRES 

SSS(5,2T) 

number of piles in an individual pi.1e group 

ultimate lateral soil resistance by flow-around 
failure 

ultimate axial load on a beam-column 

ultimate lateral soil resistance by wedge failure 

axial pile reaction 

lateral soil resistance 

flexural rigidity of a pile, E1 

lateral pile reaction 

lateral soil resistance on a pile 

flexural stiffness, E1 

pile reaction vector 

pile reaction vector for virtual cap movement 
in X direction 

pile reaction vector for virtual cap movement in 
Y direction 

pile reaction vector for virtual cap rotation 

pile reaction vector 

distance from ground surface 

shear strength of a clay 

one-half of the ultimate deviator :3tress, all 
in triaxial test 

diviator stress, all in the triaxial test 

width of pile 

partial derivatives of pile reactions 

summation of lateral soil resistances along the 
pile 

axial pile top load 



SWGAM 

TC(20) 

THETA (20) 

U(3,3) 

UT(3, 3) 

XRI(20, 5) 

XS(5, 20) 

XXl(20, 5) 

XX2(20, 5) 

Y(507) 

YC(5, 20, 25) 

YIELD(20) 

YOUNG (20) 

YY(507) 

ZZZ (5, 25) 
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sum of soil weight 

alphabetical designation of pile top connection 
to pile cap 

batter angle (+ counterclockwise from vertical) 

force transformation matrix 

displacement transformation matrix 

moment of inertia, I 

distance from ground surface to the lateral soil 
resistance curve 

distance from top of pile to top of pile sections 

distance from top of pile to the bottom of pile 
section 

lateral pile deflection 

lateral pile deflection 

yield stress 

Young's modulus 

dummy to preserve the previous lateral pile deflec
tion 

axial pile-top displacement 
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A.4 DATA CODING FOR PROGRAM GROUP 

Since the program GROUP must deal with a great number of data, careful 

data preparation and the correct data coding are essential for the compu

tation. 

The data are classified into the following groups. 

TABLE A Title of each run 

TABLE B Input and Output switches 

TABLE C Load on pile cap 

TABLE D Arrangement of individual pile groups 

TABLE E Pile properties 

TABLE FAxial pile top displacement curve 

TABLE G Lateral soil resistance curve 

TABLE H Soil data for theoretical lateral soil resistance curve 

Input and output switches in TABLE B are necessary to eliminate inputting 

the identical data for the repetitive run. By setting the switch properly 

only the changing data have to be head in and printed out. If no new data 

are supplied, the data for the previous run are kept and used for the new 

run. 

The general deck structure of the data is illustrated in the following. 

Deck Structure of Input Data 

TABLE A TITLE OF RUN, necessary for each run 

Card AI one_ card 

TABLE B INPUT OUTPUT SWITCH, necessary for each run 

Card BI one card 



TABLE C LOAD ON PILE CAP 

If B1 = 0, skip to TABLE D 

Card CI one card 

TABLE D INDIVIDUAL PILE GROUP ARRANGEMENT 

If B2 = 0, skip to TABLE E 

Card DI one card 

Card DII D1 cards 

TABLE E PILE PROPERTIES 

If B3 = 0, skip to TABLE F 

Card EI one card 

Card Ell one card 

Card EIII one card 

If E5 = 1, 2, 2, or 5, skip E4 and E5 

Card EIV one card 

Card EV E14 cards ---------------' 

TABLE FAXIAL PILE TOP DISPLACEMENT CURVE 

If B4 = 0, Skip to TABLE G 

Card FI one card 

Card FII one card ~ 
F1 sets 

Card FIll F3 cards 

TABLE G LATERAL SOIL RESISTANCE CURVE 

If B5 = 0, skip to TABLE H 

Card GI one card 
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E1 sets 
E3 sets __ ...J 

Card GIl one card-----------------------, 
G1 sets 

Card GIll one card~ 
G3 sets 

G5 cards Card GIV 
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TABLE H SOIL DATA FOR THEORETICAL LATERAL SOIL RESISTANCE Cl~VES 

If B6 = 0, Skip TABLE H 

Card HI one card 

Card HII one card 

Card HIlI H3 cards 

Card HIV one card 

If Hl3 - 0, skip HS and H6 

Card HV one card 

Card HVI HIS cards------------~ 

HI sets 

H4 sets -------' 

To start a new run go to TABLE A. To terminate the run, add two 

blank cards at the end of data. 
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Data Coding Form for Program GROUP 

The data cards must be stacked in proper order, as it is shown in the 

description of the data deck structure. Some of the cards have to be 

removed depending on the type of problem. All ten-space words assume 

ElO.3 format (for example, +1.234E+05). All words with less than five 

spaces assume integers (for example, 6.17). 

Each card is identified by an alphanumeric sign with Roman numerals 

(that is, BII, CIII, etc.). Each datum in a card is designated by an 

alphanumeric sign with Arabic numbers (for example, D3, E4 ). 

The maximum value a datum can take is indicated in the following 

when it is necessary. In order to take larger values than indicated, 

the dimension statement in the program must be revised. 

TABLE A Title of run 

Card AI 

Al 1 to 80 alphanumeric description of each run. 

TABLE B Input and Output Switch 

Card BI 

Bl 5 

B2 10 

B3 15 

M 20 

Enter 1 for inputting new data or listing the 
data and computation results. Enter 0 for 
skipping the input or listing. If there is 
no data input, data from the previous run are 
used. 

Input TABLE C Load 

Input TABLE D Arrangement 

Input TABLE E Pile 

Input TABLE F Axial Displacement Curve 
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B5 25 Input TABLE G Lateral Soil Reaction Curves 

B6 30 Input TABLE H Soil Data 

B7 45 Output TABLE C Load 

B8 50 Output TABLE D Arrangement 

B9 55 Output TABLE E Pile 

BlO 60 Output TABLE F Axial Displacement Curve 

Bll 65 Output TABLE G Lateral Soil Reaction Curve 

B12 70 Output TABLE H Soil Data 

B13 75 Output TABLE J Computational Results on a 
Laterally Loaded Pile 

Table J lists the computation results on the axial and lateral 

b~haviors of single piles. The output switch controls the listing of 

distribution of deflection, slope, moment, shear and soil resistance 

along the piles. 

TABLE C Load on Grouped Pile Foundation 

Card CI 

Cl 1 to 10 Vertical load, pound (downward +) 

C2 11 to 20 Horizontal load, pound (from left to right +) 

C3 21 to 30 Moment, inch-pound (counterclockwise +) 

TABLE D Individual Pile Group Arrangement 

Card DI 

Dl 

Card DII 

D2 

1 to 5 

3 to 5 

Number of individual pile groups (maximum 20) 

Pile head connection to pile cap. Enter PIN 
for pinned connection, FIX for fixed connec
tion and RES for elastically restrained con
nection 



D3 6 to 10 

D4 11 to 15 

D5 16 to 20 

D6 21 to 25 

D7 26 to 30 

D8 31 to 40 

D9 41 to 50 

DlO 51 to 60 

D11 61 to 70 

D12 71 to 80 

TABLE E Pile Properties 

Card EI 

El 1 to 5 

Card Ell 

E2 1 to 5 

E3 6 to 10 

E4 11 to 15 
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Number of piles in the individual pile group. 
(no restriction in number) 

Index for pile. Enter E2. 

Index for axial pile-top displacement curve. 
Enter F2. 

Index for the set of lateral soil resistance 
curves. Enter G2. If the set of curves is 
generated from soil data (TABLE H), assign 
successive sequential number to the set after 
data in TABLE G. 

Index for the soil data for the theoretical 
lateral soil curves. Enter H2. 

Pile-top location, vertical coordinate, inch 
(downward from origin +) 

Pile-top location, horizontal coordinate, 
inch (right-hand side of origin +) 

Batter angle of pile, radian (counterclock
wise from vertical +) 

Distance from pile to ground surface, inch 

Spring constant for an elastically restrained 
pile top, inch-pound. Can be left blank for 
PIN and FIX in D2. 

Number of different types of pile (maximum 20) 

Sequential number assigned to the pile 

Number of different sections in the pile 
(maximum 5) 

Number of increments by which the pile is 
divided into finite elements (maximum 500) 
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E5 16 to 20 

E6 21 to 30 

E7 31 to 40 

E8 41 to 50 

Card ElII 

E9 1 to 10 

E10 11 to 20 

Ell 21 to 30 

E12 31 to 40 

E13 41 to 50 

Card EIV 

E14 1 to 5 

Card EV 

E15 1 to 10 

E16 11 to 20 

Code for pile type. Enter 1 for wide flange 
(strong axis), 2 for wide f1an~;e (weak axis), 
3 for steel pipe, 4 for others with interac
tion curve and 5 for others wit.hout interac
tion curve. Interaction curve refers to a 
diagram of ultimate axial force: and ultimate 
moment in a beam column. 

Total length of the pile, inch 

Yield stress of pile material, psi 

Young's modulus of pile material, psi 

Distance from pile top to top of uniform 
section, inch 

Distance from pile top to bottom of uniform 
section, inch 

Width of pile in the section, inch 

Cross-sectional area of pile in the section, 
inch2 

Moment of interia of pile in tbe section, 
inch4 

Number of points in the interaction diagram 
(maximum 20) 

Start from (Pu ' 0) and end at (0, Mp) 

Ultimate axial force in a pile, pound 

Ultimate moment in a pile, incb-pound 

TABLE FAxia1 Pile-Top Displacement Curve 

Card FI 

F1 1 to 5 Number of curves (maximum 5) 

CARD FII 

F2 1 to 5 Sequential number assigned to the curve 



F3 6 to 10 

Card FIll 

F4 1 to 10 

F5 11 to 20 

Number of points in a curve (maximum 25) 

Axial load on pile top, pound (downward 
load +) 
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Pile-top displacement, inch (downward dis
placement +) 

TABLE G Lateral Soil Resistance Curve 

Card Gl 

G1 

Card GIl 

G2 

G3 

Card GIll 

G4 

G5 

Card GlV 

G6 

G7 

1 to 5 

1 to 5 

6 to 10 

1 to 10 

11 to 15 

1 to 10 

11 to 20 

~umber of sets of curves (maximum 5) 

Sequential number assigned to the set 

Number of curves in the set (maximum 20) 

Depth from ground surface to curve, inch 

Number of points in the curve. Curve input 
starts from ground surface and ends at pile 
point or deeper. 

Lateral soil resistance, pound per unit 
length of pile 

Lateral pile deflection, inch. Point input 
starts from (0, 0). 

TABLE H Soil Data for Theoretical Lateral Soil Resistance Curve 

Card H1 

Card HII 

H2 

H3 

1 to 5 

1 to 5 

6 to 10 

Number of soil profiles for which a set of 
curves are generated (maximum 10) 

Sequential number assigned to the soil 
profile 

Number of curves to be generated 
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H4 

Card HIlI 

H5 

Card HIV 

H6 

H7 

H8 

H9 

H10 

H11 

H12 

H13 

Card HV 

H14 

H15 

Card HVI 

H16 

H17 

11 to 15 

1 to 10 

1 to 10 

11 to 20 

21 to 30 

31 to 40 

45 to 50 

51 to 60 

65 

70 

1 to 10 

11 to 15 

1 to 10 

11 to 20 

Number of different soil strata in the 
profile (maximum 10) 

Depth from ground surface to point where a 
curve is generated, inch. Start from ground 
surface and end at pile tip or deeper. 

Depth from ground surface to top of soil 
stratum, inch 

Depth from ground surface to bottom of a 
soil stratum, inch 

Effective unit weight of soil, pcf. H9 and 
H10 are needed only for a sand. 

Angle of internal friction of a sand, degree. 

Code for the state of sand. Enter 1 for a 
dense sand, 2 for a medium sand, and 3 for a 
loose sand. 

Shear strength of a clay, psi 

Code to specify the consistency of a clay. 
Enter 3 for a stiff clay, 2 for a medium 
clay, and 1 for a soft clay. 

Switch for inputting stress-strain curves 
from triaxial test. Enter 1 for input, 0 
for no input. 

Depth from ground surface to point where the 
soil specimen was sampled, inch 

Number of points in a stress-strain cufve 

Deviator stress, psi 

Strain. Point input starts from (0, 0). 
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A.5 Listing of Program GROUP 
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PROr,t-cAM r,QOUPClt-JPUT,OUH,)ljT) 
DIMF.."':::'ION AI\UMC(0), FVChll, SK('3"~), flF'\ltl~l). rOFt].l), 

! PCV(3,1l, HHNN(20ltOOV(3.1). Q\tI 3'1). DVltJ"llt RV?(3fl) 
~ , HV3()'I) 
COM~ON I RLeCKI I TC(20), puTT(20), KP(?"" K~(l"), K~(20)' 

1 KSS(20). UISTt:;I(2n). OTC\TA(?i)\, THFTI\(2nl, 
i. UPSI2o)' f08ET12nl. K~ol 
COM~UN I RLCCK2 I NN(2n), HH(20" ~O~r?n\. KTVnEt~O)' VIELOI?O). 

1 VOUNG(20) 
COM~ON I RLeCK) I XX}12n, Sa, Xx2(?O, 5). QRI('~, 5). XRt12o. 5), 

1 SIlE120.5" ApF:A(2(1.5). PULTr2f'1,S.2U), 
~ ~ULT(20.S,CO). NINTr2n~~) 

COMMON I RLeCKS I Ne(s), X515.20), ~Pr~,,"), Vrt~,2n.25). 
! ~C(5'20'2~) 

CCMMUN I RLCC~b I NOr(ln). NSTVpF(lO). nTrll0"o), AAMMA(10.10). 
1 PMIIlOtlOIt ,KnENSF:(10,;l1lt S4EARS(H l tiOlt TCONt 
~ 10,10)' INFO(lOtlO). r')TC:ltlll,ln). U).52(10.10). 
j U1ST(10.10', NPOINTt1I'.10), ~1r.O(10.'lO.15), 
l+ FP(lO,lO,15) 

COMMUN I ~LCCK7 I KFLAG, KEY, KOJ. KAV, ~4R 
COMMeN I RLCC~~ I 11(5), lll(S. ?S), C\S~f~' 25,. Ov(l. I) 

501 FOH~AT I 1Hl) 
5U~ FORMAT ( ~Ojl4t ) 
50"; FQIoif\1AT ( ~IS. loX. 715 1 
50 4 FORMAT ( 4t 1 0 •. 39 IS I 
5U~ FORMAT t ?~, Al, 515, SF.I0.J 
~Ob F:R~~T ( 415, lE10.3 ) 
50" FOHMAT ( 4E10.:; ) 
508 FORMAT ( 2EIO.3 ) 
so~ FOR~~T t El~.J ) 
Slu FOH~AT ( 5x, ~OA4 ) 
511 FORMAT ( /II !:IX. l&jojTAALE C LOAO) 
Sl.c! FOHM~ rillA, 9HII LOAO,L~. 6x, q ...... IOAt"I.Lt3. '1(. 12H'~OMENT .l8-U., 
51J FeRMAT 5 X, JEtS.3 ) 
51- ~O~MAl III ~x, J~H1ABLE 0 ARRAN~E~~NT OF PJLE GHOUPS , 
51!:1 FOR~Ar I 1X, ~1HGR0UP CONNECT ~o ~F OTLE PTLF' ~n L-S CURVE 

1 , 2011 p-y CURvE 5(11 L OATA ) . 
510 FORMAT 'i~, Is, 6,(. A], s~, Is, 6X, TS, 4~. I~, H., l.5, 5X, IS 
51/ FOHM.T I 7X' ~HGROUP. A~ iHVERT,IN, 8X, 6HHOD'T~' 3A, 

1 9~SLopF.RAO. JX, qHGROUNO.T~, 6X, ~HSpRtNG 
511:1 FOHfV!AT sx, 1:', H, lSE12.3 ) 
51~ FOR~AT III ~~, 21H1A8LE E PILE "I~~NSIO~~ ) 
520 FOHM~T I 7A, 6HPILE ,SHSEC • ~NJ~C • 8H~~TFRIALu 5X, 

1 9~LENGTH.I~, bX, qHVIELn.P~" lOY. 5HE.~SI 
521 FORMAT III !:IX, 31HTABLE FAXIAL LOft" VS ~ETTLEMfNT 
52c FORMAT I B~' 5HCURVE. 13, lOX. 13HNlIM nF POI",.T~ , 1:3 
523 FORMAT 121. ~I1POINT. 5X, 13HAYIAL LnAn.LB, lv, 

1 13HSETTLEMENT,I~ ) 
52~ FOR~AT lO~' Is, 9~. ~ll.3' 9X. El1.~ ) 
52!:1 FORMAT /II !:IX. 22HTABLE G P-V CIIRVI:'C:: ) 
S2b FORMAT I 1~' 3HSET, I3. lOX, l~HNUM OF rURVEc::, 13 
527 FORMAT ax, !:I~CURVE, 13, 6x, 20HDISTANC~ FRO~ Tnp,r Nq EIO.3, 4X, 

1 13HNUM OF POINTS. 13 ) 
52~ FORMAT 12X, ~~POINT, QX, 4HP'L~' 16Y. ~~Y,IN I 
529 FOR~AT lO~' 35H(C LOAD U ARRANGEM~NT E PTLF • 

1 31HF L-S G P-V H SnTL J LLp)) 
530 FORMAT ~X. 3I~, 18, 2x, 3~15.3 ) 
53! FOR~~T EIO.~, IS I 



S)~ FORMAT ~E10.3) 
SJJ FORMAT 4£10.3. IS. 5x. E10.3. 215 J 
S3~ FORMAT III 5X. 41HTAALE H SOIL nAT~ FOR ~UTU P-y CURVE~ 
53b J:ORr~AT I 7X. 7HPROFlLE. 13. Sit. 13101t-'UM r'lF C'jQVFS. lJ. SX. 

1 13h~UM OF ~TRATA. t3 ) 
531 FOR,..,AT RX, 42t-1UISTANCES F'HO~ ptLF TnP TO P-V CllHVFS.I~CH 
53t1 FO~NlAT 10lC. 5HCURVE. 'iX. 11I-4LOCATIO".I'" ) 
539 FORMAT RX, 43HSTRATU~ TY~E GAM~A.pCF PHT.nEG UENS • 

1 29HSHEAM.PSl CONSIST ~-S rURVE ) 
5~O FOHMAT lOX, IS' 6H SANO. 2El1.). t~ ) 
54! FOR~AT lOX. IS. 6H CLAY. El1.3. lly. Fl1.3. 4Y.. 15. 6X. I~ ) 
54( FOR~AT 8X. 7HSTRATUM. 13. 5X. 20~DI~TA"'CE F~nM rOp.1N. El1.3. 

1 5x. 13HNUM OF POINTS. T' ) 
543 FORMAT 10 •• 5HPOIN1. lOX. 10HSTR~S~.PSi. 14K. ~~STRAIN 
54~ FORMAT lO~. IS, SX. El1.3 ) 
5~~ FCR~AT 7X ·~ILE* 2X *F~OM.I~* SX *T~'I~* lX *U.IN* ex *A'IN2* 

1 5~A.IN2' lX. 5HI.yN4 ) 
54b FuR~AT ( RX. 7HSTHATUM. llX. 7HFRO~'IM' i7X. 5uTn'IN 
541 FCF!."1AT ( lOX' 2EiS.3 ) 
54~ FORMAT ( III bA. 3sHTABLF 8 INPUT ANn OUTPIIT Sw ITCH. C;X. 

1 l~H( IF 1 Y,::s. IF 
549 FOR~AT ( I 7X. 41~TAaLE C 
55u FORMAT ( lX. 5HINPUT. 9t5 ) 
551 FeRMAT ( 1X. bHOUTPUT. qI5 ) 

o NO) ) 
o E F r; J 
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55~ FOH~AT ( llX. l~HINTEHACTION OIAGRA~, lOve 13~~UM OF POINTS, 13. I 
I le,x, 7HPUl.T.Ld. 1'1.' In~MULT.IN-LI=I ) 

55J FO~MAT ( IlX, 3vhLINEA~LV E~ASTIC PIL~ MATERYAI ) 
sse FOH~AT ( I 7At llHNUM OF CUHVES, 13 ) 
55~ FOH~AT ( I 7X. IlM~UM OF SErs. ;3 ) 
56u FOR~AT ( I lOA. 15HNO OF ITERATYON. Y~ 
5~! FORMAT ( I eX. 19~5THES~ STHAIN CURVE ) 
56-4 FORMAT ( I 9X' 41HVEi-iTtCAL.IN ,",ORIZO~ITAI .IN 
565 FORMAT ( ~x, 3E15.3 ) 
560 FORMAT ( 111I1 lOX, 39HPILE CAP OISPL onF~ NOT cnNVFR6E AFTER. 

I 1-4HIOO ITEqATIO~S ) 
567 FON~AT 11111 lOX, 3~HnETEHMINANT OF STT~FNE~c MATQIA IS ZERO 
510 FOH~AT ~~. 15, SE12.3 ) 
51b FOHMAT III ~X. 19HCOM~UTArION RESULTS ) 
517 FORMAT ?OX' .~H(DENSITY OF SAND 1 nENSE , MFOIUM 3 LOOSE) 

! ) 
57~ FOHM~l ?O~, SOH (CONSISTENCY OF CLAY 1 ~TIFF ? MfOIUM 3 qOFT ) 

.1 ) 
51~ FOR~AT I lOX, 44H(MATERIAL 1 STEEL H. ~ STEFL H(wEAK AXIS), • 

1 10hSTEELPtPE. I 20X, 27H4 OTHEq~ wlTH INT DIAGRAM. 
2 , 29H5 OTHERS WITHOUT p,T n 1 AGRAM) I) 

sau FORMAT III ~x. 41HTAALE I DISPLACEM~NT OF GROUPED PILE. 
1 lOHFOUNOATION 

S8l FOR~AT ( III 5X. 42HTABLE J 
C··· ... -STANT INPUTTING DATA 

NSOILP a:: 0 
C--··-I~PuT TARLE A (TITLE OF RUN) 

100 REAU 502. ( ANWI.(I). I a:: 1. 20 
I\JKS • I) 

C·----I~PUT TABLE ~ 
REAu 503. Kle. 

(Sw ITCH FOR INPUT A"'O I"\IITPUT'\ 
KIu. KIE. KIF. KIG. KT~. 

1 Koe, 
ITEST 

If ( nEST 

KOQ, KOE. KOF, KOG, KO~. ~nJ 
a:: KIC + KID • KIE + Kt~ + KIG + KIH 
.Ea. U , GO TO 9qqq 
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C-----I~PUl TA~LE C (LOAD) 
IF e KIC .Eo. 0 ) <;0 TO 102 

HEAU 504, Fv(l. 1), FV(2. 1)' FV[3. l\ 
C-----INPUl TAHLE U [PILE GROUP ARRANGFuENTI 

10Z IF ( '<10 .EG. 0 ) An TO 103 
REAO :'0";. Kf\PL 

UO 104 I II 1. I'\NPL 
~EAO !:>05. TC(l), II"'OTT, KP(1). KAtT). t\~,T). K"=:«;II), UISTAtI). 

1 DISTAII)' THETA(!)' Op5(0. FrlRFT(t) 

POTTII) II IPOTT 
10" CONTIJ\IUE 

r-----If\PUr TA~LE E (~ILE OIME~SlnNS) 
103 IF ( KIE .EG. U ) Gn TO 115 

REAO 50J, NPILE 
DO 113 I II l' N~ILE 

READ ~Ob. IDP, NUSII). NNel), KTyPFIT" ~~NN(t,. Yl~LU(I).YOUNG(I) 
~Hll) • IiHNI\i(I) I NNI!) 
TNCEX :I I\lU5 t I) 

uO ll~ .,j II It I~OEX 
PEAO ~32, xxl(l. Jlt XX~(1t Jh Sl1EfT. ih A~r:A(I. J). XRIfT' J) 

R~I(l. J) ;: X~I<I, J) * YOU"".-.:IT) 
MATL II KTY~E (T) 

(:it,) TO ( 111. 117, 111. US. 11" ). MATL 
11 ~ CONlINUE 

REAU ~OJ, NINl CIt J) 

TNT II h;INT(t. J) 
REAO !)08, ( PULl It, J. K). ~ULT(r. J, K). K • 1, INT J 

(:iO 1'n 11& 
117 C(m f!f\JUE 

60 TO ( 1t:15, 186, lR7 ). ~ATL 
185 ~F II 1.14 

lit,) TO 188 
180 ~F II 1.50 

(:;0 TO·188 
un SF II 1.27 
18~ CON1INUE 

1" I f\ T ( I , J) 
PULT I I, J, 
RuLTO, J, 

1 

c 2 
1) 
2) 

• ARE~(J. J) * VIr:IO(1) 
II 2.0 * SF • y'ELnII) * XRI(T. J) I 

SIlEII. J) 
RUL T I I. J, 1» II 0.0 
PULTll, J, 2) II 0.0 

116 CONTINUE 
llJ CUNT INUE 

C-----INPUT TARLE F (AXIAL LOAD VS SF.TTI EM~~T) 
115 IF I KIF .Ea. 0 ) GO TO lO~ 

REAu 50J, NKA 
uo 10~ I • 1. NKA 

REAU 503. IOEN, 11(1) 
INDEX • 11(1) 

REAU 508, I SSSIIUEN, J), ZlZCIOEN. JI' Jill. INDEX) 
100 CONTINUE 

c-----I~puT TABlE G (p-Y CURVES) 
1 0 5 I F ( K I G • E Q • 0 ) GO T 0 1 0 7 

READ 503, NKS 
DO lOR I II I. NKS 

REAU 503, IOPY. Ne(I) 
INDEX • ~c ( J) 



LO 112 J • 1. INOEX 
HEAO ~31. XS(IOpy. Jl. Np(IUPY. Jl 

INOEA2 • NPIIOPY. Jl 
~EAU ~Ol:h ( PC(JDPY, J, 10, YC(IDPy, .1' Kl. K ~ " INUEX2 l 

112 CaNT INUE 
1 Uti C ON1I NUe: 
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c-----INpul TARLE H (SOIL DATA FO~ AUTnMATTr. Gt~~k~TlnN OF pay cURVE) 
101 IF I KIH .EQ. 0 ) Gn TO 109 

wEAu 503, NSO!Lp 
UO 110 I = It NSOILp 

HEAU 503, NO, NOC(I), N~TypE(I) 
TNCEA .. r-.OC (J) 

101 E A lJ 509, ( uTe (It J), J • 1. I N DE lC 
INDe Xl • NSTYPE(Il 

uo III J • 1, INDEX} 
REAU 533, D1S1(1, J), nTS2(1, J). GA, pt~ KDEN~EtI, J), 

1 SI"EARSlI, J). ICON(It Jlt Tt.IFon, J) 
PH I ( 1, J) • ~ I I 51.291, 
~A~MA(J. J) • GA I 172R.0 

IF ( INFO(I, ~) .EO. 0 ) GO TO III 
REAU 5:n. DIS,T(r. J), NPOINT(I, J) 

INOE~2 • NpUINT(I, J) 
QEAU 508, ( SIGu 1I. J. Kl. Fp (t. J, Kl' K • I, h.JDEx2 ) 

III CO~TINUE 
11tr CONTINUE 
10':1 CONTINUE 

c-----~UTO~ATIC GENER~TION OF paY CURVFS 
If ( ~Ir .EG. 0 l GO TO 202 
DO coo I. }. KNPL 

IF ( KSStI 1 .ECh tI ) GO TO 2no 
CALI. MAKE ( I ) 

200 CONTINUE 
C-----STA~l OF PRINTING OUT T~E INPUT nATA 
C-----OUTPUT TARLE A (TITLE OF RUN) 

20-2 PRINT 5Ul 
PRINT 51o. ( ANUM<!). I • It 20 , 

C-----OUTpUT T AHLE ~ ( Sill ITCH FOR INPUT A"-I" OUT 1:)1 IT ) 

PRINT 548 
fJRINT 54q 
PRINT 550. KIC. KlD, KI~. KIF, KIG, KTM 
PRINT 551. KOC, ~OO, KOE, KOF. KOG, Kn~. KOJ 
PRINT 529 

c-----OUTPUT TARLE C (LOAD) 
IF ( I(OC .EG. 0 ) Gt) TO 170 

PRINT 5.Ll 
PRINT ~12 
PRINT 513, FV(l. 1). FVI2' 1), FV(J. ;) 

c-----OUTP~T TA~LE U (PILE GROUP ARRANGFMENT) 
170 IF ( KOC .EQ. 0 ) Gn TO 171 

PRINT 5.L4 
PRINT 515 

00 199 I • I' KNPL 
IPOTT • POTTtI) 

PRINT 516, I. TeU), IPnTT, KPClh KA(l), KS(!" KSS(l) 
191,1 CONTINUE 

PRINT 517 
UO 198 I • l' KNpL 

1~~ PRINT 518, I, DISTRII), DISTAII). THETAlIt. "PSCI)' FDRETII) 
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C-----OUTPUT TARLE E (PILE DIMENSTnN~\ 
171 IF ( KOE .E~. 0 ) ~n TO 176 

PRII';T SJ.9 
PRINT 520 
PRI[~T 530, ( 1,1'105(1), NN(!), KTVPE(T),~HNN(T)' YTELU(I), 

1 YOlJNt;( Il' I II 1, NP ILE ) 
PRINT 579 
PRINT 545 

UO 197 I II 1, NPILE 
tNCE. ... = NUS(I) 

UO 196 J • 1, INDEX 
PI=IINT 57o, I, )(XIII, J), XX2(I, J), STZF"/T, .J). AREA(1, J), 

1 XR1(I, J) 
MAlL II KTVPECI) 

H" ( MAlL .F.~. 5 ) ~O TU 175 
INl II NI,.,T(I, J) 

PRINT 552. IN! 
p~I~T S47, ( PULT(I, J, K), HULT(I, J, K\, K • 1, tNT) 

GO Tll 196 
17~ PRINT 55] 
19b CUNTINUE 
197 COI\ITINUE 

C-----QUTPUT TARLE F (AXIAL LOAD vS SETTLF~FNT) 
17b IF ( KOF .EG. 0 ) Gn TO 113 

PRINT 521 
P~INT 5':JR, "KA 

Uo 174 I II l' NKA 
PRINT 5~2, I, II (1) 
PRII~r 523 

INO~" II II(ll 
PI=IINT 524, ( J, SSS(l, J)' lZZ(y, Jl, J. 1, I~d)FII. ) 

174 CONTINuE 
C-----uUTPUT TARLE u (P-Y CURVES) 

17l IF ( KOG .~~. 0 ) Gn TO 117 
..... AX II NKS 

~O 183 I II l' KNPL 
IF ( KS(ll .GE. MAX) MAX II KS(I) 

18.3 CONTINUE 
PR liH 525 
PRINT 5~9, ,.,AA 

1)0 178 I II 1, MAX 
PRINT 526, I, Ne(I) 

{NCE.X II NC(I) 
DO 17R Jill' INDE;x 

PRI'ljT 527, __ , X511, J), NP(l, J) 
PRINT 528 

INCE X2 II NP(I, J) 
PRINT 524, ( K, PC(!, J, K), VC(I, J, Iq, K II " INnEA2 ) 

178 CONTINUE 
r-----OUTPUT T_BLE H (SOIL DATA FOR AUT"MATTC GE~ERATION OF P-v CUR~E~) 

117 IF ( ~O~ .EG. 0 ) GO TO 300 
PRINT 5..i5 

uo 182 I II l' NSOILP 
PRINT 536, I, NOC(I), N~TYPE(I) 
PRI,~T 537 
PRINT 53H 

TNCEX • NOC(I) 
PRINT 544, ( ,J, DlC(l, J), J • 1, TNns:X , 
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PRINT 539 
INCEX1 • NSTVPECI) 

UU 190 ~ • l' INuEXI 
GA • G~MMACI. J) * 172a,0 
PI • P~ICI. J) * 51.29~ 

IF C PI ,e.Q, 0 ) GO TO 191 
PRI~T 5_0. J. GAt PI. KOENSE(I. J) 

GO TO 190 
PRINT 541. J. GA. SHEARt;cI. J). ICONIT' ", Ii~OI1, J) 

CONTINUe: 
PRINT 577 
PRII"'4T 518 
PRINT 54h 
PRII'IIT 524, ( .J, 01S1CI. JI. UIS2(J, J" 1::1 1. INDEXl ) 

DO 1"4 J • l' INUEXI 
IF ( INFOCI, J) ,EQ, 0 I GO TO 1A4 

P~INT 561 
P~Ij\jT 54;.'. J' OISr <I. Jlt NPOINTeI. ,JI 
P~ 1,~T 543 

INDe.~2 • NPOINT(l' J) 
PRINT 524, e K, SlGU(1, J. "'h FPCI. ,1,1(1. K ~ ,. yNUEX2 ) 

CON IINUE 
18t 

C-----SET 
30U 

cONtx~JUE 
11'lllTJAL 01SPL VECTOR OV A~D CONST~NT~ 

KFLAIl • 0 
TO L :: l) • 00001 

KEY • l: 
KSI'I :: I, 

ITER :I 1 
r}Vel. 1) = 0,0 
n,/(2' t) = 0.0 
('11/(3. }) :: 0.0 
00\1(1. 1) :: 0.001 
IlOV(e::. 1) :I 0.on1 
null(.:!. II = 0.0 

t-----caR~tcT THE ~tNT OI5~LACFMENT 
3Su UO 30? I • l' 3 
30e nveI. I) :: !lVCI. 11 • DDveI. u 

r-----COMPUTf PILE HEACTIONS FOR IHE NFW Dt~PL~CEMENT 
CALL f VEe I ~\I ) 

IF e KEY .EQ, 1 ) GO TO 9999 
IF ( KAX .EU, 1 ) An TO 999~ 
IF e KAH .fIJ, 1 ) Gn To 9999 
IF C ,<FLAb .EG, 1 ) AO TO Ino 

c-----COMPUTE THE u1FFEHENCE RETWEE~ LOAD A~D PFACTI"N 
UO 33n I • i. 3 

PFV(l. J.) = Fve!. 1) - RveI. 1) 
33u CONTI~0E . 

IF ( KEY .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 9999 
c-----COM~UTE p~~TIAL DERIVATIVES 

nELT~ • 0,00001 
rw ( l' 1) a Oil ( 1. 1) + DELTA 

CALL FVEC ( RVI ) 
011(1. 11 = DV(l. 1) • nF.:LTA 
ovez. 1) I: OV(2. 11 + DF.LTA 

CALL FVEC( Rv2 ) 
DV(2. l) I: OVC? 1) - nElTA 
nll(3' 1) = DV(). 1; + 0.001 • O~LTA 
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CALL fvEC ( RY3 ) 
IF ( KEY .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 
[;0 j 1 t'\ 1 • 1, 3 

9999 

11 + 
1> + 

Rv 1 ( Tt ;~ I Or:LT4 
Rv2 IT. ; ) I Da:' L Tf, 

SK(1' 1) = (-)ofV(I. 
c;K ( I. ?) :: (-,.(v ( I • 
SK(I. 3) = (-f-tV(l. 

,no CONTINUE 
U + RV3 (Tt " I I a.nOl ... I)ELTA 

rc----I~VE~T STRUcTUHA~ STIFFNF.SS 
COF ( 1. 1) II "iK ( 2. 
COF ( 1. 2) = 51( (::>. 
coF(1. 3) :: 5K(? 
cOF (c' 1> :I SI( (1' 
COF(Z, 2) • SK(l. 
C OF (G. 3) ;; 51( ( 1 • 
COF ( J. 1) ;; ~K ( 1. 
eOF(). 21 ;; Sl(rl. 
COF(J, 3) = SKC1' 
nET,. 0.0 

UU 320 ~CUL ;; 1. 3 

MATRIX 51( 
G) ... SI«3, 
J) * 51«3. 
1) ... 51«3. 
.,;) * 51< (3. 
1) ... 51«3 • 
~) ... SI«3. 
c) ... 51«2. 
J) * SK(2, 
1) * SI«2. 

31 - SI«" 
1) - Stc;(? 
2) _ Stc;(? 

2) - SI( (, , 
31 - SI< ( ;' , 
1> .. SI< ( , , 
31 -51( I , , 
l) - 51( ( 1 • 

?) - SI( ( , • 

320 nET • eEl • SI(II' ~COL} * eO~(l~ NeOLI 
iF ( DEl .NE. O.ij ) r,0 TO 321 

PF1INl 567 
GO To ~9<j"l 

321 WO 322 ~HUw • 1. 3 
UO 32? ~CO~ :: 1. 3 

~K(NHow, NCO~) • COF(NCOL. NPOW~ IOET 
322 CONTINUE 

C-----COM~UTE DISP~ACE~ENT COQPECrlON 
CA~~ MU~T ( OUV. SKI UFV. 1 ) 

e-----CHEC~ eONVE~H~NcE o~ kEACTlUN 
00 33~ t = 1, 3 
IF ( ASS ( OUv(I. 1) ) .GE. TOl , Go TO 31i 

335 CONTI~'lUE 
GO To 360 

331 TTEM = ITER + 
IF ( ITER .GE.. 100 GO TO '332 
GO TO 350 

332 I'~INT 506 
GO To 999"1 

360 PRII\JT 501 
PRINT 510. ANUM (1), I ;; 1, 20 I 
PRINT '576 
PRINT 580 
P~INT 564 
P~I~T 565. OVll. 1), OV(2. 1). OV(~, ;) 

I(FLA(:i :: 1 
PRII~T 500. ITE,R 
PRINT 581 

GO To 350 
9999 CUNTINUE 

ENO 

2) '. SI«? 3) 
II '. SK(3, 1) 
2) '. SK(3. ]) 
2) '. SK t3 • 3) 
3) '. 51«(3, P 
1) ' . 51«3. ~) 
3) ' . SI«2, f)l 
1> '. 51«(2. 1) 
21 • SI(C2. ,1 



SU8ROUTIN~ FVEC I VECTOR ) 
DIMENSION VECTO\oolC3,U, 0(3,3)' UTl3,::IH c::r3, il, US(3, 11 
COMMON I ALCC~l I lCC'O), POTl(~O), KP(?~), KAr2n), Kti(20), 

1 KCSSI~O), UISTRC2o), DTc;rAI20\, TH~TA(20), 
2 uPSI!n)' FOBET(20)' KNol 

COMMON I RLOCK7 I ~FLAG, KEY, KnJ. K~V' ~A~ 
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COM~ON I ~LCC~ij I Y(507), EseS07). R(~n7\. ~PLAST. MOP. H, H~2, N, 
1 NP4, Rr:ACTI5071. 9 M r':;01\ 

COMMON I RLOCK9 I 11 (5). ZZlIS, 25), C:(jt:j(c;, 2C;). DV(3, 1) 
COMMON I nATAl I POvt3. 1) 

LJO ~11'\ I II l' 3 
310 vECTvRIl. 11 II 0.0 

uO 311 I m 1. KNPL 
1)(1' 11 II COSITHETA(I» 
11(1, 2) II -SlNITHEr.A(I) 
U11. 3) II 0.0 
1112. 11 II "Ull. 2) 
I'! I 2, 2) :I U ( 1. 1) 
')12, j) :I 0.0 
t I 13, 1) II 1) r s T~ ( I) • U (2, 1) _ "T S T ACT) • U ( 1, 1) 
11(3. 2) = lJISnHI) * U(l' 11 + nTSTA(T) *' U(~, 1) 
1113, 3) II 1.0 

uo 321' oJ II 1, 3 
UO 3ell K II l' 3 

320 'llIJ' ,d :I U(I(, J) 
CALL MuLT ( p~V. UT, OV, 1 ) 
CALL AXIAL I j, PX ) 
CALL LLP C 1, PUV(2. 1). POVC3. 1), pw. ~AES ) 

'Hl. 1) II Px *' POTT(I) 
~12' 1) • SHE~ *' POTT!I) 
«;(3' j) 11\ HM(4) *' POTTO) 

CALL MULl ( U~. U'S. 1 ) 
[.)0 31? J II 1, .3 

312 vECTOHCJ. 1l II VECTOFI(J. n + u~tJ. 1) 
311 CONTl~IUE 

RETuKN 
EIIIO 
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SUBHOUTI~E AXIAL ( J. Pw ) 
COMMON I ALeCK 1 I TC(20). POTT(20), KP(?~l. KAf?~)' ~S(20). 

1 K'55(20). UlSTp(20). IJr"TI\(?'l" TMF'TA(20lt 
c ulo'S (21'1). FOBET (20). Kill 1'1 

COM~ON I 8LCC~1 I KFLAG. KEY, KOJ. KAY, ~~H 
COMMON I RLCC~9 I 11(5). lZl(S, 25). ~S~t~. ?~\. JV(J. I) 
COMMON I nATAl I POv(3. 1) 

S6Z FORMAT ( II SX ... FAILUf.iE TN tlEARING PTLE GrO\lP"" 1:' 
56j FORMAT e II SA ""FAILUHE TN PULL nUT PTLE ~~0UP"" I~ 

IF ( PfJVCl. 1) .NE, /) , GO TO 317 
RETUHN 

317 NO • KA(l) 
IT • 11 (NU) 
I( Aloe .. II 

UO 30? J • 7, 11 
IF ( poV(l • .1,) .LE, ZzzeND. J) ) roO Tn 303 

'30~ CONTINUE . 
PRlr,jT 502, 1 

'<A~ • 1 
RETUHN 

30'; IF ( PO\/(l, 1> .I3E. nZ(ND. u , roO Tn 304 

3U't 

PRINT 563. I 

RETUHN 

1 
2 

RETUHN 
E~O 

KM' :I 1 

KKK • ..) - 1 
PX:I SSSCNO' KKK) + ( SSSCNn. J' .. SSc:CNtJ. I(I'\K) ) ... 

( POV(lt 1) - ZZZ(NO. KIC'K) I I ( Z7lCN(I. J' .. 
ZZZCNU. KKK) ) 



SU~~OUTINF ~A~E I NO~ ) 
DIME"!)ION FKOlll»). A\lllo)f 1,/110) 
COMM~N I ALeCKl I TC(20). puTTI?O'. KPI2nl. KA,2n), KS(20)' 

1 KSS(20)' uISTR(20), 1)t~TAI201' THr::TA(20)' 
2 UPS (20)' FDBET(20)' KNoL 

COMMON I aLCCK2 I NN(20)' Hn(20)' Nn~I?OI. KTYpE(20)' YIELD(20). 
1 YOU~G(20) 
COM~ON I QLOCK3 I XX1(20. 5). Xx2(~O, ~), RRI(~O. 5" XHII20, 5), 

1 SIZEI20'S), AREAI20.5). pULT(2n,5,20), 
2 ~ULT(20,5.20), NtNTI2n~~) 
COM~ON I ALOC~5 I NCIS), XSI5'20), NPI~t?n)t Yrl~'20,2S), 

1 PCIS.?O.2~1 
COMMQ~ I RLCCK6 I Noello). NSTypEIIO\. nTrI1o.~o,. r,AMMAIIO'lO). 

1 Pt'41110tlO)' KnENSEll0.1n). 5\.lEA~S(lO'lO)' TCONI 
Z 10,101 , II~FOI1"tl0). f)T~11l0,1{l), 0152110.10), 
J DISTno,lU), '>IPOTIIITdn.10h ~Ir.0110.10,15" 
4 FPI10.IO'J.5) 

c-----SET CONSTANTS 
',401' • KP (NOP) 
NSET • KSINOP) 
K5CI~ • ~SSINOP) 
NSTYPEX • NSTyp~(KSOIL) 
NOCX • NGCIKSOILI 
NOSX • NUS(..,OPI 
NCINSET) • NOCl( 

C-----STA~l GENEHAT1~G A SET OF P-Y CURVES 
DO 553 JJ~ • 1. NOCl( 

l(S(N~ETt IJrd :I l}TCIKSOIL. Y IK) 

C-----IOENTIFY THE ~OIL ~AYER 
UO Sl? IFS • I. NSTYPEX 
IF I flI'i2IKSOIL. IFIIi\, - DTC(KSOlL. 11K) , I:>1? 151-" 513 

512 CUNT l"luE 
C-----IOE~lIFY IF THE LAYE~ IS SAND OR CLAY 

513 H I PHI 11\5011.. IFS) .EI,/. 0 ) M TO r;;j)8 
c-----p-y CURVE~ IN A SANO 
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~-----SET tOEFFTCI~~T OF EA~TH P~E5SU~E ANn SLnPE OF FyRST PORTION OF p-y CURV~ 
.. 514 If I KIJI:.N~EIKSOIL' IFS\ .EQ. I ) 1':0 Tn SOl 

\30 TO 502 
501 FKCIlFS' • 0-40 

AVIltS,·15 00./) 
GO TO 510 

Sol IF ( KllENSEIKSOIL. IFS) -EQ. 2 ) roO TI"I 503 
Go To 5(14 

503 FKIJ(lFS' • 0.4'5 
AV(I~SI • 600.0 

GO TO 5]0 
504 FKO(lFS) • 0.50 

A.V CIFS) • 200.0 
510 CONTINUE 

c-----COMP~TE AVE OlNSITY FOR CALC OVERRURn~N pqESSUQE 
swGAM • 0.0 
SOlS • 0.0 

00 51~ III • I. IFS 
SWGAM • SWGAM + GAMMA(~SOIL. ItT) * ( OIS2(KSOIL. ItI) • 

1 OISICKSf')IL. IIII , 
SOlS • 501S + ( OI~2IKSOIl. TII~ - OI~l(KSOIL, 1111 ) 

516 CONTINUE 
AG~M • S-GAM / SOlS 
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C-----CHOOSE PILE UIA~ErE4 
00 519 IPT • 1, NOSX 
IF ( XX2(MOP, IPT) - UTCO<SOIL. 1.110 ) 51'1. r:;20. \:)20 

51~ CONTINUE 
S2u UIA • SIlE(MOP, IPI) 

C-----COMPUTE ALP~A AND ES 
ALPHA. PMI(KSOIL, IFS) I ~.~ 
F..S III ( AV(IFS) .. AG'''' .. nTC(I(SOTI t lJlC') ) I 1.35 

r-----P-Y CURVE WITH SLOPE ZERO 

S9c 
IF ( E'S ) 51';6, 596, 595 

pC(NSET. IJiI., 2) III 0.0 
YC(N~El. IJtI.. ?) = 1.0 

GO TO 597 
C-----COMPUTE TwO U~' HE6 AND SELECT THE SNALL~Q ONE 

S95 Pt-4IP • 0.1H54t .. PH! O<SOIL. If:'S) I 2.'1 
Pt-4IM :. O.7H54 - PH1(~SOIL. t~S) I 2.0 
PHIO = P"ICKSOIL. iFS) 

1 

If 
S2!; 

ALPHA = U.S" PHIO 
cP • TAN(PMIP) .... 2 
CA = TAN(P~IM) .... 2 
TP II TAN(PMIU) 
TEi • TA N ( PH I p) 

TA = T~N(ALPI'1A) 
CP2 • cP .. Cp 
r,p3 :. CP2 .. CP 
1X :. OTC(~SOIL. IJ~) 
pU~ = AGAM .. XX .. t OIA * 

.. lA • 0.5 * ( TP -
PUF ~ RG~M .. OlA .. XX * ( 
PU~ - ~UF ) 5?5, 526, 526 
pCtN:;Er. IJK. () Ii: PUW 

( rp - CA ) • XX .. TR .. ( CP 
T A ) \ ) 
CP~ • ~P2 .. Tp • TP - CA ) 

GO TO 527 
52b 

r-----cOM.,:IuTE 
527 
S"'" 

PC (NSf: r. IJK' ,,) II PUF 
THE P~l~TS ON p-v CURVE 

YC(NSET. IJK. 2) II PC(NSET. TJK~ 2) I E~ 
YC(NSET. IJK. 1) III 0.0 
pC (NSE r, I JK, 1) cO. 0 
YC(NS~T. IJK. ;) :I 10'0 .. Dra 
PC(NSEI, IJK, ;) • PC(NSET, TJK. 2) 
NP(NSET, IJK) • 3 

GO To 553 
c-----p-v CURVES IN CLAYS 
C-----ChECK IF sT~fSS-STHAIN CURVES APE AVAiLAQI.f OR NoT 

52t1 IF ( INFOlKSO!L. IFS) ) 529. 51.9. 54Q 
C-----NO STHESS-STHAI~ CUHVES ARE AVATLA~LF 
C-----ASSUME STRESS-STRAIN CURVES ACCORDING TO THE CnNSISTENCY OF CLAY 

529 IF ( ICONlKS01L, 1Ft:;) .EQ. 3 ) GO TO C,30 

53u 

531 

531:: 

533 

GO TO 531 
t::PSO • 0.02 

GO TO 534 
IF ( ICCN(I(SOIL. IFS) .EQ. 1 ) GO TO c;32 
GO To 533 

EP50 := O.OOS 
GO Tu 534t 
~pSO ;: 0.01 

('- .... --cOMPUTE 
534 

AVE DENSITY FOR CALC OV£RBUROF.N ~PESSUoE 
SGAM • 0.0 
SOlS. 0.0 
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Ou 537 III = 1, IF~ 
C;GAM • SGAI'o1 .. GAMMA(KSaIL. tTl) 0 ( DTS?(KC;OlL. lIt) -

I.)lSl(KSI)JL. III) ) 
<;015 • SOlS • ( OIS2(KSOIL. TIY, - OI~l(~Snl~' 1111 ) 

CONTH-IUf 
AGAM • SGA~ I ~nIS 

~-----C~OoSE PILE UIAMETEM 

539 
54U 

DO 5)9 IPr • 1, NO~X 
IF ( )tX2IMOP, IPl) - UTC(KSOIL. T tK) ) 539. C';40. :>40 

,C 0,,(1' l"JUE 
1)1/1 • SIZE(1I>10P, IPTI 

C----.. COMtJUTf r~o ULT KEG AND SELECT THE S~ALL~P ONE 

1 
2 

PU- :II AGAM * OIA • DTC(l(SOIL~ 1.IKI • !!I.o ... S,;EARS(K<;OIL' 
IFS) • OT" .. i.83 ... SH~AR~ (KSOII' IFC:;) ... OTC (lcSOtL, 
IJKI 

PUF = 11.0 * SHEAR~(KSOJL. T~SI • OIA 
c;IGSQ II SHEA~S(KSOIL, TFSI 
A ;: C!.O * ( ALOG10(Z.0) I .. o\LO~IO(EPc::O\ 
F~10v = 10.0 ** A 
nIFF I: EP100 I 10.0 

IF ( Puf - PUIii ) 541. 541, 542 
C-----CQMPliTE POlr-.TS ON P-Y CURVE 

541 MPCINT • 12 
PcrN!:»ET,IJK. 121 :I P:.JF 

t 1) :I PUF 

542 

54J 

561 
562 

54't 

DC(NSET'IJK, 
vC (NSf T, I JI\ , 
yc(NSfT, IJK., 
NP (NSETt IJI'\) 

GO Tv 540 
C; TliP II ';I. 0 

UO 543 ITO. 1, 9 

I?) • 10.1) • nTA 
It) :I EPIOO • nIA 
= 12 

fP • STUP • DIFF 
<;TliP • STUP - 1.0 
PSG • ALOGI0(<:;IG50) .. 0.5 ... I AI nGIO(~PI • ALOGI0(EDSOI I 
SIGA • 10.0 .* PSD 
Q(ITV) II 5.5 * ~IGA ... OIA 

IF ( PUIt.i - Q(ITO) ) 543, 544, 1545 
(,.ONTINUE 

nIFF • OIFF I 10.0 
C;TliP II 9.0 

UO 561 ITO. 1, 9 
EP :II STUP * DrFF 
STUP :I STUP - 1.0 
PSO • ALOG10(SIG50) .. 0.5 * f AI nGl0(~PI - ALOGIO(EP50) ) 
SIGA :I 10.0 •• pSO 
~(ITu) :I 5.5 • SIGA * OIA 

IF" ( PUw - a(ITO) ) 561. 562. S62 
CONTIMUE 

NP(NSET' IJKI 
PC(NSET, IJt(, 
vCtNSET, IJK' 
PC (NSET, IJK, 
yC(NSET,IJK, 

GO TO 546 
MPOINT • 12 -
t<Z • MPOINT -
Pc(NSfT, IJK, 
YCtNSET' IJK. 

:I 3 
31 :I PUW 
3) II 10.0 
2) • PUW 
2) • EP ... 

lTO 

... OIA 

OIA 

1 
MPOINT> 
MPOINl) 

• PUW 
II 10.0 • nTA 
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pCCNSET, IJK. Kl) • pU~ 
VC(NSET, IJK. Kl) • EP * OI~ 
NP(NSET, IJK) = MPOINT 

GO To 546 
545 MPOINT = 13- ITO 

KF • MPOIIIIT - 1 
PC(NSET. IJK. MPOINT) • PUW 
PC(NSET. IJK. KF) • PUw 
VC(NSET. IJK, MPOINT) • 10.0 * ~JA 
VCINSET. IJK. KF) • C OTA * nlF~ * ( ~.n * srup + 3.0 ) ) 

1 / 2.0 
~PCNSET. IJK) • MPOINT 

540 CONTINUE 
V C C N SE T. I J K • 1) • o. 0 
PC(NSET. IJK. I) • 0.0 
1M • NP(NSET. IJK) - 2 

IF 1M - 1 ) 594. 594. 593 
593 TI~£ • 1.0 

00 547 JT • 2. 1M 
EP • OlfF * TIME 
TI~E = TIME. 1.0 
ABC • ALOGI0CSTG50) + 0.5 * I AI "Gl0(~p) - AI.OGI0CEP50) ) 
nSIG = lU.O ** AHe 
PC(NSET. IJK. JT) • 5.5 * OT~ • nSIG 
VC(NSET. IJK. JT) • OIA • EP 

547 CONTINUE 
594 CONTINUE 

GO TO 553 
c-----COMPUTE POI~TS ON P-V CURVE FROM STAF~S-~TAAI~ CUM v! 

548 DO 549 IPJ • 1. NOSX 
IF ( xx2(1<10P. IPT) _ DTCCI<SOIL.,LJK) \ 5.49, 1592, 592 

54~ CONTINUE 
591;! OIA = SlZE(MOP. IPO 

PCCNSET. IJK. 1) • 0.0 
VC (NSET' IJK' 1) III 0.0 
~l • NPOINT(KSOIL. IFS, 

00 ~5? ~T • 2' MZ 
VC(NSET. IJK. JT) • OIA • FPfKS~IL. I~S. JT) 
PC(NSET. IJK, JT) • 5.5 • OTA • ~IGD(KSOIL, IFS. JT; 

552 CONTINUE 
tE • NPO!NTCKSOIL. IFS) • 1 
YCfNSEr. IJK, IE) • 10.0 • OTA 
IEl • IE - 1 
PC(NSET. IJK. IE) • PCfNSET. IJK' lEI, 
NP(NSET. IJK) • IE 

55J CONTINUE 
RETuHN 
END. 



SlJB~OUTlNE ~UL.T ( A. B. C. lSIZE ) 
DIME:I'lSIOIJ A(3. 3). HC:~. 3). cn. 3) 

U 0 1 ') I II 1. 3 
UO 11 J • 1. ISIZE 

1\(1' J) = O.U 
UO S K; • 1. 3 

~(l. J) • All. J) + BII. K) ~ e,K. J) 
:, (,;01\11 PltJE 

lU CONTINUE 
RETU .. t-4 
EI\.O 
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SI,H:s~OUTI'if::: LLi-' ( ITYPE, vT. ALP~A, "x. C;pFS ) 
Dl~E~SION A(~U7)' 8(507)' CIS01)' DVI~07~. DHM(sn7), HES(507~' 

1 YV(sV7)t PIS07) 
COMMON I ~lOe~1 I Te(20). PUTT(20). KPI?n,. KAt2nl, ~~(20). 

1 KSS(20I, uISTR(2~). OI~TA(20" THFT~(2n}. 
2 OPS(2o)' FD8ET(2n). KNI)I. 

COMMON I ~LOe~l I NNIlO), HH1201. NDSI2n,. KTVOE(201' VIELD(?O}. 
1 VOuNr,(20) 

COMMUN I ~lOeK3 I X~1120, 5). XX21?n. 5), RRI(?0, 51' XR1120. 51. 
1 SIZEI20's), AREAI2n~5). PULTI20.§.lQI. 
~ dYLTI20.5.20" NJNTt20~~) 
COM~UN I ~LCeK7 I KFLAG, KEY. KOJ. KAY, K4k 
COMMON I ijLCe~H I Y(507), ES (507). R(~07~. MPL~ST. MO~. H. Hf2. N, 

1 NP4, REACI 15071. RMf50j) 
COMMUN I OATAl I POVIJ. II 

520 FeRMAT ( lOX *NO OF IT£RAT!Ot-;* 15 ) 
551 FORMAT I lOX *SlA* 4X oX,IN* ex *V.TNo Av *OV/n XO TX *M.LR-IN* SX 

1 *O~/uX* lx oP,LA/IN* ) 
552 FOR~AT 7X. 15. 2x. bEI?3 ) 
55l FOR~AT I lUX *~lLE TOP 01SPLACE~ENTS ~ND REftCTIONS* ) 
554 FOH~AT 13A *X,INO AX *V,IN* ax *nv/ny. 7X ~AXIAL.LB* 4X 

1 *LA1'L~* 6X *8M,LH-l~* ) 
555 FORMAT (lOX. bE12.3 I 
55b FOR~AT (II lu~ *LATE~ALLV LOADED PTIE* , 
580 FORMAT ( I lOX *PL4STIC MINGE Ie FORMC'O TN GRf)"Po 15 ) 

1501 FOH~AT ( I111I lOX 0EI nOES NOT COVE~ TOTAL LE~r,TH of PILE* T5 ) 
150~ FORMAT I 1111I lOA .NU CLOSUHE nF A LI P ~FTER 1000 IT~RATION~* 

1 lOX *PILE Gf(OUP* IJ } . 
150J FO~M~T II (K *PILE GROUP* 13 ) 
l50b FORMAT I 5~ *PLASTIC HINGES AT STATTON. ) 
1507 FORMAT ( lOX. 1415 ) 

c-----STAMl EXECUS10N OF P~UGRAM 
c-----cOMPuTE cn~STANTS ANO JNDEXfS 

'~oF " I'(PCtTvPF.) 
TTER :c 1 
K :I 1 
rOlP III 0.00001 
PI" II 31"1 P II'II 
F IJl " 3HF I X 
G = FLJI:\ET IITVPF') 
,~ II riHIMOPI 
N :& !'INIMOP) 
H2 " H + 1-1 

HE2 :II ... • I'i 
HE:3 ;: HE2 ° H 
ME4 = "EZ • HE2 
I'IP3 • r" + 3 
\jp4 :I I\j + 4 

NPS :II '" • 5 
~JP~ II N • 6 
~IP1 • '" + 7 

r.-----CLEA~ THr. SlOHAGE PLACES 
DO 1000 J " 1. NP7 

~(JI • 0.0 
yeil = 0.0 
EseJ) ;: 0.0 
PCJ) III 0.0 

1000 CONTINUE 
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C-----COMPUTE rNIT1AL ES (ES. KX, K. 1.01 A"'''' FLEX,IIt-<6L ~T!FFNESS EI • R 
00 10n1 J = 4, NP4 

XJ • J - 4 
p(J) = PX 
~S(J) • 1.0 * XJ 0 H 
ri(J) = H~I("'OP, 1) 

1001 CON1I',UE 
r-----SET H~CUHSICN COEFFIcIENTS AT STATtON~ 1. 2 ANn 4 

~(l) = 0.0 
,«1) = o.u 
ell) = 0.0 
A(2) = 0.0 
k(2) = 0.0 
r(2l = 0.0 
A(4) = n 
1-1 (~) ::a 0.0 

C(~) • 0.0 
r-----RECUHSION CCE~FICIENT AT STATION 3 

IF ( TC .~U. FIX 1 GO TO 1011 
iF ( TC .E.tJ. PlI'q GO TO 1012 

C-----ELASl ICI\U_ y ~~STAAII';F..iJ TOP 

1 

~E~OM • b • H + 2.U 0 R(4) 
A(3) = ( 4'0 • R(4) 0 yT - ?o i ALP~A 0 G 0 HE2 ) I 

UE.NOt>1 
;, (3) • 0.0 
r. ( 3) ::I ( G 0 I-i - 2.0 0 ~ (41 1 I r)ENO~ 

GO Tf) lo1j 
c-----F IXn~ TOIJ 

lOll 11(3) = -2.0 * ALPHA 0 H 
0.0 -1 (3) = 
1.0 

GO 
C---"-pINNElJ 

1012 

(; ( 3) = 
Tn 101.j 
Tnp 

.4 (3) = 2.0 0 YT 
14(3) == 0.0 
(;(3) = -1.0 

1013 CONTINUE 
c-----CCMPUTE ~ECLH~ION COEFFIcIENTS AT ALL STATIONS 

1023 UO 111?9 J = 5, NP5 
AA = ~(J -1) 
HR • -2.0 • I-«J -1> - 2.0 0 P(Jl + PI,) 0 HEl 
CC == H (J - 1) + 4. U • R (J) + R (.1 + I) _ ?'.O 0 PC J} 0 HE2 

1 +ES(J) 0 HE4 
DO = -2.0· R(J) - l.O 0 R(J +1) + PCJ) 0 HE2 
EE = H (J + 1) 

r-----COM~UTE RECuRSION COEFFIcIENTS AT EAC~ ST~TION J 
F = AA 0 H(J - 2) + 88 
nEl\OM • E 0 B(J-ll. + AA 0 C(.'-2l + CC 

. IF ( i)E~OM .NE. 0 ) GO TO 1021 
r.-----IF OENOM IS l~RO bEA~ DOES NOT EXIST n = n 

1021 
1022 

n = 0.0 
GO TO 10Zl 

() • -1.0 I 
C:(J) = 0 • 
R(J) = D • 
A(J) ;:: 0 • 

1029 CONTINUE 

()ENOM 
EE 
( E 0 

( E • 
C(J-l) + 01) 
A ( J-l) + A A 0 6 ( J-2 ) ) 

r-----P~ESEHVE PREVIOUS Y AND COMPUTE NEw Y 
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uo 1 35 J ~ 4, NP4 
I03~ YY(J) II YIJ) 

Y(f\j:lb) • 0.0 
Y(I'I.Pf) II 0.0 

UO lCln L II 3, NP7 
Jllr'l+t!-L 
vI.,;) II AI,)) + FHJ) .. YIJ+" + C, II ... vU+~)' 

1030 CONTt~JUE 
C-----~ESEr El VALU~S 

CALL MCU~v 
IF I ,(A'" .t::(J. 0 I Gn TO 1031 

HETuHN 
1031 CONTri.IUE 

C-----CHEC~ Fu~ ClU~UHE OF DEFLECTION Y AT ~LL ~TATrn~~ 
DO 1040 J II ~, NP4 

IF I AB~ ( YYIJ) - YIJ) ) .r,E. TnLP ) GO TO lO~O 
104U CONTINUE 

IF e KFLAb .EI~. 0 ) r,O TO 1039 
IF ( MPLA~T .~U. U ) 60 TO l03q 

PRINT 5~o. ITYPE 
I 03'1 CONTT!~UE 

uO To 10bv 
1050 TTEk II IrE~ + 1 

IF ( T TE H • L E • 1 0 () 0 ) GO TO 10 Ii 1 
PRINT 15'l?, 11 ypE 

KEY = 1 
RETUHN 

r-----cOM~~TE Nr~ S~T OF ES VALUES 
]051 CALL SOIL 2~ ( IT~PE ) 

GO Tn 1 Qt,j 

C---~-COMP~TE SLOFt, ~M, SHEAR ANU REACTrCN 
106v CONTl~UE 

~\r.4,e:) .0.0 
\.UJ!(N';>o) • 0.0 

uu 1071 J = 3, N~5 
1)'( , J) :z , Y' J + 1) - Y C J-lI ) I ... ~ 
I-IM,J) .:Ii - H(J)'" YCJ-lI - ';).n • Y(h + "'CJ+lI , I HE2 

10 71 CONTINUE 
UU ln72 J = 3, NP5 

fli1t1I-J) II - , RJ,4' J+l) • B~4C J-i, \ I H2 + P, J' • 0'1 C J' 
l07l CUNTt~UE 

C-----SUM UP SOIL HtACTIUN 
UO 10~8 J = ~, NP4 

lOO~ Io\'ESeJ) II ESeJ) ... Y(J' 
t;HES 1111 0.0 

UO 1100 K = ~. NP4 
IF ( i< .Et..I. 4 ) GO TO 1109 
IF I I( .1::\01. IIoI P4 ) GQ TO 1109 

5RES = S~ES + RESIK) • H 
GO T(") 11 00 

1109 ~RES • SHES + RES(K' • H I ~.O 
1100 CONTINUE 

If e KFLAi.7 .EG. U ) GO TO 1075 
PRI·~T 150'"01. IlypE 
PRINT 55] 
PRINT 554 
PRINT 555. POvIl, 1), '1(4), DV(4'. p~, S~~S, ~M(4) 

IF ( i(OJ • EQ. {J ) Gn TO 1075 



C-----PRINl OUT ALL T"E ~ILE ~TATlo~s 
PHIIIIT 55~ 
p~n,.T 551 

11t;",'It) .: S~ES 
Du 1073 J = 4, N~4 

TS1A = J - it 
1.J • ISlA 
X • £1 * 11 

PRII'-lT 5\:)2t ISh, J., YIJ)' UY(J). R~U', nHM(JH RE~(J) 
lOll CONTt~uE 

PR INT 52\). I n.R 
1075 ~ONTINUE 

RF.TUI-iN 
Et\[) 
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SU~WOUTINE ~CuRv 
DIME~SION CURV(501) 
COMMON I RLCCK1 I 1C(20), POTT(20), K~(?~', KAI2n), KS(2n), 

1 KSS(20), UIST8(20), OI~TA(?OI' 1~FTA(20), 
i. DPS(20), FOBET(2n), KNot. 
COM~CN I 4LCCK2 I NN(?O), HN(20)' ~05f20'. KTypE(20)' YIELO(?O)' 

1 YOUNG(20) 
COMMUN I ~LCCK3 I XX1(2Q, S), XX?(~O, 5), RRl(~O, S)' XRt12n, 5), 

1 SllE(2n,51, AREA(2n.5). PULT(20,S,201, 
~ ~ULf(20,5,20), NTNTI2n.~) 
COM~ON I RLCC~7 I KFLAG. KEY, KOJ, KA~, ~~R 
COMMON I ALCCKM I Y(S07), ES(S07), R(~071' MPL4ST, ~OP, H, H~2, N, 

1 NP4' REACr(507)' RM(50il 
COMMON I nATAl I PUV(l, 1) 

501 FO(.MAI ( 1/1 !:IX *AXIAL LOAO EXCEEOS PTLE ~TREN~HI* 
c----~SET CUNSTANTS 

AX = At:lS ( PUV(J, 11 ) 
I<AX :II 0 
i1ATL a KTYPEtMOP) 
"IUS}!. II: fIIOStMOP) 
MPLA~T • 0 

IF ( MAlL -EQ. 5 I GO TO 101 
GO To 102 

C-~·~-LIN~AHlY ELASTIC PILE MATERlAL 
101 CONTINUE 

uO 110 I a 4' NP. 
)( 'II L - 4 
xSTA = X * H 

~U 111 J ; l' NOSX 
IF ( XX2(MllP, J) -GE. XSTA ) GO Tn n, 

III CONT HIUE 
Ill:! U(I) • RHJ(MOP, J) 

110 CONTINUE 
RETUHI\,; 

r-----BILI~EAHLY ELASTIC PILE MATERIAL 
10C! CON1INUE 

uo l~o I • 4, NP~ 
C • ( Y ( 1 + 1) - 2.0 • Y ( t) + ,,( I-I) ) I HE2 
CUJ:.V (I I a A~S ( C ) 

C .... ---Ct-iEC" IF AXIAL LOAU EXCEEDS PILE STRF,,'GT~ 
IF ( .AX .LE. PULT( MOP, 1, 1) ) 0" T(\ 121 

PI-iINT Ci:,1 
~AX • 1 

FtEfuHN 
121 CONTINUE 

C-----OETEMMtNE T~E PILl SECTION 
)( • 1 - '+ 

12Z 
123 

lJU 
131 

! 

XSTA • X * H 
. wO 122 J ;; 1, NOSX 

IF ( XX2 (MOIJ, J) .GE. XSTA ) GO T(\ li»~ 
CONT Ir-IUE 

q (l) .. RH I (MOP, J) 
TNT .. NI~T(MOP, J) 

UU 130 K II 2' INT 
IF ( PUI.T(MOP, J' K) .L.E. AX ) GO TO 131 
CONTINUE 

FiMP ;; "ULTCMOP, J. K) • ( Alii TC".OP, J. 1(-1) .. BUL.T(MOP, J 
, K) ) * ( AI. .. PULT(M~P. ,J' 'K) ) / 



i ( PULT(MOp, J, K-l) - pULTC~OP' J, K) ) 
C-----CHEC~ IF ~O~ENT EXCEEDS PLASTIC MO~ENT 

qMlI M ( I) • CUHV ( I) 
If ( 8M .ijT. ~MP ) GO TU 133 
GO To 120 

13J ~(Il • I:lMfo' I CURV(ll 
'I1PLA!)T • 1 

120 CONT I,\)uE 
RETuHI'4 
EI\O 
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SU~~OUTINF SOIL 2" ( NOP ) 
UJME~SIU~ ESTliO) 
COMMC~ I HLCCKI I TC(20), POTT(~O), KP(?~I' KA~2n), KS(20), 

1 11.55(20), uISTFH20). DI~T'A(20I' THF:T~(20), 
2 UP~(2U), FD8ET(2n), KN~I 

COMMUN I ~LCCK2 I NN(~O), HH(20), ~nS(201. KTVpE(20)' YIELD(~O), 
1 YOuNG(20) 

COMMeN I ~LCCK5 I NC(~), XS(S,2Q)' NP(S,~~), V~(~'20,~5), 
.L PC(5,20,2!:) 

COMMON I qLC~K7 I KFLAG, KEY, KOJ, KA~' ~4R 
COM~O~ I RLCCK~ I '((507), ES(S07)' R(~07~. ~PLAST, MO~, H, H~2' N, 

I NP4, RF.'ACr(S07), RP>A(S07, 
3000 FORr'lIlT ( II S2H ~-y CURVE,S DO NCT ~XT~~,IO TIo4~ LENr,TH OF' THF PILE 

1 ) 
r-----SET CUNSTANI 

\15ET = KS(NOtJ) 
c-----STAkT CO~PUTlr~u ES 'iIlLlIE'C:; 

K I: i:!. 

UO 3090 J 3 4, NP4 
IJ = J - 4 
7 = lJ * H - DPS(NUP) 

r-----cHEC K If THE ~TATION IS A~O~E GROUND ~UP~~CE TF 50 StT ES • 0 
IF ( I ) JOIO, 3015, 3015 

3010 FS(J) z ~,o 
GO 1') 3091.1 

c-----FIN0 THt p-y Lu~YES LOCATINb ABOVE ANn R~LOW T~E GIvEN STATION 
lOl!;) IF ( XS(NSET, K) - 7 ) J020, 3027~ 3n10 
302u K z ~ • 1 

IF ( K - NC(N~ET) ) 301~, 3015, 1~25 
3025 PRINT 3000 

KEY = J 
302b ~ETuHN 
'1027 M • 1\ 

GO TI) 303~ 

/.13"-1 
YA • A~S ( ~(J) ) 

IF ( yA - I,Of-IO ) 3031:1, 3037, 3n37 
3036 vA • lIoE-ln 

C-----FINO PnINTS dtA ~D A~U AHEAU OF GIVEN Y n~ 
C ES U~ EACH CUHYE BY LINEAR INTEPPOLATTON 

3031 UO J070 I a M, K 

]050 

IF 

IF 

L II ~ 
YC(N~ET' I, L) - yA) 30415, ~05r;, 
L. II L • 1 
l - NP(NSET, I, ) 30 40, 3040~ 3~50 
Pl K ~C(~SET, I,L-l) 

GO Tt) 300!l 
Pl ~ PC(~SET, I, L) 

GO Tn 30b~ 

EAC~ p-Y CURVE ANn cnH~UTE 

300n 

1061.1 Pl a PC(r"SET, I. L) • ( PC(N~ET, I, L, - PC(/'4SET, I~ L-ll 
1 ) * ( VC(~SET, It L) - vA ) I ( vC(NSET, I, L) -
C YC(~SET, I, L-l) 

1065 fST (1) c: Pl I VA 
307U CONTINUE 

C-----Ir-.TEHPOL.HE ~t:.hEEN CURVES FO~ ES VALliE 
IF ( K - M ) 3075, 3015, 30AO 

,~O 75 E 5 ( J) II EST ( K) 
GO fa 309~ 
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E5(J) • ( EST(I() - ( EST(K) _ F.c:T(r-1) I * ( X::'(NSET. K) -

CONTINUE 
RETUkN 
EIliD 

Z ) I ( XS(NSET. K) _ XC:INSET. M)) ) 
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A.6 Example Run for Program GROUP 

Some of the typical runs for the two examples in Chapter VII are 

shown in the following. 

Example 1. Cap 2. 

The example runs show two cases. 

1. Foundation is subjected only to the dead load, 500 pounds. 

2. Foundation is subjected to an inclined load very close to 

the ultimate. 

Example 2. Copano Bay. 

The computation is made for two cases of loading in the foundation. 

1. Foundation is subjected only to the vertical load, 844 kips. 

2. Foundation is subjected to both the vertical load, 844 kips, 

the design lateral load 86.4 kips and the design moment 

-1. 68 x 107 inch-pounds. 
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CAP? ULTIM.'E 8EARING CAPACITY 5400 LR 

TAI:ILE 1"1 INlJuT ANn cur"'uT Sw ITCH CIF 1 Yp:, TF' 0 1Ij~) 

T MiL E C 0 E F G H J 
lNPUT 1 1 1 1 I 1 
OUTPIJT I 1 1 1 1 1 0 

(e LOAD L:' ARRANGEMENT e: PILE F L-S 

TABLE C LOAO 

v LOAD,LI:! 
5,OOOE·02 

H LUAD,L~ MOMENT,LB-IN 
0, 0, 

TABLE 0 ARRANGEMENT UF PILE GROUPS 

GROUP CONNECT NO OF PILE PILE NO L-S CURVE 
1 FlX 2 1 } 

2 FIX 2 1 1 

GROUP IIERT,IN MOR,IN SLOPE',~Af") 
1 o. 1,225E.Ol Q,65ZE-01 
2 o. _ ,225E+O - ,390E.02 

TUlLE F.: PILt OIMF.NSIUNS 

~ p.v H SOIL 

2 
1 

AROUNO.IN 
i.~OOE·81 
1. DOE. 1 

PILE 
1 

SEC INC 
1 30 

MATEFilAL 
:3 

LENGTH,IN 
1,080E·U2 

Ylf:'LO~PsI 
6.400;'.04 

(MAT~RIAL 1 STEEL H, 2 STEEL H(WEAK A~IS', ST~f:'L PIPE 
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J LLP) 

1 
0 

SPRINt; 
0, 
O. 

4 OTHERS wITM INT DtAGRA~t 5 OTHERS WITHOUT INT OIAGRAM) 

PILE FHO~,IN TO,IN OtIN 
1 O. 1.080E+02 2.000E.00 

A,IN,A,TN2 
3.80;'£-01 

POINTS ;' INTtHAcTION OIAG~AM NUM OF 
PULT,LA MULT,IN-LB 
2.43~E.04 O. 
O. 1,504E.04 

AXIAL LOAD VS SETTLEMENT 

NU~ OF CURVES 3 

CURvE 1 
PO_NT 

1 
2 
3 
4 
S 
b 

NUM OF POINTS 
AXIAL LOAD,La 

... 5.4 UOE·03 

... 5,4UOE·03 
-5,OOOE·03 
_4. 00 0E+03 
.3.000e:+03 
.. 2.000£.03 

15 
SETTLEMENT,TN 

.2,OOOE+OI 
-l.OOOE-,,1 
-7.200E-02 
-4.600E.02 
-2.800£ .. 02 
-I,600f.02 
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7 _1.0 00E.03 -4,OOOE_n3 
1:1 O. O. 
9 1.000E·OJ 4,OOOE-n3 

10 2.0UOE·03 1.600E-1'I2 
11 3.000E·OJ 2.800E"02 
12 It.DUOE·OJ 4.flOOF.-n2 
13 5.000E·OJ 1.200E-02 
14 5,4uO£'03 1.000E .. n 1 
1(:) 5,400E'OJ 2,oOOE'01 

CURvE 2 NUM OF POINTS 13 
POINT AXIAl.. L.UAO,I..B SETTL.EMENT t TN 

1 _4.bOOE·OJ -2.000E'1)1 
2 -4,600E'03 -8.100E-02 
;, _4,200E·03 -7.000E_02 

'" -3,OOOE'03 -4,OOOE .. 02 
:, -2.000E+03 -2,200E-02 
b _l,OOO[·OJ -7,OOO!!'_03 
7 0, 0, 
b 1.000E·OJ 1,OOOE-03 
9 2.000F.:.03 2.200E-n2 

10 3,OOOE·03 4.000E-n2 
11 4,200E·03 7,OOOE-02 
II 1t.600E·03 8,700E-02 
13 4.bOOE·03 2,OOoE'01 

CURvE J NUM OF POINTS 11 
P01NT AXIAL L.OAD,I..~ SETTL.EMENT t TN 

1 -3.600E·OJ -2,OOOE·ol 
2 -J,400E·03 -4,500E-02 
J _3,OOOE·03 -3,300E.02 
tt _c,OOOE'03 -1.300E-ft2 
!::I .l,OUOE·03 -2.000E-03 
b 0, 0, 
7 1.0UOE·OJ 2.000E-03 
d 2.0 00e·03 l,300E_02 
~ 3.000E.03 3.300E.n2 

10 3.ttUOE·03 4.500E_02 
11 3,600E·03 2,OOOE.Ol 

TAIKE G P-V CURVFS 

NUM OF SETS 2 

SET 1 NUM OF CuRVES 6 
CURVE 1 OISTA~CE FROM TOP,IN O. NlJM OF' ~'OINTS 2 

POINT P,L.~ Y tIN 
1 O. O. 
2 O. 2,OOOE,n1 

CURVE 2 OISTAPiCc; FROM TOP t IN 6.000E'00 NUM OF POINTS 3 
POINT P,L.ti y, IN 

1 0, O. 
2 9.41:10E+00 5.300E-02 
3 9,41:10E·00 2,OOOE+Ol 

CURVE 3 OISTA,,",Ct. FROM TOP, IN 1.200£,+01 NUM OF "OINTS 3 
POINT p,L.~ Y, IN 

1 O. o. 
2 3 .lSOE '01 9.500E-02 
J 3,J!)0F.+Ol 2,OOoE+ol 

CURvE .. DISTANCt. FHOM TOP,IN 1.800E+Ol NlJM OF I~OINTS 3 



POINT 
1 
i: 
J 

CURvE !:) 

POI"'T 
1 
2 
j 

CURVE 6 
POINT 

1. 
t. 
J 

SET 2 
CURVE 1 

POINT 
1 
c 
J 

CURvE C 
POINT 

1 
i:! 
J 

CUpvE 3 
POINT 

1 
i: 
J 

CUpvE '+ 
POINT 

1 
i:! 
J 

CUpvE S 
PO!NT 

I 
;2 
J 

CURvE 6 
POiNT 

1 
2 
J 

TABLE H 

PROFILE 1 
DISTANCES 

CURVE 
1 
2 
:3 
~ 

5 
a 

STRATUM 
1 

P,L.t.:l Y, TN 
O. O. 
7.2lf.OE+Ol 1.370E-nl 
7.2'+O€+OI 2.000E.+ol 

DISTA"'CI:. FHOM TOP,IN 2.ItOOF.+Ol ",11M OF POINTS 
P,Lt;:j YtIN 
o. O. 
1.2cOE+02 1.2ME .. 1'l1 
1.cbOE+v2 2.000E"+nl 

DISTAI'iCt:. FROM TOP,IN Ii.600E+Ol NUM OF POINTS 
p,L.o YtlN 
o. O. 
1.!i>'+lE+OJ S.470E .. 1'I1 
1.5"'lE+03 2.000E+01 

NUM Of CURVES 6 
OISTA~Ct FROM TOP,IN o. NUM OF' POINTS 

P,Lr:J Y,IN 
o. O. 
O. 1.000E+OO 
o. 2.000E+n1 

"ISTA",'I:. FHOM TOP. IN 6.000F.+00 NIIM OF' POINTS 
P,L.t! Y, IN 
O. O. 
1.2d4E+01 5.3161:: .. 1'12 
1.ZdU: +01 2.000[+1'11 

01 ST Ar-Ct. HWM TOP ,IN 1.200[+01 "111M OF POINTS 
P,LIj y, IN 
o. O. 
4.5~5E+Ol 9.512E.;;2 
4.5'7!i>F.+Ol a.00oE+01 

OISTA~Ct. FROM TOP, IN 1.800r+Ol NIIM OF POINTS 
P,L.t; Y, IN 
o. O. 
9. t::U2E+Ol 1.371E .. nl 
9 .9j2t:: +01 2.000E+1\1 

DISTAf\Ct. FRuM TOP tTN 2.400[+01 NIIM OF POINTS 
P,Ltj Y, IN 
O. O. 
1. 7j OE.+02 1.790[ .. 01 
1.7..:l0f.+02 2.000E+o1 

0ISTA",Ct. F'HOM TOP.IN 'l.600r::+Ol NIIM OF POINTS 
P,LtI Y, IN 
O. O. 
2.U3E+03 5.469E·61 
2.1j,3E+03 2.000E+01 

SOIL. DATA FOH AUTO p.y CURVES 

NUM OF CURVES 6 NUM of STRATA 1 
FqOM PILE TuP To paY CURVES,INCH 

LOCATIO" ,IN 
O· 
6.000E+OO 
1.200E+Ol 
1.800E+ 01 
2.400E+Ol 
9.600E+01 

TYPt GAMMA,~CF 
SAI\IU 6.260E+Ol 

PHI,OEG DENS SHFAR~PSI 
4.680E+Ol 1 
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STRATUM 
1 

WENS ITV uF SANO 
(CONSJS1ENCY OF CLAY 

F~OMt IN 
o. 

1 DENSE 2 MEOTIIM '3 L(IOC;O 
1 STIFF 2 MEI"TIIM l SC'lfT ) 

TO t TN 
9.600E.n 1 



CAP ? 

COMPUTATIO~ HfSULTS 

TA8LE T OISPLACE"-IE" T Of 13ROllPEn PILE FOUNnATTON 

VF~TICAL,I~ HO~TlCNrAL,[N 

~.O~lE·O~ -2.3~~~-03 

KOTAT!O~,PAO 

-2.182E-05 

NO OF IT~H.TIUN 2 

PILF GRUUP 

PTLE rop ulSPLAr::EYEI~TS ANI) REACTIUNS 
•• IN V,IN UY/OX 
4.794E_04 -~.41JE_OJ -2.171E-05 

PILF. ijJ:lUUP i!. 

PTLE lOP IlISPLG.CE"'f:. 1'<15 IINlJ HEACTIONS 
X'iN V,IN UY/9X 
S.~12E_04 _?2o~~_03 -2.1 7E-05 

AXIAl .LA 
1.1 9AE+n" 

Ld,LB 
w4.74 9E+OO 

249 

8M,I.S-IN 
_1.7R6E.+01 
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CAP 2 1NCLl~EO LOAC 15 VARIED , 
INpuT AND OUr~UT SwITC~ (IF 1 VF~' ,~ 0 ~") 

UtH.f C 
INPUT 1 
OUTpuT 1 

(e LOAD 

TAI:iLE C LOAIJ 

V LOAO,Lt'I 
l.717E+04 

n E .. 
o 0 I) 

o 0 0 
U ARRANGEM!::",T 

H LUAr),l.ij 
3· 7\iOF.+03 

G H J 
o 0 
001 

r:: PILE F L-S 

~Ot.4ENr,LB_ IN 
7·~OoE+03 

H S(lIL J LLP) 



CAP ~ 

COMPUTaTION ~ESULTS 

TAdLE T OIS~LftCEME~r UF GROUPEn PILE FOUN"ATiO~ 

VE"r II..AL, IN 
5.0 1i4+E-01 

TA8Lf:: . .1 

I-'ILf GIWl,Jp 

HIJRIZtlNTALdN 
1.43H:+00 

~nTA TlOr- .RAD 
-2.dSSE_n2 

PTLE IOF IJlSPLACE'''t::'~rs AND ~EACTluI>jS 
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X'I~ V.I N UV/OI 
I.U83E+IIO ,.~71E+OO -2.R~6E-02 

An AI .LCI 
5.400E.n~ 

L.T.LB 
6.040E+02 

~MtLB-IN 
1.095E+04 

LATEkALLY LUAUEn 
STA ,('ll\ 

It \) • 
1 J,tlUllf+OO 
2 7.~OOE+uo 
.~ 1.Ot:UF+Ol 
4 t.440E+Ol 
'j 1 ,~ II Uf + 0 1 
f'I 2. 1 t.l OE + 0 1 
, ~. S2 OE + 0 I 

14 2 • iH! Of + 0 1 
'I 3 • .::'40f.+Ol 

1 II J .1:> II OE + () 1 
1 i 3.'1t:OF+(l1 
1;' 4 • .1'?OE+ 0 1 
Jj '+.t'>bI.lE+Ol 
14 5.1)40r+01 
10; S.400f'01 
I" '::i./bOf·OI 
17 6 • 12 OF + 0 1 
It; b.'+!:10E'01 
I'" fJ.!:140E+OI 
20 7.200F.+OI 
21 7.;,OIlE'01 
22 7.~cUE+Ol 
~.~ 1:I.2tlOE·01 
24 8.0 40[+01 
25 9.vOOF:+Ol 
26 9.JeOE'01 
?1 9.7i!OE·OI 
2~ looui:lE+o? 
2<;1 1.044E+02 
30 1.0 tl OF+02 
NO OF ITE~ATION 

F-ILE 
f.yN 
1.l'/lt.+OO 
1.1!:)4E+OO 
1.o1-fE.+00 
b.704E-OI 
'01 60E ·Ol 
~.tl4SE-Ol 
'O.d3E-OI 
l.'134E-Ol 
1. 1i63E-01 
1.n32E-01 
'+.4J.::'E-02 
b.,,41E-OJ 

-1. Hn)E-02 
.. c,II:!:'E-02 
-~.239E_n2 
-1.'HI:'E-02 
-1.:HI OE-02 
-1::I.t:l7ZE-03 
-4 •. 0; llE-OJ 
-c.u54E-03 
-J.312e: .. 04 

:'.;:5eE-04 
1:1. 164E-04 
(.fll7E-04 
1:.1")4'2:-04 
J.-,l81E_0'" 
c.~l7E-04 
'1.3 46E-05 
o.707E-06 

-4.MOOE-05 
.-,I,3 4 1E_05 

tI 

OY/Ole 
_2. tl56E .. 02 
-3 ... ~6E-ni? 
-3.';1I>5E-02 
-4.1 97 E-02 
-4,C:1I>9E-O? 
-4,101 E-02 
-3. '65E-02 
-3.263E-02 
-2.042E-02 
-1.;;72E .. 02 
-1.33 '1 E-02 
-8.043E-O, 
-3."IjSE-03 
-1.222E-03 

4. lbSE- 04 
1.193E-n3 
1. JI:ISE- 03 
1 • ..!41E-0) 
9.lI>b9E-04 
6.':97E-04 
3.~84E-04 
1.602E-04 
3. ~55e:- 05 

-2.947E-05 
-5.328E-05 
.5.J13E-05 
.4.231E_05 
-2.'158E-oS 
"1.'ll65E-oS 
-1.41ee:"Os 
-1.~61E_nS 

M'Lr:I-YN 
1.I)t:l'iE+0'" 
R.14 7f.+03 
--.24"E·03 
::».?jI.~E·03 

-7'335E +02 
-,.6",I\E+03 
.". 3:;~E+ 03 
_A.57 f1 E·03 
-C) .l'hAF + 03 
-1.no?E+04 
-R.87:?E+03 
-7.05'1E+03 
-E:i.044E·0) 
_~,IQ1E+03 
_l.I')Q~E'03 
_ .... 205E+07. 
•• flF."'E+Ol 
'.R4~E+07. 
•• '1n ~E' 02 
4,'i'51E+02 
,,5,AE+02 
::».3inE+02 
1.34f1E+02 
C;.917E+Ol 
'.H~nE+Ol 

_l.n"'E+Ol 
.. j.997E·01 
-, .7QQE+OI 
-1.HdE+01 
-4·67RE +00 
-0. 

OMIOA 
6.nI+OE+02 
o.n3JE,+o2 
6. 0 3';E+02 
6.n3JE.+02 
5.Q41 E+02 
5.fll1E.+02 
4.7YI:IE+02 
3.1"oE+ 02 
5.7~\IE·01 

-2.546E·02 
-4.A4JE·02 
-5.75I1E+02 
-S.c;7YE'02 
_4.721E+0? 
_3.547E+02 
_Z.~51E.02 
-1.121£+02 
_5.49 1E'01 
-4.",5;::E+00 

2.?3t1E'01 
3.7.24E+01 
l.1 2t1 E+Ol 
2.48 I:1E+Ol 
1.fl9UE·01 
9 .... 3JE.00 
4.120E+00 
5.ft61E-01 

-1.,21E·00 
-1.'154E+00 
-1.F,89E·oo 
_1.1 7 I:1E .. Ol 

P'LB/IN 
O. 
O. 
O· 
o. 
5·136E ·00 
10 284E + 0 1 
3. P 7 oE+ 0 1 
5.602E+Ol 
8.A64E+ol 
8.476E+01 
4.28 1E+01 
7.600E+OO 

_1.707E+Ol 
_l.OOOE.Ol 
_3.461E+Ol 
.3.11:16E+Ol 
_Z.534E:+o1 
.1.751(+01 
_1.03:'E+01 
_4.664E+OO 
.8.144£.01 

1.346E.OU 
2.208E+oO 
2.228E+OO 
1. f.\oYE+ 00 
1.25 0E+00 
7.281E-ol 
3.20SE-ol 
3.112E-02 

-1.785E"01 
.. 3.610E-01 
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P!l.E GROUP 2 

PIl.E TOP u15pl.ACE~ENTS ~ND REACTIO~S 
)('!N 
3.906E-02 

ytlN DY/nX 
1.44UE+OO -2.~56E-02 

AlCIAI tl~ 
3.614E+o~ 

lATEHAl.l.Y ~OAOEO Pll.E 
STA X'l~ ~,[~ 

I) O. 1,440E+OO 
1 3.bOOE+OO 1.322E+00 
l 7.~00F+OO 1.182E+OO 
] 1,OtlOF+Ol 1,11,,6E+oO 
• 1,44Uf+Ol 0,026£-01 
S 1,~OOE+Ol o,Q16E-01 
6 2.1~Of+Ol ~.38t1E-OI 
7 2.~cvF+Ol 3,928E-Ol 
~ 2, ij8 0E+Ol ~,651E-Ol 
9 3.24 0E+Ol 1.M1~E-Ol 

10 3,~OOE+Ol d.jb8E-n2 
11 .3.'II eVE+Ol 30'114E-02 
12 4.320E+Ol -~.447E_oJ 
13 4.btlUf+Ol -1.905E-02 
14 ~.040E+Ol -~.4b5E-02 
1~ 5.400E+Ol -~.3blE-02 
16 5.760f+Ol -1.424E-u2 
11 6,120f+Ol -1.387E-02 
1M b.4 t1 0E+Ol -d,~44E_03 

lQ 6.d4 0E+Ol _4.~40E_oJ 
?n 7.200E+Ol -~.o30E-oJ 
21 7.~buf+Ol -~.9~9E_o_ 
22 1.~20f+Ol ,.91 7f-04 
?3 8.28 0[+01 'II.IJ5E_04 
24 ~.640E+Ol ~.o05E-04 
2~ 9.0UO[+01 1.27~E-o. 
26 9.j6 0E+Ol !'.I.ne SE-04 
27 9.72uF.+Ol j.olSE-04 
2M 1.00ME+02 1.~70E-"4 
2'1 1.1),+4f+02 -1.919E-v5 
30 l.u80E+0? -1.5~OE-04 
NO Of JTEHA1I;JN '1 

DY/DX 
-2,i:S56E-02 
_3,~77E_02 
-4.106£-02 
-4,437E-02 
-4.:;,67£-02 
_4 .... 97E-02 
-4.234E-02 
-3.19 3E-02 
-3.20 7E-02 
-2.:>28E-02 
-1.tl30E_02 
-1.1 96E_02 
_6.tl3ZE_03 
-3.0S4E-03 
-6.332E-04 
7.:'14E-04 
I,J53E-03 
1 ... 45E- OJ 
1.c:~JE-03 
9.40 4£_04 
b.306E-04 
3.041E-04 
1.085E-n4 
4.289E_05 

-2.578E-05 
-5.445E-05 
-5.~23E-OS 
-5. 2~9E- 05 
-4 .... 53E-05 
-3.IH4E-05 
-3.088E-05 

"'.LCI-IN 
"?lAE+04 
Q.34IlE+03 
".4,oE+03 
1.444£+03 
4.37I1\E+0? 

-?5,1E+03 
-C;.3JIJE+03 
-7. 7q~E' +0 ~ _0. 6C;II\E + OJ 
-,.011\0£+04 
_1.0?"E+04 
_p.I)~'lE+O~:I 

_".6::»oE+03 
-4.Sc;nE+OJ 
-?7c;'51::+03 
-,.~-??E+Ol 
-4.2,oE+02 
1.47~E+02 
4.2;"E+02 
4.93 7E +O' 
4.4.,4f+OZ 
1.47(1F:+02 
?3C;1llt'+02 
1.3A;;E+02 
~,6n~E+01 
,.q1~E+Ol 

- C;. 14 4E + 00 
- 1 • 34 t,f + 0 1 
-lel-?lE+Ol 
-c:;.S4AE+OO 
-(\. 

RM.LB-IN 
1'2i8E +04 

UM/OII. 
6.71,.e:+02 
6.70 tlE:+02 
6.70!;)E,+0? 
b. 70::'E: +02 
6.~3~E,+02 
b.~9t1£·+o2 
5.79n:+o2 
4 .I.24E: +02 
2.71 DE:+02 

-1. 34JE.+0 1 
-3.3J U£,+02 
-~,42tfE+02 
_:'.qb tfe:+02 
-5.4 H[+02 
-4.4JD[+02 
- 3.7.1 ::'E, + n? 
-2,o02E,+n2 
-1.1 1dE,+02 
.4. 34'1E,+o 1 
_1.,,4 1f_Ol 
2.2b!;)E:+Ol 
3.07vE:+Ol 
l.qS!)[+Ol 
2.3'·[+01 
1."41(+01 
9.69 1[+00 
4.349t +00 
7.22oE:-01 

-1.70 U[+00 
-1. 769[+ 00 
-9.n31:1[-01 

P.lB/I"l 
O. 
O. 
o. 
O. 
3.792E+00 
9 .4 8 0E +OU 
2.3&9E+01 
4.1Z8 E+Ol 
6.462E+01 
9.384£+01 
8.368E+Ol 
3.28FlE+Ol 

_2.R9 2E+00 
_2.424E+Ol 
-3.36 1E+Ol 
-3.433E+01 
-2.Q74E+Ol 
_2.268E+Ol 
-1.'52"E+Ol 
.8.799£+00 
-3.814£+00 
.S.996E-Ol 

1.237E+00 
1.993E+oO 
2.046E+oo 
1,7ZoE+00 
1.248£+ 00 
7.,,71£-01 
3.346E-Ol 

-5.233£-02 
_4.?81E-Ol 
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TAI::!LE H IN .... uT Ar-jf) OU1~I)T SwlTCIo1 (IF 1 y~c::, TF il ~Jrll 

TAI:II r: C {) t: fo G H J 
ItllPUT 1 1 1 1 (i 1 
nUTPljf 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

(C L. U A [l L AHRuNGt "It." T f. prl.f. F L-S r: P.'I' d SI)IL J LLP) 

TABLE C LeAl) 

II LOAD,Lrl 
H.4'tOE:+o';! 

H LI)AU, LH 
O. 

TABLE {) AF-i"lANGI:J"ENl U", .., lLE. G~!')IjPS 

GROUP t..UN/,;EC' Nf) Or ""ILE PILE "JO 

1 FIX 1 1 
2 FIJI. l 1 
3 FIX d. 1 
4 FIJI. 1 , 

(;RUUIJ ~ERT,lN HOH,IN 
1 (' . .. 1.260E+02 
:2 D. ..9.000E+IH 
3 u. 9.000(::+01 
'+ u. 1.2foJ()E+()2 

L-S CW?VF 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
] 

SL.OPF.,RA('\ r.POUNI).l"l 

-2 • .'+4 nE-O 1 i. 200 r=:.O? 
v. 1. ;'>OOf'.. u? 
O. , .200F:.ll? 
2.440E-Ol 1.200~.{)? 

PILF slC INC MATEhIAL. 
1 1 3u ~ 

LENI3TH,llll 
l'11I;E+o3 

YTF'"L"~P.,I 
6.r:OO~+03 

(MAT~~IAL STEEL H, 2 STEEL HlwEAK AXIS), ST~FL PloF 

1 
1 
1 
1 

SPRINr. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
o· 

• Or~F.RS ~llH INT OJAGHAM, ~ OTHFPS WyfrlOUT TNT OlAGR.M) 

FHOM.I'~ TO.lN U,TIII PILF 
1 O. 1.11oE+ol 1.~nOE+Ol 

A.TN?A.T.J2 
3.24"E+r\? 

LI/';f~RLY lLASTrc PILE MATEH[aL 

T AtiLE F 

NUM OF CURvES 1 

CURvE 1 
POll"fT 

1 
Z 
J .. 
S 

NlJM 01- flOI/IIT5 
AXIAL LVAll'L.B 

O. 
o. 
It.OOOF:.04 
thOIlOE+Olt 
1.OOOE+05 

11 
SETTLEME~T, TN 

.. 2.o0nE.ol 
O. 
3.00n~ .. n2 
4.nOoE-02 
5.00nE"1')2 

I.II~1t 

Q.600E+OJ 
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TA~LE 6 

C) 

'f 
I:! 
f.; 

10 
lJ. 

!:I-V 

NUM OF SE,TS 

SF.:T 1 
CURVE ! 

POINT 
I 
2 
J 

CURvE t!. 
POl"r 

! 
c. 
.3 
"-
~ 

0 
/ 
~ 

'1 
lu 
11 
li 

CURvE J 
POlr-.r 

1 
j:! 

J 
4 
:, 
0 
7 
1:1 
'7 

10 
U 
It!. 

CURVE 4 
POINT 

1 
l 
J 
"-
5 
b 
7 
M 
9 

IV 
11 
1~ 

CURIIE 5 

1 

1.t:'IJO€+u5 
?4vOI::+05 
2.000':+05 
2.l:IoOF+o5 
3 .bUOI- +05 
3.o00r_ +05 

CUHII'FS 

NlI'-1 01- CI "'~vE<; 
OISTA"c.:t ~HOM 

P,L-' 
{I. 

3.bvOr:-02 
3. b uOF-02 

DISTAI\Ct. FHOM 
P,L.o 
o. 
6.t::I'JIF.-02 
8.tj:'5~-o2 

1.Od4r:-Ol 
1.2::>it-ul 
1.4l1Qr.-OI 
1.~';'tF-Ol 
1.b::>ft::-Ol 
1.1I1F:-ul 
1.d(HF.-ul 
1.l,ItiOf~-ul 

1.I1"'OE-ol 
l)ISTAM~1:. foo"fo10M 

~,Lr; 

o. 
2.,3f9~:+02 
3 • .3o:'F+02 
4-lt!.1!:.+02 
4.1'::1~r:+02 
5.3(!0'-:+02 
S.I;.:!Hf+02 
o. c'1',,1:. +02 
6·-/,juE+02 
1.1.hlr:+02 
7. !:It!.''-E +02 
7.'::1,41--.02' 

01 <;U"'l:1::, F~OM 

P.LI:! 

o· 
2.:H9F.+02 
3.305E·02 
4. !.c!H:-" 02 
4. -f!l9E+02 
S.3t!.Ot:+02 
5.8C:St:+02 
o.~'7:'E+02 
6.7.301:.+02 
7.1J~f..02 
7.!;.:!4E+02 
7.5l4E+u2 

OlSTAI\Ct:. FHOM 

9 
TOP, IN 

TOP, IN 

TOP t IN 

TOP. tN 

TOP. IN 

O· 

6.000F_n2 
1.40oE-nl 
1.i,OOF-ol 
1.900E-1'I1 
6.S0nE-l'Il 
1.00nE+ol 

Y, TN 
O. 
4.320F.-1'2 
1. 8 00E+02 

o.OOOE+Ol 
V,yll/ 
O. 
1.440E_nl 
2.f'BoE-1'11 
4. 320E-n 1 
5.760E-fll 
7.200E-Ol 
fh640E-1'11 
1.00"E+(l0 
1.15?E+oO 
"l.29~E+1'I0 
1.440F.+nU 
1.AOf')E+o2 

o.100E+Ol 
V. I~ 
O. 
1.440E-1'I1 
2.88nE-I'I1 
4.320E-nl 
5.760E-I'I1 
7.200E-Ol 
S.1'.4I'1E-1'11 
1.00eE+nO 
1.152E+oO 
1.~96E+nO 

1.440£+00 
I.AooF.+o2 

9.(:00E+Ol 
V.TN 
O. 
1.440£.1'11 
2.880E.(l1 
4.320£·,,1 
5.760E-Ol 
7.?OOE-ol 
8.640E-01 
1.00eE+oO 
1.152E+QO 
1.29ltE+oO 
1.440E'."0 
1.800E'.02 

1.320E+02 

1II11M OF POINTS 3 

IIIIIM OF pnrNTS 12 

~,'IM OF j;JOINTS 12 

"1
'
1M OF I:>OINTS U 

MUM OF POINTS 12 
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POINT ~. Lrj Y.!"! 
1 O. O. 
~ 2.j('7I:.+0~ 1.440E-,,\\ 
J 3.30"F+02 2.RAnE-rl! 
4 4.1~1t'-+02 4.321')F.:_n1 ., 4. 7 ':1':11-, + 02 5.7601:-11 1 
6 5.j~Of+v2 7.?OOF-(ll 
7 S.IiL'l:iE+02 8.640E-lll 
H b. ~""fo +02 1.00RF+(lO 
':i 6.(JOf+0~ 1.15?E+nO 

10 7. Llt1t. + 02 1.291,1:+,,0 
11 7.':It:'4F+Oi 1.44nF+nO 
12 7.~C:4t+U2 I.AOOE+1'I2 

CURvE ~ nISTMd,;t. FROM TuP .TN 1.6SUF+02 ~111"" OF' Io'01NT5 12 
POINT P,LI:! YolN 

1 O. o. 
e 2.3791:+02 1.44nE_f'1 
J 3.jo'Sf+02 2.8BOE- r 1 
4 4.1~H+U~ 4.3?nE-n1 
5 4.7':1~t+02 5. HOE -fll 
tl 5 .3cO~. +02 7.?nOE-nl 
7 ~.tit:'HF+1.l2 8.f>40E.,,1 
t:l f'I.2'1!:lE+02 1.00~E+00 
'I t'I • 7 j f) I-~ + 0 2 1'152E+nO 

1U 7·IJlir+02 1'2Q~E+nO 
11 7.5t:'4f+02 1.4400F.+r.0 
1~ 7.':Ic4F.:+0~ 1. ROOE+fl2 

CURVE 7 nI5TAI\Ct. FHO"",, TOP. IN 2.0401:+n2 ~IIIM OF' !JOINTS 12 
POINT jJ,Lo Y, TN 

I O. o. 
e 2.Jf~t+02 _1 .440 E. fl1 
J 3.jO~F.+02 2.8AOE-n1 .. 4'1t:'lf:+02 4·320E-nl 
~ 4.f':J9t=..+02 S.760E-nl 
b 5 .JL'uE +02 7 .200E -0 1 
7 5 .H~tH: +1)2 8.640E-1'\1 
t1 6.L'''1''~+0~ 1.ooeE+oo 

" 6.-/JOf+02 1.1S?E+nO 
10 7. IJ~t:+ 02 1.?Q6E+oO 
11 7.':Jc:!41::+02 1.440E+1'\0 
1e 7.':Ic:!4 r +02 1.BOnE+n? 

CURvE 8 nISTAI\(;t. FHOM TOP,YN 2.400F+02 ",,,1M OF' j)OINTS 12 
POINT P,Lrj Y,IN 

1 O. O. 
2 2.jl~E.+02 1.440E-nl 
3 3.3051-+02 2.8~OE-"1 .. 4.121~.+O2 4.320E-~1 
5 4.7':J9t.+U2 5.760E-,,1 
/':) 5.3t:'OF+u2 7.20oE-n1 
7 5.tit:'~t:+02 8.640E-1'\1 
b 6.2'15[+02 1.00AE+OO 

" 6.7J(Jf+02 1.152E+OO 
IO 7.1J~E+02 1.2Q6E+nO 
II 7.':It:'''f+02 1.440E+r.0 
12 7.S24E+02 1.800E+02 

CURVE 9 DISTAI\CC. FkOM TOP, IN 9.96nE+02 NIJM OF POINTS 12 
POlNT P,LtI Y,IN 

! O. O. 
~ 9.3'1~E+02 1.440E-nl 
3 1 03~8E +U3 2.880E-n1 
4 1.027E+03 4.320E-nl 
5 1.H78E+03 5.760E-n1 
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tI 
7 
I:i ., 

10 
11 
1~ 

TABLE H 

PHOFILE I 
OISTA/"CE5 

CURVE 
1 
2 
J 
4 
~ 
b 
( 

Ij 

'7 
STPATUM 

1 
2 
J 

STRilTUM 
1 
(. 

J 

2.1uOt+03 7.200E_nJ 
203llH:+03 H.64ilE'-n1 
2 ... 11 ~:lI:. + U .3 J.OOJ:lE+oO 
c. o=>flt+03 1.1Si'F.+oO 
2. tl ltk+03 1.2%E+ oO 
?~/Of+u3 1.440E+nO 
2.':l/ot.+U3 I .ROoE +02 

SOIL I)AT" FUK,Uro P-Y CURI/ES 

NU~ Of ~U~VfS ~ NU~ OF STp~TA 3 
F~OM PItF. Tllp rO p-Y r:UQVt.S'INr.H 

l. Ll CAT T 01\ , i,~ 
O. 
f, • n 0 0 E + II 1 
b'lOOE+ul 
9 .6()Ot: +1) 1 
1 .3?OE. + lit:! 
l·/>;IAOE+ut 
2 .040E +ut:! 
?400E+uc 
9 .960F. +"c 

uAMt-1A,r-'Cr 
cu. yO. 
CLIoIY 3.oo0t+1)1 
CL4 Y 3.000t+Ol 

PHI,DEG DENS SH~AP.~SI 

1.nOoi:--OJ 
3.~OOI:'.OO 
1.C:Oo~+Ol 

rUENSITY Ut' SAN!) 
rCON~T51t~tf OF CLAY 

1 lJENSF 2 l.'E.nT"M 
1 STIFF 2 ~EnTiIM 

o. 
r..OLJut:.+Ol 
H.~"1J1"+02 

TO t TN 
6.000E+nl 
8.94nE+I'\~ 

1.000E+n3 

"")~iS I ,;T s_s CIIRVF 
3 -0 
3 -0 
3 -0 

~ U'\0SF. ) 
50FT ) 



COMPUT~TIO~ RfSULT~ 

TAHLE T 

VF:~TlCAL, If\; 
7.S4tiE-O~ 

HORTLCN I Al, IN 
-6.~"'21:"O~ 

i~r) TA Tl Op.. ,R AI) 

1.Y':iI5e: .. O~ 

TABLE .1 CO~"'UTA T TO", v~ l"'U[VIDlJAL f.I IL E 

tJILf" GROUP 

PILE TOP 1J1SFo'L"CE"'l::.j~rs ANU ~FlICTluNS 

~'l'" VtIN OV/tlX All I AI • LA 
1.~lQt .. O,2 1. ~2c::r ... Ot!! i.OOOE-O@ 1.39RE.n~ 

PILE G~OUP 2 

PTLE lOP l/15PLACEI't N Ts ANU kF'ACTN NS. 
Xq", ytJN \.lV/OX AXIAI,LR 
7.!)42E .. U~ S.O':llE .. l!:l 1.noOE-oS 1. 431E.n5 

PIU GROUP 

PTLE rOP uISPLAcEIY!:,IQ'S AND I'<EACTIONS 
)(, 1 r. VdN OY/I)X AXIAL 'L~ 
7.542t:: .. 02 5.v Y H ... l!; 1.000E-08 1.4~tE.nc; 

PILE GHOUP 4 

prLE rO P I)lSPLACE~pqc; ~NO kEACTlONS 
X'I111 Y'IN UV/nX AlClAl'Lg 
".319E .. 02 -l.t<~ct,-Ol! 1.000E-oe 1.39AE+n'i 
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L/lT,LR aM,lB-IN 
3. H2F:.O~ !=.t.lQSE.04 

L~T.LA f;M,LS-yN 
?.190E_OC: 4.?68E.OO 

L~T.LA HM.t8-r N 
~.lq()E-02 o4.2~8E.OO 

LA T, LR AM'LB-TN 
-3.791E.Oc .. S.\c>3E+Oo4 
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COP~NO BAY 

TAt:JLE H INI-'UT 

TABLF C 
INPUT 1 
OUTPilT 1 

Ie LOAD 

T A!:ILE C LOAU 

V LUAD,LH 
",.440E·0'1 

0 

lJ 

FIXEO CU~~EcTJnN 

AI\i!) ('llll-'uT S.~ ITCH (IF 1 yF'c;, TF' 

D f: f' 

0 ~ I 

0 0 0 
AHRA".(;t 1"It.', T 

H LOA') ,L.H 

3 .l>'+ll .... • 04 

n 

f 

G 

0 

H J 
0 

0 t 
PILE F L-S 

MO~ENr,LH_rN 

-1.oHoE.07 

r: P.l' 

0 1'4" l' 

i1 !:>OIL J LLP) 



COPANO IiIAY 

COMPUT~TIUN RE~ULTS 

VEWTICAL,IN HU~TZUNTAL,IN 
1.649E·0~ 9.214~-U~ 

NO OF ITEI'IATIU',: ..., 

FIXED CONNECTION 

~I)TA TIOr.., ~AD 
.9.::.I99E.OI:) 

TAHLE J COMPUTATyO". UN IIItOIVIOifAL ~ILE 

PILE GROUP 

P1LE TOP IJI~PLI\CEMI:.I~TS ANIl kEI\CTIUNS 
X'JN Y,IN OY/QX 
4.041E-U2 l.o~uE-Ol ·~.400E·~S 

AXIAl .LR 
8.0~c:,E.n4 

lATEMALLY LOAUED 
STA Xql' 

o (j. 

1 3. 720E.Ol 
'£ 7.4'+OE·Ol 
.~ }. 1 10 F • O? 
.. 1.'+tiijE.(,? 
I:j 1.8tl Of ·02 
tl 2. C 32F • 02 
7 2.tl04E.G2 
ri 2 .... 1bf.p2 
!; 3.Jlf.I:IE·02 

111 3. 1t:UE.02 
11 4.0~~f·02 
to? 4,40 4 E·02 
11 4.d3bE·O? 
\4 5,208E.07 
l~ 5.580E.02 
Jh 5.9=2[.02 
17 6.324[.02 
IH 6.&~bE.02 
1i,! 7.0bl:lF:.U2 
21l 1.4'+\)f·02 
21 7.812F.·02 
2l 8.1 ti4f.·02 
23 8.~S6E·02 
24 e.928E·02 
?S 9.300F..02 
26 9.012E·02 
27 1.004E.03 
2~ 1.042E.03 
2q l,019E.03 
JIl 1.11 bf.03 
NO Or- JTEIolATIUN 

"l~E 
'1"1'" 
1.U SOE-fll 
'f.,,99E·02 
t:s·i!:l n:-02 
0.lf.241::-0c 
If. ... tHE_02 
t. ./OSE-OC:! 
!.341 !::-02 
'+.~JoE-()j 

-'t. 6S 0E-04 
-t .1)36£-0:3 
_J.,)4!:lE_03 
-c.~OOE-lJJ 
-t.710E-O) -J.. nt!JE-03 
-'+.oltlE-04 
-1.t!b'+E-1I4 

't.146E_Oe, 
~."9~E-05 
>;.'J~JE-tl5 
o.36 t1E-05 
J.5'+'E-05 
!. 48 1E-05 
2.'i28E-Qb 

-t!.226E-Ob 
-J.36ZE-oo 
-2.748E-oo 
-1.o15E-Oh 
_7.783E.07 
-2.0S6E-07 

1.124E_07 
J.?66£.01 
J 

UY/llX 
-"'.400E.05 
-3.027E-04 
-4.'+02E-04 
-5.060E-04 
_4.'.1I99E_04 
_4 .~ZOE-04 
-3.U26E_04 
-1. tl1 3E-04 
_9.039E-05 
-3. 47 1E-0 5 

1.012E-06 
1. 117E-05 
2.ob 6E-05 
1. 7S1E-OS 
1.205E-OS 
6.ij42E-06 
2.'sIeeE-06 
6.b36E-07 

-4.331E .. 07 
.. 7.441E-07 
-6.!:t6@E-07 
-4 • .;74E-07 
-2.c90E-07 
-S.UIE-oB 
-7.025E-09 

2.c95E-08 
2.b4aE·08 
1.Y71E_08 
1.197E-08 
7.193E_09 
5.157E-09 

""lA-IIIl 
?5n 7E+ot; 
,.77RE.oS 
, .n44E ·05 
"hOIl,I,E·04 

.. 4. 1,C:;E .04 
_, .1il'H::.0'; 
_,.21:1,E·05 
_1.0 Fl C:;E.05 
-7.f';tlE·04 -4. Ar;?E·04 
_,.4Qf)E.0,+ 
-~.34f1E·03 

,.\;;;AE·O] 
C:;.2A7E·o3 
c:;.9i4E.01 
4.7'14E·03 
':\.1;~E.03 
,."44E.03 
".O~JE·02 
i'.8~QE·Ol 

-,.oA2E·02 
-,.4?lE·02 
-'.8c;AE·02 
_j.l;'~E.02 

-4.93QE+OI 
-'.?;4E·Ol 

4.891 E·OO 
~. orSE+ 00 
".1II-.4E+OO 
,.947E.0(l 
~. 34QE-14 
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HM,LB-IN 
2.507E+05 

UM/UA. 
l.q4tE.O) 
1.942E.03 
1 .q4cE ·03 
1.Q4lE·03 
1 .~'+!E .03 
1 .11 uE .03 

-1.~S'E·02 
... 6 .A~ 1 E.. O 2 
_ij.14lE.o2 
_7.1 8"'E·02 
.~.1~"'E.02 
-3.4!:1!E·02 
-1.A1 b E·02 
-6.,,24 E·01 

7.741E.00 
3.ROOE.Ol 
4.7.4'+E.ol 
3. 3'.11iE..o 1 
2.1 6t1E ·Ol 
1.0Y1E·Ol 
3.r;89E·oo 

-3.36JE-Ol 
-1.790E·00 
-1.A40E·00 
-l.lioE·oo 
-7.271E-ol 
-2.AUE-Ol 
_2.49~E.-02 
8.25JE-02 
9.~8JE-02 
'+.nO tfE-02 

P'U;/I"l 
o. 
O. 
o· 
O. 
2.i-lotlE-02 
4.47UE+Ol 
2.22bE+Ol 
7.49 '5E.+OO 

_7.Mij2t::-Ol 
_4. )55E .00 
_5 .2 7 1E +00 
-5.042E·oO 
.. 3.1110[+00 
-2. SoSE .. 00 
.. 1.251E .. 00 
_3.70UE-01 

1.313E-01 
).269t:-01 
3.312E-01 
2.475£-01 
10464E-0 1 
6.467E-02 
1.34 8E-02 

_1.0 78 E-02 
-1.720E-02 
-1.4&3E-02 
-9.31 8£"03 
_4.517E-03 
_1.260E-03 

7.062E-04 
2.130(-03 
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PILE GROuP 2 

PllE TOP uISPLA~E~~wTS AND NFACTI~NS 
)('11'; YtIN U"/OX 
6.~OJE-02 o.~1~E-02 -9.400E-OS 

AX lAl tLA 
1.321E+nti 

LI\T,L8 
1.b52E+Oj 

t:lM,!,.s-r N 
2.1,SE.OS 

LATEHAllY LOAOEO 
STA I\tI" 

() I). 

1 J.7;COE+1I1 
? 7.44 0E+01 
:1 1.11 0E+02 
it 1 ... SaE+O? 
':I l.bCOE+02 
tJ 2.23c!E+02 
7 2.b\14E+02 
H 2.>:IICE+U? 
~ 3.J4aF.+02 

10 3.7~vE+02 
11 4.092 r:+1)7 
Ie 4._b4E+n? 
13 4.d30E+~? 
14 S.20SE+O? 
15 S.~~OE+02 
111 5.;;=2E+02 
11 6 • .:I24E+02 
I" ".,,9bE+02 
1Q 7.u Mi E+02 
20 1.440E+02 
21 7.t!1~E+(l2 
22 a.184E+O? 
?3 1:'l.5~bE+02 
24 8.92I:lE+02 
25 9.JOOe+o? 
2h 9.b1ZE'02 
71 I.QU4E·03 
2~ 1.04 2E+03 
ZQ l.n7 g e'03 
31} I.U 6E·OJ 
NO OF ITEkATIUIII 

PIlF GROUP j 

PILE 
1'11'1 
".214E-02 
d.1+ l1E-fJ2 
(.19CE"Ol 
~.Sa6E"02 
.:I.P:4''2E-02 
c • .3J'iE_u2 
1.157E-O~ 
J.f.l2JE-03 

-it.974E .. 04 
-c.~~oE-OJ 
-~.(,tH~E-OJ 

-c.?4!;E .. 03 
-1.SI+SE-03 
-/:!. H8 0E"04 
-1+.o20E"u4 
-1.uSOE"04 
J.98 '1E-05 
d.<;dljlE-05 
"."26E-o~ 
~ • .,tlJE-O':; 
..:t.e8t.1E-os 
1.271E .. O~ 
~ • .3~cE-Ot> 

-c./ldJE-06 
-.:l.1)2~E-Ob 
-c.-2dE-()b 
-1.1+65E-Ob _b. USE-01 
-1.735E-o' 

1.[)45E-07 
c.1:! 8 2t-01 
j 

0'" ox 
-9.400£-05 
-2.119E-04 
-3.d86E-n4 
-4.436£-04 
-4.J65£_04 
_3.015E_04 
-2.029£-04 
-l.bl2E-04 
-S.j05E-()S 
-2.9ItSE-05 

1.4!:19E-06 
1.S31E-05 
1.t:!24E-05 
l.~36E-nlS 
l.uS2E-oS 
5.';39E-n6 
2.5b6E-06 
S ... C!1E-01 

-4'041E-07 
-6.bltlE~n1 
-5. 796E ... 01 
-3.t:l3lE-n1 
-1.''S8E-01 
-1.230E-OB 
-4.b41E-09 

i.l00E-OS 
~.J60E-oS 
1. '/31E-08 
1.044E-08 
6.~OSE-09 
4.':II38E-n9 

PlLE TOP OISPLACE~~NTS ANn "E~CTIONS 
)(tlN Vtl N '0"'0)( 
B.495E-Uc 9.21.E-02 -".400E-05 

LATEHALlY LOAOEO 
STA )\'11'1 

(j O. 
1 3.tC!OE+Ol 
2 1.440E'01 
3 10110E'02 
4 1.1+88E'02 
5 1.tlbOE'02 
6 2.232E,02 
7 2.604E+O:> 

F=lL.E 
Y,rN 
".214E-OZ 
tl.411F...02 
1.19 1E-02 
~. S!:ISE-(It! 
.:I.89 0E-02 
2.336E_02 
1.154(-02 
3.7"4E-03 

OVlD)( 
-".400E-05 
-2.1l9E .. 04 
-3.1:187E_04 
-4.43SE-0'+ 
-4.Jb1E-n4 
_3.onE_04 
_2.030E-04 
-1.bi2E-04 

~4tU~-IN 
,.1~~E·05 
1.5;4E+OS 
A .lJi:" E '04 
.,.4;,,,E+04 

-".I.90'~E·04 
_1.0,"E+05 
-1.1,,(+05 
-Q.4A?E+04 
-A.79-;[+04 
-4.2nqE·04 
-?14;»E+04 
-7.n74 E·03 

, .11:1&;E·03 
4.7,-.E+03 
C; .2;· .... E·0~ 
4.,9")E·03 
?1,QF..'+03 
, .4?"E +03 
C;.11:l7E·0'
i .Sn,E·01 

-1.J:l .. C;E'02 
-?.14 QE·02 
-1,"J'iE'02 
-~.",RE·Ol 
-4.;:J1I.1E·01 
-1.004£+01 

4.691E+OO 
R. 1 ;. 4E + 0 I) 
..... 097£+00 
.,.61"11[+00 -,.. 

OM/OX 
1. "Sc!f;'() 3 
1.-.Scf. +03 
1.~Scl: .03 
1.,,!:I21~·03 
1.flS~E+03 
9.327 1:.+02 

-1.41 01::+02 
_b. 1 4 til::. 02 
-1.l1UI~+02 
-6. 29.:1E,'02 
_4.70~E+02 

-3.l)ltlE·02 
-1.156 11:.'02 
-S.21~F..+01 
8.,tHil~·00 
3.4211~+01 
3.75t11~·Ol 
Z.9·7t11~·01 
l.8901~·01 
9.101 71::'00 
3.01J£·00 

-3.sooE-Ol 
-l."ZUE.+OO 
-1.,,3·&:'00 
-1.1 60E.+OO 
-b.130E-01 
-2.409 t::-01 
-1. f,61E.-02 

1.'S4t1E.-02 
t3.?17E-02 
3.-;61E.-02 

P'LB/IN 
O. 
O. 
o • 
O. 
2.4 99E-02 
3. Btu.E. 0 1 
1.~12E+01 
6.111(+00 

_S.21t:!E-01 
.J.H9ZE+OO 
_4.649E"00 
_4.4Z0E·00 
_3.412E.00 
-2.174E.00 
-1.08 1E·00 
_3.015E-01 

1.?b3E-01 
2.926E-01 
2·921E-01 
2'1 10E-Ol 
1.273E-Ol 
5,"4~E-02 
1.0«l3E-02 

_1.009E-02 
-1.c;3"E-02 
_1.293E-02 
_8.153E-OJ 
_3.Qo3E-03 
_1.04I1E-03 
6.r:;biE-04 
1·S79E-03 

L ~ r .La 
1.b43E.O) 

BM.LB-t N 
Z.1::J8E + 05 

MtlA-IN 
?1,AE'OS 
1.5;'iE+05 
~.~:J'E+04 ,.4 .. 7E·04 

-).9;3E·04 
-1.0t'7E+05 
-l.lZ?E.OS 
-o.41?E.04 

OM/DA 
1.64JE+03 
1.,,4jE+03 
1.,,43E·03 
1.,,4JE·03 
1.,,43E·03 
9.?44E.02 

_1.4~.:lE.02 
_b.1 9tl E'02 

P'LB/IN 
O. 
O. 
O. 
O. 
2.49 7E-02 
3.A60E+01 
1.907E.Ol 
6.268E.00 



~ 2."'16f+02 
~ 3.341;[+02 

111 3.fcuE+o? 
11 4. 09c!E+02 
I? 4.4e4F+O? 
13 4.~36f+02 
\4 S.108F+O? 
15 S.5~Of+02 
\6 S."'~2f+C2 
11 6.Jc4f+02 
lH 6.~~6E+02 
1'" 1.oo8F+02 
20 1.440E+02 
21 7.HI2E+n? 
22 tl.lt:l4F.:+fl? 
73 8.~~6E+O? 
24 ~.",c!I;E+O? 
75 9.JOOE+0? 
26 ~.61~E+O? 
21 1.004E+03 
2t; 1.0'+2E+(13 
2" 1.01'iE+0.1 
30 1.11bE+(l3 
NO Of ITtl'<ATJUN 

PILF GROUP 4 

-:".232E-04 
-~ .:i76E-03 
-~.102E-03 
-l.~!::IJE-(J3 
-1.54dE-O] 
-0.81:!4E_t)4 
-4.uO--E-04 
-1.(\35E_04 
".12'::)E-O~ 
1:S.51:!6f-05 
l:S.ilb1E-OS 
:..001E·U:' 
J.u9 \JE-05 
1.20C E-u!l 
l.l83E-06 

-£::.1 41E.·06 
-.;. \J6SE-06 
-t:.44 1E_Oo 
-1 ... 71E-Oo 
_0.lltlE.07 
-1,7U 7t_01 

1.1; 72E-o'1 
2.'10(:E-07 
j 

-A.292E-OS 
-2."'28E-05 
1.o~4E-l)fI 
1.:,51E-0'5 
1.033E-05 
1,!l42E_05 
1.u!:I5E-05 
5,"'43E-06 
2,!:I59E-06 
5,J18E-07 

-40138E-07 
-0,709E-07 
-5,d34E-07 
-3,~46E-07 
-1. f79 0E-07 
-7,1 88E-08 
-4,,1.13£-09 

2,1 42E-08 
2 • .;1:)6E-08 
1.148E_08 
1. UHE- 08 
6.1"'6E-09 
4,'1cOE-09 

PILE TOP u1SPLACE~ENTS ANU REACTIUNS 

-1\.R01F.:+04 
_I, .211E+04 
-?14'IE+04 
-7,n.,1E+03 

1.2?\jE+Ol 
4.1c:;r:.E+03 
C;.t?4 .. E+03 
4.?;?E+03 
?,111',E+03 
,.4?"iF.+03 
"'.1iC.11E+o(J 
, .\1\4E+01 

-1.91,E+02 
·"·lfl 7E+02 
-,."44E+02 
-Cl.I'IC;7E+01 
-4.2r.;C::E+Ol 
_Cl.A,,;:IE+ol) 
4.A~lE+0(J 

s:l. 23 oE + 0 0 
1>.. I C;"E+ O{l 
".~?{lE+OI) 

_4''':;''E-14 

X'IN y,IN UV/OX 
1,UI:)OE-Ol 6.eO(~-02 -'1.400E-05 

AltJAI'LR 
1. 9 7"E+I\o;; 

LATEMALLV LOAOEn 
srI' )(, 11\ 

(j O. 
I 3.120E+Ol 
21,440E+o I 
3 1.110E+02 
(0 1,4l:i8E+1)2 
" 1.fJ()0F.:+02 
b 2.23cE+02 
1 2.6UItE+0? 
R 2.,,1bE+ll? 
'-i :3 .3'Itt!E+O? 

10 3,120E+02 
11 4.092E+02 
12 4.4e4E+02 
11 4.~30E+02 
14 5.20l:iE+(l2 
10.; s,~80E+02 
lf1 S,9~cE+02 
11 6,3c4 E+02 
1H 6.69bE+O? 
1'1 7.0bI;E+02 
20 7.440E+02 
21 1,81<::E+02 
22 8.184E+02 
23 8.5&6£+02 
24 8.928E+02 
210; 9.300E+o2 
7" 9,612E+02 

HL.E. 

Y, 1 '" 
o,tl07E-02 
b.1 9':iE-02 
~"13E-D2 
It.o23E_02 
(:,11;4E-02 
l.o()OE-02 
0,105E_u::l 
t:.!:ibIE~03 

-'+.9hE-04 
-1.180£-03 
-1.9t!lE-03 
-1.035E-03 
-1.11 5E-o.:; 
-o.;;ItOE-04 
-t:.8i9E-04 
-o.l:!9JE-oS 

.;.341 E-oS 
O.4b2E"05 
!:I.1J05E_05 
It, O~3E-05 
c.r09E-oS 
!:S.eBlE_Ob 
1.446E .. 06 

.1.b6I:1E_06 
-t!.27QE_Ob 
-1,783E_06 
-1.1159E-06 

DV/0)C 
_9.400E_OS 
-2.1 43E-04 
-2.<;ICfE-04 
.3.c64E_04 
-3.175E-04 
-2.053E-04 
_1.d86E_04 
-1.155E-04 
_:,.1,;43£-05 
-2.U02E-05 

1,,,,57£-06 
1.164 E-05 
1.';45E-05 
l.u9E-05 
7.::'96E-06 
4.239E-06 
1. 795E-06 
3.438E-07 

_3.lJeE-07 
-4.9b8E-n7 
_4.253E-07 
-2. 175E-01 
_1.418E-07 
_4.994E-08 
_1.543E_09 
l.b2eE-08 
1.757E-08 

""L;-r N 
1,41:7E+05 
1.n,IolE+0'5 
0::;.11\,;E+04 
1.31f'll+04 

-3.141E+04. 
-7.S7 AE+04 
_~.11\4E+04 

-1\.A41E+04 
_4,A~'E+04 

-1.oo3E:+04 
-.1·SoQE+04 
- .... 191£+03 

, .OA<;E+03 
,.S4HE+O) 
":I.R1~E+03 
1.0c;?E+01 
1. 9 j1,,,,E+03 
1.0]" lE + 03 
1.57j1,E+02 

-?3R1E+oO 
_1.444£+02 
_1.5Q;E+02 
_1.191E+02 
-",.9:HE+01 
_'.004E.01 
-jI,.S3r;E+Oo 

':l.RR"E.OO 

-7.?OlE+02 
-6.111E+02 
-4.111E.+Oc 
-3.01 7£+02 
-1.r:;50E+o2 
_5.1~"£+01 

8.qo!:>(+00 
J.46~E+Ol 
3.1ijoE+01 
2,q"'~E+01 
1.s:l':i4t:+Ol 
9.401E+00 
2 .q7H. +00 

-4,?2lE-01 
-1.f'l40E+oo 
-1,fl4"'f.+00 
-1,l cOE +00 
_b. 33'1f.-ol 
-2.,'14E.·01 
_1.46!:1E .. 02 

7.100E-02 
8.17t!l-02 
3.c:;~"'E-o? 
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-8.~4~E-Ol 
_3.925E+oo 
-4,073E+OO 
_4.43bE+Oo 
-3.420E+oo 
_2.175E+00 
_1,o7bE+OO 
_3.031E-01 

1,-;06F.:-Ol 
2.QS9E-Ol 
2.947E-Ol 
201 79£-01 
1,27~E-01 
5.,)2"E-02 
1,115 1E-02 

-1'031E-02 
-1,SS8E-02 
_1.303E-02 
.8.1 8 :'E-OJ 
_3.A99E_03 
_1,032E-03 

6.13!:iE_04 
1.1193E-03 

!:SM'LB-IN 
1.41lj2E+OS 

DM/O~ 
1,13!:1E+03 
1.135E+Q3 
l'13!:1E+03 
1.13~E+03 
lol31tE+03 
6.?40E+02 

_1.350$(+02 
-4-,633E+02 
-5.?llE+02 
_4.C;12E+02 
-3.38 I:!E+02 
-2.15~E+02 
-1. 09:,E +02 
-3'48!:1E+Ol 

8,]2uE.+oo 
2.1:i9·/E+Ol 
2.17~E+ol 
2.1 b9 E+Ol 
1.35'1E+Ol 
6.65.1E+00 
2.02bE+oo 

-3.9I)JE-Ol 
_1.2J !:It.+OO 
-!.?O"'E+OO 
_8,44 1E ... Ol 
-4.;2<;E ... Ol 
-1.66~E-Ol 

P'Lt;/IN 
0, 
O. 
O· 
O. 
1,18BE-02 
2.143E+1)1 
1.33I;E+01 
4,241£+00 

_8,120E-01 
_2.942E+ou 
_3.426E+00 
-3 .219E +00 
-2.462E+Ou 
-1·552£+00 
_7.1Ii79E-01 
_2.01I-'1E-01 

1.060E-01 
2. 202E- 0 1 
2.153E .. Ol 
1.575E .. Ol 
9.114E-02 
3.R7BE-02 
6.bS9E_o3 

.8.01:l0E-03 
_1.I S4E.02 
.9.490E .. 03 
.. 5.R90E-03 
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27 1.00'+[+03 .... 1561:.-07 1.C:!69E-08 " • 11 (I e: + n II -5.Q~UE.-03 _2.760E-03 
?I'! 1.1)'+2E+01 -1.1'+1E-07 '. !:i03E-09 6.Ci;1E"+OO 5.AC:!:'E·02 -6.Q33f-04 
2~ 1.0 19[+03 d.t'bOE-ot! 4..;77E-n9 i.9n4E+OO 6.1'+~E-02 5.190E-04 
30 1.11bF+03 C.109E.-07 3.,+SOE-n9 4. ".,i.E-14 2.1'12:'1:.-02 1.376[-03 
~,o OF JTEHA T lOr., j 

NOTE: As stated on pages 45 and 46 of this report, the lateral reaction at 

the top of the pile is obtained by summation of soil reactions along the 

pile (Eq. 2.68). The shear at other stations is obtained by difference 

equation techniques (Eq. 2.65). Because of the two computational tech-

niques, there may be, in some instances, too large a difference between 

the shear at the top station and that at the next station below. Experience 

has shown that such a difficulty is encountered rarely and apparently is 

associated with problems that are ill-conditioned. When such a difficulty 

occurs, two steps can be taken to resolve the difficulty. The first step 

is to rerun the problem with a larger number of increments. The input merely 

needs to be modified. The next step is to use a finer closure tolerance 

(TaL and TOLP in the program) and a higher precision in computing deflection 

and shear. In order to take the latter step, it will be necessary to make 

adjustments in the internal program. The use of one or both of these 

techniques should eliminate the difficulty. 



APPENDIX B 

COMPUTER PROGRAM LLP 

B.l Description of the Program 

The program LLP solves for the deflection and for the distribution of 

forces in a laterally loaded single pile for a given pile-cap displace

ment or for given pile-top forces. 

Simple bilinear moment-curvature relationships can be used for non

linear pile material. Thus, the behavior of a laterally loaded pile can 

be predicted even after the formation of plastic hinges in the pile. 

The program LLP consists of the main program LLP and the subroutines 

MCURV and SOIL 2R. The main program LLP performs the data input and out

put and solves the finite difference equations, the theory of which is 

given in Chapter III. The subroutine MCURV computes the flexural rigidity, 

EI, of the pile and resets EI for the plastic moment. The subroutine 

SOIL 2R interpolates the soil modulus or the secant modulus of the 

lateral soil resistance curve. 

The main program LLP is used in the program GROUP (Appendix A) as a 

subroutine. The description of subroutines MCURV and SOIL 2R have already 

been given in the section on program GROUP (Appendix A). 
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B.2 Flow Diagram for Program LLP 

Flow Diagram for Main Program LLP 

Start 

Read and print data 

Yes 

Set constants and starting values 

So 1029 for all stations 

compute continuity coefficients 

Yes 

Modify continuity 
coefficients to 
satisfy b.c. 

No 

Reset E 
s 

Compute pile deflection y 

Call MCURV to reset EI 

No 

Compute slope, moment, shear, and reaction 

Print computation results 



B.3 Glossary of Notation for Program LLP 

A(507) continuity coefficient 

B(S07) continuity coefficient 

BCl, BC2 first and second boundary condition 

BM(507) bending moment in a pile 

C(S07) continuity coefficient 

DBM(S07) shear in a pile 

DPS distance from pile top to ground surface 

DY(S07) slope of a pile 

ES(S07) secant modulus in a lateral soil resistance 
curve 
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G spring constant for the elastic restraint On 
pile top 

H 

KODE 

KTYPE 

MPLAST 

N 

NC 

NDS 

NEWPL 

NEWPY 

NP(20) 

P(S07) 

increment length of a discretized pile 

code to specify the displacement boundary con
dition or the force boundary condition 

code to specify the pile material 

signal to notify the formation of plastic hinges 

number of elements in a discretized pile 

number of lateral soil resistance curves 

number of different sections in a pile 

input switch for new pile data 

input switch for a set of new lateral soil 
resistance curves 

number of points in a lateral soil resistance 
curve 

axial force in a pile 
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PC(20, 25) 

PX 

R(507) 

RES(507) 

RRI (5) 

RUN(20) 

SIZE (5) 

TC 

XRI (5) 

XS(20) 

XXl(5) 

XX2(5) 

Y(507) 

YC(20, 25) 

YIELD (5) 

YOUNG 

YY(507) 

lateral soil reaction 

axial load on pile top 

flexural rigidity EI at discretized stations 

lateral soil reaction per unit length of a pile 

flexural rigidity EI in different pile section 

alphanumeric variable to store ~~he title 

width of a pile 

alphabetic code for pile top connection to pile 
cap 

moment of inertia 

distance from ground surface to depth where a 
lateral soil resistance curve is given 

distance from ground surface to the top of a 
pile section 

distance from ground surface to the bottom of 
a pile section 

lateral pile deflection 

lateral pile deflection 

yield moment 

Young's modulus of pile material 

dUIIlIIly to store the previous computation of y 
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B.4 Data Coding for Program LLP 

The input data for the program LLP are classified as follows. 

TABLE A Title of the run 

TABLE B Boundary condition and input switches 

TABLE C Pile properties 

TABLE D Lateral soil resistance curves 

For the repetitive run with the same pile properties or the same 

lateral soil resistance curves, TABLE C or TABLE D can be omitted by 

setting the input switches properly. 

The general deck structure of the input data is shown in the following. 

run 

Deck Structure of Input Data for Program LLP 

TABLE A TITLE OF RUN, necessary for each run 

Card Alone card 

TABLE B BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND INPUT SWITCHES, necessary for each 

Card BI one card 

TABLE C PILE PROPERTIES 

If B6 = 0, skip TABLE C 

Card Clone card 

Card CII C3 cards 

TABLE D LATERAL SOIL REACTION CURVES 

If B7 = 0, skip TABLE D 

Card DIone card 

Card DII one card~ 
Dl sets 

Card DIll D3 card 
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To start a new run, immediately continue TABLE A of next run, To 

terminate the run, attach two blank cards at the end of deck. 
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Data Coding Form for Program LLP 

The general instructions for data coding may be referred to A.4. 

TABLE A Title of Run 

Card AI 

Al 1 to 80 Alphanumeric description of each run 

TABLE B Boundary Conditions and Input Switches 

Card BI 

B5 specifies the type of boundary conditions to be 
entered in Bl and B2. If B5 = 1, displacement b.c. 
must be entered. If B5 = 2, force b.c. must be 
entered. 

Bl 1 to 10 First b.c. Enter lateral pile top deflection, inch 
(to right +) if B5 = 1. Enter lateral force, 
pounds (to right +) if B5 = 2. 

B2 11 to 20 Second b.c. Enter slope of pile cap, radian (anti
clockwise +) if B5 = 1. Enter moment, inch-pound 
(anti-clockwise +) if B5 = 2. 

B3 21 to 30 Axial load on pile top, pound (downward +) 

B4 33 to 35 Code to specify the type of pile connection to pile 
cap. Enter PIN for a pinned-connection. FIX for 
a fixed connection and RES for an elastically re
strained connection. Leave blank for B5 = 2. 

B5 40 Code to specify the type of b.c. to be entered in 
Bl and B2. If B5 = 1, displacement b.c. are 
specified. If B5 = 2, form b,c, are specified. 

B6 45 Switch for inputting pile properties. If B6 = 1) 
TABLE C must be furnished, If B6 = 0) TABLE C is 
skipped. 

B7 50 Switch for inputting lateral soil resistance 
curves. If B7 = 1, TABLE D must be furnished. If 
B7 = 0, TABLE D is skipped. 

B8 51 to 60 Spring constant for the elastic restraint by pile 
cap, inch-pound. Leave blank for B4 = PIN and FIX. 
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TABLE C Pile Properties 

Card Cl 

Cl 1 to 10 

C2 11 to 15 

C3 16 to 20 

C4 21 to 30 

C5 31 to 40 

C6 41 to 50 

Card CIl 

rotal length of pile, inch 

Number of increment by which a pile is divided into 
finite elements (maxtmum 500) 

Number of different sections in the pile (maximum 
5) 

Young's modulus of pile material, psi 

Ultimate moment, inch-pound. Ultimate moment must 
correspond to the axial force in B3. 

Distance from pile top to ground surface, inch 

Different sections in a pile are lis ted from top 
to bottom. 

C7 1 to 10 Distance from pile top to top of a pile section, 
inch 

C8 11 to 20 Distance from pile top to bottom of a pile section, 
inch 

C9 21 to 30 Width of pile in the section, inch 

C10 31 to 40 Moment of inertia in the section, inch 
4 

TABLE D Lateral Soil Resistance Curves 

Card Dl 

Dl 1 to 5 Number of curves (maximum 20) 

Card DIl 

D2 1 to 10 Depth from ground surface to point where a curve 
is given, inch 

D3 11 to 15 Number of points in a curve (maximum 25) 

Card DIll 

D4 1 to 10 Lateral soil resistance, pound per inch 

D5 11 to 20 Lateral pile deflection, inch 
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B.S Listing of Program LLP 
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PAOG~AM LLP(I~PUT,00TPUTI 
UIME~SJ~)~ AI~~7), H(507), C(507), nY(~01). ~~I~011. UdM(S07" 

I RF.~(~1J7I, YVI'i07), P(!:I07)t yRTtS" RIIN(201 
CCMMUN I RLOC~l I H. N, NOS, XXl15l, YX~~~I, qOII~). ~IZE(5)~ 

1 HE 2, NP4, OP S, Y I Et. n (5\. VOU~,G 
caM~ON I 8LCCK2 INC, X5(20), NPl20l, YCr?O,2~I' PC(lU,2S) 
CCM~UN I HLCCKJ I V(Sa7" E~15071, R(~07\, MPLAST 

Sol FOH~AT I ?OA4 ) 
50C:: FOHI'1Ar ( 1f.!O.3, 2"" A3, 31:', EI0.1 , 
50j FOH~~T F-lO.J, 215, 3EI0.3 ) 
~O. FORMAT 5EI0.3) 
5u5 FCR~AT 15) 
SUb fORMAT FlO.J, IS ) 
507 FOR0~T 2El~.J) 
510 FORMAT lHl' 5x, 20A4 ) 
511 FORMAT III ~x, .IH1ARLE B 

1 bHS~ITCH ) 
PILE TOP CONOIfION ANU IN~UT , 

SIt FCR~AT I 12~, oHUEF,IN, :,X, SHSLOPF. 6~. lOHAXIAL L,LH, 
1 9H CONNEC ,5~cnOE, ~HT_C 6HT-n 
2 12HS~RING M/RAO , 

SlJ FORMAT 10), Jtll.3, 2x, Aj, lx. 115. 3~, E11.3 ) 
514 FCR~.T I l~A, 10MLAT L'LB '12HR~ ,S-TN • ]lH&XIAL L'LA , 

1 d~CONNEC • SrlCODF 'SHT-C ,5HT-n , 
2 12HSPHING M/RAO ) 

515 FORMAT I 15~, 41HlcOnE = 1 FOR GIVEN ~FT OF nEF AMO SLOPE) I 
1 1~X. 43HICODE • 2 FO~ ~,VE~ SET "F LOAU ANn MOMENT) 

SIb FCR~,/~r I':jX, 4t;lI'l(T-C, T-O IF 1 NEw nl\TA ARE FIIHPI,ISHEu IF 0 NO • 
1 11 HOATA INPUT' ) 

52\) FOR."!",T III ':)X, '+cH1AFlLE C PRFVrCUS PIi'F PROpEqfu=S ARE USF.O 
S21 FORMAT III ~X, ~7H1ABLE C PILE pROD~RTIE~ ) 
52i FOR~AT I lA, lOHLENGTH,IN , lOHI~CRFMEMT • 1w~FCT]ON. 7X, 

1 ~HE'PSI' ~~, ~MGL,IN ) 
52j faH~AT 5X, tll.J, Ib, lW, 2El~.3 ) 
52~ ~CH~.T I;X 9HSECTION , 'lHF~OM.IN , SHT",T1'II, bA, 

1 11H~IUTH,T~ • 9HI,TN4 • lllot, .. ilL T, IN-LS 
52~ FCR~AT ~X. 15. 3~, SEll.] ) 
530 F0RMAr III ~A, J7HTAHlE D PREVIOUS P-v CURV,S ARF USEO 
531 f'CH,"1AT III ::>)1., 39MTAf3LE 0 P-V CIfRVt:'~ Nn OF CURVES. 13 » 
532 ~0R~AT I IUA, 5~CU~VE, 13. 7X, 21HnTST FROM pILE Tu~,IN, Eil-3. 

1 Sx, 12HNO of ~OINrS~ I~ ) 
S3J FORMAT 15X, 5HPOINT, ql. _HV,;N, lOY, 1MPtL~/IN 
534 FOHMAT 13X, 15. 2X, 2~15_J ) 
540 FOHMAT III ~~, J8MUOES NOT eONVE~G~ AFiFR 9Qq ITEPATIONS 
541 fa~MAT III ~K. 25HPLA~TIC HINGES ARt:' Fn~MEO , 
54l FOHMAT III ~K, lOHNUMRER UF ITERATlnN~~ IS ) 
550 f"'CH,>1Al /II ')X, JIHTAALe: E CO~PIJTATTnN REc;UI TS I 
551 FOHMAT I 6X, 3HSTA, l~X, ~HX,jN, AX, 4wV,IN, 7x, sHOY/nX. ilX, 

1 IMM. 7X, SHOH/DX, 5X, 7HP,IR/IN ) 
552 FORMAT 4X. 15, lX, bE12.3 , 
SSJ FORMAr ( III 'x, 2SHSU~ OF SOIL RESI~TAN~E,Le. Ell_] 

C-----REAU IN INP~T OAf A 
IOU HEAD Sol, ( RUN(l" I. 1. 20 ) 

r---------PILE TOP CONDITION lNU INPUT SwtTcH 
~EAU 50~. Bel. SC2, px, Te, KOOE, NEWPL, MEWPV~ B 

IF ( KODE .EG. 0 ) GO TO 9999 
If I "IEIIIPL .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 101 

REAU 50J. H~, N, NOS, YOUNG, OPs 
XN • N 



q 1& 'iN I )(N 
~0 In? I = 1, NOS 

REAU =>014,. ,01(1), XX2(Ih SlZEn), XQT(Tl. YIEII)(f) 
flHI(l) • M1J(I) it ,-OlmG 

lI~i LUN r {r-lUE 
101 1f ( ~IEwPY .EQ. (I) r;0 TO In3 

.. cAD !)n5, NC 
t.u Ij,4 I. l' NC 

Hf:AU ~Ob. X5(lh ~F'(Il 

TNeEI. II NP ( 1) 
~EAd 507, ( '((.(1, J,. pe(It J). Jill. TNnEX ) 

10"" CUNTINUE 
If)J CUNf!NUE 

r-----p"INT ouT I~PUT DATA 
. P R 1 i\j 'I 51 i1 , ( !'tUN ( 1 ), I = it 20 , 

PRJ",T 511 
H ( "'OUE .f..Q. 1 c;o Tu 111 
Gu Te) lit! 

III PRINl 517 
PHINI 513. BC1, eC2, px, rc. KODE, NE~PL~ NEwPv, G 

(jU I,'j 11 J 
lle PRI,.l 514 

pi,n'n ~Lh Belt t:lC2. px. rc. KOnE, NF."'PL~ NEWPv, G 
11J COtlTINUE 

PH 1,..1 515 
PHI',I 5lh 

!f ( NE~PL .EU. Q ) GO ro l?o 
\JU To 121 

120 PI~I ,. S2!) 
G\J To 121:! 

121 P t1 1''0/ T 521 
~I:n"d 5~2 
PHtNT 5~3. ~N' N, NOS. YOUNti. DPS 
P~INl 524-
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Plollr,T 52~, I I, ~~1(1), XX;?(I" ~I1E(T). XRI(1" YJEI.UU,. t. 1. 
I :,mS ) 

122 CONT I "IUt: 
If ( NE_Pl .EQ. n ) 00 fO 130 
(;0 11) 131 

1 3 v P R IN T S3 (I 
\.)U TO 13i 

131 P~l~f 531. ~C 
U 0 .1 3] I :II 1. NC 

P14I; T 53?, I. 1.5(11. NP(I1 
TNDt:.~ :I NP(l1 

p~ I"; I 533 
PRlr.l 534, ( ,J. yetI. JI. pe(l. Jh J • ,. INOFX ) 

133 tONTI~IUE 
13~ (.;UN r I t,luE 

c-----5TAHl tXEcuSluN OF PkOr,RAM 
c-----COMPuTE cnNST~NTS ANO INDEXES 

ITEfrl :II 1 
i( = 1 
TOI.P II 0.00001 
PI~ • 3HPIN 
FIX ;: 31'1F IX 
1-42 :I H • H 
HE2 II H .. H 
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HE3 = Ht:2 * H 
HE4 :; tooIE2 * HE? 
NP3 ::a tv + 3 
NP4 I: !\I + 4 
NPS ::;; III + 5 
NP6 III N + 6 
r~p1 ;:; N + 1 

C-----CLEA~ THE STOHAGE PLACES 
uO 1000 J = 1, NP1 

R(J) :; 0'0 
y( .... ) = 0.0 
ES(JI • 0.0 
tl(J) = 0.0 

lOOU CONTINUE 
c-----cOMPUTE l'HllAl. ES (t: S III KX. K = 1.0) ANn FLEXIIRAL STIFFNESS EI • R 

UO luOI J = _, NP. 
(J II J - 4 
O(J) ill P)( 
ES(JI II 1.0 * XJ ..... 
q(J) I: R~I(U 

iDOl CONTlqUE. 
C-----SET HEeUHSICN COEFFICIENTS AT STATtON~ 1. 2 ANn 4 

0.(11 1& 0.0 
I~ ( 1) ;; o. () 
c(ll :;: 0.0 
A(2) = 0.0 
11(2) = 0,0 
e(c) = 0.0 

r-----cCMPUTE ~ECUH~IO~ CO~FFtCIENTS AT ALL ST~TIONS 
,,2J un 1029 J ::;; 3, NPS 

U=H(J-l) • 
~8 = -2.0 * H(J -U .. 2.0 • l:dJ' +p( " .... EC 
CC '" H(J - 1) + 4.0 * R(J) + RU +1) ... ::>.0 .. p(J) • HE2 

1 +fseJ) * HE4 
DO = -2. 0* ~(J) ... ~.o * R(J +1) + P(J~ * HF.2 
F.E • H (J + 1) 

r.-----COM~urE kECU~~lO~ COfFFTcIENTS AT EAr,~ STATION J 
E = AA * ~(J ... 2) + BS 
nEf\OM ;: t .. I:HJ-ll + AA * CU-?) + CC 

IF ( OEI\OM .Nt.. () ) r.;O TO 1021 
C-----IF otNOM IS Zt.HO rlEAM DOES NOT EXI~T " :;: n 

n = 0.0 
\lO To l02G 

1021 1\ = -1.0 I IlENOM 
l022 C(J) ::& 0 .. EE 

R (J) :;: 0 * ( E • C (J-l) • DI") 
A(J) ::& U * ( E • A(J .. I) • AA .. AtJ-2) 

IF ( J .Nt.. J ) (;0 TO 1024 
IF ( KOUE .EG. 2 ) GO TU 1025 

C--·--STAT1UN 3 FCk uIV~N UEFLECTION 4ND SLnPE 
IF ( TC .EQ. FIx) GO TO lOll 
IF ( TC .EG. PIN) GO TO 1012 

r-------------ElASTICAI.Ly RESTRAINED TOP 
OE~OM • G * H + 2.0 * H(4) 
A(l) ~ ( 4.0 * ~(4) * RCI _ ~.n • 8C2 • G • NE2 ) IOENOM 
At:.P :: 0.0 
C <::31 = ( G .. H .. 2.0 • FH 4) " I nENO~ 

GO TO 101J 



r-------------FI~EO TOP 
1011 A (3) = -c. 0 * RC2 .. '"' 

f.\(J) :: 0.0 
e(3) = 1.0 

(;iU To 101.1 
i-------------~TN~£w TOP 

1012 tq3) :: ~.O .. BCI 
13(3) ::I 0.0 
C(3) ::I -1.0 

GO In 11)13 
101.1 CONTll\lUE 

(;0 TIl 102'1 
C----.. STAfION 3 FOI-( GIVEN LOAU ANU foIOMF.:"IT 
l02~ 4(3) = A(l) + n .. "(3 '* Be? I H 

GO f') 102~ 
lo2~ IF ( j .Nt. 4 l ~o TO 1029 

IF ( KODE. .EQ. 2 ) r,f) TO 1027 
c-----STATION 4 FOR bIVEN DEFLECTIO~ AND SLnPf 

A (4) = tiC 1 
R(4) :: 0.0 
C(4) :I 0.0 

(;0 Ttl 102'1 
C-----STArlON 4 FeR GIVEN LOAD ANU ~OMfNT 

1021 A(4) ill A(4) - I) '* rlE3 '* ( F.lC? I I~ + t:Jf'1 ) 
1 02'1 CO~jT P~tJE 

c-----PRESEHVE PREVIOUS Y AND COM~UTE NEW v 
00 In3S J • 4, NP4 

lv3:, YV(J) a 'l{J) 
V ( " 1010 ) :I O. 0 
¥ ( " 101 I) :: O. (I 

LU In30 L = 3. ~~7 
,j :: ,~ + tl - L 
V(J) III A(J) + A(J} .. V(j+l) + C'"J) '* vU+2) 

lUlu LONTrNUE 
C-----PESET EI VALUtS 

CALL MCUKV 
C-----C~ECK FO~ ClOSURE OF DEFLECTION V AT ~LL ~TATlnNS 

uo 1040 J ::I 4. NP4 
IF ( ASS ( Y'/(J) - Y(JI ) .GE. TnLP ) GO TO 1050 

l04Q CUNTINUE 
GO T'1 10bll 

}OSO TTEK :: ITER + 1 
LF ( IT£H .l.E. 9<,1<,1 ) GO TO 1051 

P~lilll 54;1 

1:i0 T'.I 999'1 
C-----CCM~uTE ~EW S~T OF ES VALUES 

105& CALL SOIL 2~ 

60 TO l02J 
C-----COMPUTE SLOPE' B~ AND SMEAR 

106C CONTI"IUE 
~M(2) • 0.0 
~M(NP6, :II 0.0 

UO 1071 J :II 3, NPS 
RES(J) :II EStJ) ... Y(J) 
rw (J) ill ( Y (J+ 11 .. Y C J .. U I 1'4, 
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A~IJI • - ~(J) ... C Ylj .. }) - ?O ... Y(j\ + Y(J+l) ) I HE2 
10 71 CONTINUE 

uO 1072 J • 3, NP5 
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nB~(.J) .III - (HM(J+1) - RM(J-,I l 11'12. ~(JI 4t OY(J) 
107£ ~UNTI~UE 

C----.. SUM I.iP SOIL HtACTION 
<)HES :; 0.0 

~o 11~O K :; 4, NP4 
IF ( ~ .~y. 4 ) GO TO 1109 
IF ( K .lY. NP4 ) GO TO 110q 

~RES = SRES • RES(~) 4t H 
<';0 Tn 1100 

'10~ SRES :; SHES. QES(K) • H I ?O 
1100 'ONTI~UE 

C-----P~I~l OUT ALL THE ~ILE STATIONS 
PJoiINl 5bO 
P;.;(I,\T 55l 

f")~"'(4) • SRES 
UO 1073 J • ~, NP4 

ISlA:; J - 4 
7I :; ISlA 
'I( = Ll • H 

P~lr~l 5~2. IS!A, X. Y(J). UY(.,J). B~(JI. nRM(JI. RE!S(J) 
107J CONTINUE 

PI=<INl 5~:)), SRt.S 
P~li\ll 54? ITr:.H 

IF ( '1PLAST .E(J. 0 I GO TO 1074 
PHINT 541 

101't GO TI) 100 
9999 (ONTI~UE 

E!l.O 



SU~~0UTI~~ ~CUHV 
DIMf~5ION C~HV(S07) 
COM~UN I HLOC~l I H. N, NOS. XX1(S), ~X21~)' R~ICS). SIZE(5)~ 

1 HE? NP4, OPS~ VIELn(S~. VO~NG 
COM~ON I ~LCC~2 I Ne. XQ(20), NP(20), VC('0'25~. PCC2U'2S) 
COM-GN I ijLCC~J I Y(S07). ES(S07), R(~071. MPLAST 

5~U FORf-1~1 (/1/1 S~ *EX VALUE OOES NOT ("nVr~ THE plLt*) 
C-----SlT CON~TANTS 

'~PLAS T II 0 
("-----CO""~I.ITE ClJwVldURE FROM C;TA .. TO NP4 

~U 120 1 .. ~, Np4 
C 1II ( y(l+I) - ?.O • V<I) + vO_" I I !-IE2 
('l)hV(I) = AHS ( C I 

12 t, CIJN TI hlUE 
C-M---CALC NEW El V~LU~ 

y :: U.t) 
LO Do 1 .. 4, I~P4 

GU l~o J .. l' NOS 
lF ( XX2(.JI .G~. X 1 GO TO 101 

100 CIJNTl\JUE 

101 !.JIll .. RHIIJ) 
i1MF :I YIELOIJI 

C-----COMPUTE CIJRVA rUI-lE CO~HF.C;PONI)If';G TO ~ I"IL T 
~URVP • dMP I Rill 

c-----C~EC~ PL~~TIC STAlE 
1~ I CUHV l l) .\iE .CU~VP GO TO 1; 0 
GO TO III 

11 0 w <I ~ = ~""p I CIJ~V (11 
MPLA::,T = 1 

111 CONlTNUE 
l( .. 1. + t1 

1.30 CONT1~JUE 
HETUI-IN 
EI\U 
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I 

Su~~UUTIN~ SUIL l~ 
I~ HH:''' S I 0 'j E S 1 I ~ 'I ) 
CCM~O~ I qLCC~l I Ht r-..r. NOS. XK1(5). )fX?(t;), R~115). SI1F:(S)t 

~E2. NP4, OPS, YIEL~I~,. YOU~G 
CJMj'A\J'~ I ;:iL(JCI\2 I 
C8MMU~ I RLCCK~ I 

iOOU FUHMATI II 52" 

NC. X«;(201. I'-JP1201. YC'(?O,25)t PCI2U,25) 
YIStl7), ESIS071, R(&;07,. MPLAST 
~-Y CURVES 00 NOT ~XT~~O TH~ LENAT" OF TH~ PILE 

1 ) 
j001 FGRr-lAT (I 3~'1 *****PROdLEM IS ARANOnl\It:.O**.** I ) 

C-----STAHl CU"'PUll'~G ES VALUFo; 
K = G 

~U 3090 J := -. ~p-
7J=.J--
1 := LJ ... H - OP~ 

r-----C~EC~ IF THE ~T41ION IS AsOVE GROUND ~UR~ACE TF SO StT EO; D 0 
lF l I ) j010. 3015. 3015 

:iO 1 (; F.SIJJ III ll.n 
(,0 To 30YV 

C-----FINJ fHE p-y ~U~VES LOCATINb AsnVE ANn R~lO~ T~E GIVEN STATION 
301~ If ( ~S(KJ • l ) 3020. J027, 3030 
;(120 I< := K + 1 

11' I K - ,~C ) j 0 15. lO 1:'. 3025 
; 0 2 :. p q 11'< 1 3 0 0 il 

P,:ql\il '3001 
'1020 f4ETUHr~ 

~027 '1 := K 

i.:v III JiJ3~ 

.103v 
.i 0 3:' 

,~ = 1\ - 1 
YA := A~S ( T(JI ) 

lr ( yA - l.OE-l0 ) 30Jb. 3037. 31'137 
3D3b fA = l.OE-lO 

r-----F HIll "'OI"ITS tn,r1(~(J /.INf1 AHEAU OF GIVEN Y n,,1 EAC~ p-Y CUHVE ANn COMPUTE 
C ES v~ EACH cUKVE dY LINEAR lNTERPOLATrON 
~031 uu j~70 I = M. ~ 

11' 

I. II: t!. 
yetI, Ll - yA ) 30"105, 305Ci. 10flh 
I :: L + 1 
I - ,"10'(11 ) 3040 • .3040. 305n 
PI -= ~'C (1. t.-1) 

Gu To 300:' 
Pl := ~r.(I. LI 

!.;tl T ') 30b,:) 
;06(, Ql :III PC I !. U - ( pelI, L) - Pelt. L-;l ) *nCll' 1.1" YA 

1 I I ( Y C lJ, Ll - YC ( I, I .. 1, ) 
;06:' fSlC 1) • Pl I VA 
~o70 CONTINUE 

C-----l h TEHPOLATE "I:. T';jEEN CU~VI::S f"O~ ES VAL"E 

301:' 
H \ \( _ M ) 3015. 3075, 3080 

F.SIJ) • t::STtl<l 
(JU h) 309u 

[S(J) ::I ( EST(IO .. ( ESTlI() .. F~TlM) ) * ( ~5dK) - 7 ) I 
I XS(K) .. ~S(M) , ) 

CONT Jt.JUE 
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B.6 Example Run for Program LLP 

Computations for one of the laterally loaded test piles (Test 17, 

Pile 3) are shown in the following. 

The properties of the test pile are described in Chapter IV. A set 

of experimental lateral soil resistance curves (Fig. 5.25) is used. The 

ultimate moment M is arbitrarily set as 5,000 inch-pound for an axial 
p 

force of 1,000 pounds. 

The computation is done for four different types of boundary condi-

tions at pile top. 

1. Horizontal pile-cap displacement, 0.2 inch 

Rotation of pile cap, 10-3 radian 

Type of connection to pile cap, pinned 

2. Horizontal pile-cap displacement, 0.2 inch 

Rotation of pile cap, 10-3 radian 

Type of connection to pile cap, fixed 

3. Horizontal pile-cap displacement, 0.2 inch 

-3 Rotation of pile cap, 10 radian 

Elastic restraint from pile, cap inch-pound per radian 

Type of connection to pile cap, elastic restraint 

4. Horizontal load on pile top, pound 

Moment around pile top, inch-pound 

Next follows the listing of the input data for four consecutive runs 

and their computation results. 
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ot~PL R.C. PINNEn 

P ILl:. TOP CG'~u 1 r IUN IINO tNPuT S\rI tTrH 

oH , I I\; 
?.liUOE-ul 

SV11-'E 
1.0001:-03 

AXIAL L,L~ CONN~r 

1.000E+U3 PIN 
,..OI)J:" T-C 

1 

(COU~ = 1 FO~ ~l~EN SET nF D~F ANI) ~Ln~E) 
ICGDE = 2 FO~ uIVt~ SET OF LUAO AND Mn~EN~l 

1-0 
1 

::iPIHNG M/RAf) 
o. 

IT-C. f-U IF' 1 NEW lJAT~ A~~E t-"UFlNiSHEI) TF n NO Ihl,o II>JPUT) 

TA8LE r. 

LENGHh IN INC~I:.MENT SteT lOr. E.PSI AI • hi 
1.04nE+02 !:lO I 2.QooE+01 R.OOl')F"+OO 

SECTION n~OM,l"J 10.1'" 'dO rHtIN I.TN4 M IlL" • I N-L.8 
1 U. I.040f+02 2.0UOE+OO 1.R50J:"-OI r::.C'OOF:+o3 

1A13LE IJ p-y CUt'(I/ES N(J OF ClJqVES " 
C,IHVt I nISl Ft-<ll~ PILf TOP, 1 N o. . ~IO OF PUINTS I:j 

~OINT 1'. IN P'LR/IN 
I o. O. 
2 1.0UOf-OI 0 •. 
J 2.UlJUF.-UI o. 
l+ 3·uUOF-Ol U· 
5 1.0I,lO~.+ul O. 

CURVE. 2 I)IS1 f"f.OM PILE TOP.IN ".OO"~+On ~IO OF POINTS c; 
POINT Y.IN p.LB/IN 

1 o. o. 
2 2.0001:.-02 7.~OOE+oo 
j 6.!)uOE-02 1.t!50E+()1 
~ 3. UI'OE-O 1 l.o00E+ol 
5 1.OUOE+()1 1.000E+Ol 

CIIR VE. 3 nIsT FHOIlol PILF TOP. I Po. 1.200':+0,- ~IO OF POINTS c; 
POINT Y. IN P,LS/IN 

I o. o. 
2 2.0UOI::.-02 2.000E+ol 
3 ,+.5(;0£-02 3.UOOE+Ol 
4 2.000E-Ol 4.400E+Ol 
5 1.000E+Ol 4.'+00E+ol 

CIJRVt:. 4 nlS1 F~OM PILE TOP, IN 1.FlOO,:+0; ~IO OF PUINTS Ii 
POINT Y, IN ~'LRIIN 

I O. O. 
2 2.000E-02 3.000E+Ol 
:3 5.0uoE-02 4.300E+ol 
4 I.OOOE-Ul S.tlOOE+OI 
5 t-OOoE+OI S.dOOE+OI 

CIJRVI:. 5 nIS1 FROM PIL.E TOP. I ~ 2.400c-+O" ~IO OF POINTS c; 

POINT l'tIN P'LBIJN 
I o. O. 
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2 2.000E-02 3.000E+Ol 
3 3.!)00E-02 S.000E+01 
4 S.OUOE-Ol 6.000E+01 
S 1.000E+Ol 6.bOOE+Ol 

CIiRI/I:. 6 DI5T FRO~ PILE TOPtlN 9.600~+O' ~,O OF PUINTS c:; 
~OINT YtlN P,LBITN 

1 Il. O. 
2 2.0UOE-02 3.000E+ol 
3 3.!:IOOE-02 5.uOOE+Ol 
4 S.OOOE-02 6.o00E+Ol 
5 1·0UOE+01 6·000(+01 

TA8LE E COM~UT A TI Ot\ KE5ULT5 

STA lItlN ytlN DYlOX M OM/UX P,LH/IN 
0 lI. 2.0uOE-Ol -1.036t.-02 1.1nlE_09 i .417E+u2 O. 
1 ~.080E+00 1. 1d4E-Ol -1.030E-02 -3.1"lE+'12 ,.416E+u2 O. 
2 '+·160E+00 1.~/1E-Ol -1.012~-02 -fI,.3,9E+(\2 i.416F.+02 O. 
3 O.240E+00 1.30 3E-Ol -9.813~-03 -9.472E+~,2 ,.416F.+o2 O. 
4 ts.3Z0£+OO 1.1"3E-Ol -9.38SE-03 -1.2,,2E+.,3 ;.409E'+02 7.074E-Ol 
5 1.040E+Ol 9. HOE-Oc -A.'!36f.-03 -1.I;72E+,,3 ,.347F.:+02 S.f92F.+00 
6 1.248E+Ol 7.'I!)6E-02 -R.1711;.-03 -1." .. 9E+03 ,.1 94F.+02 9.49SE+00 
7 1.456C;+01 6.JJ lt:-02 -7.403c.-03 -2.1n3E+,,3 Cl.489F.+ul 1.412E+Ol 
8 1.6641:::+Ul 4.&76E-02 -fl.5S2E.-03 -2.21'15E+,13 ".010F.+Ol 1.934 E+Ol 
9 1. fl12E+ 0 1 3.oJ5t;-02 -5.648/::-03 -2.3ROE+II) ,.631r+ul 2.276E+Ol 

10 2.0801:.+01 2.:'~7E:-r)2 -4.726E.-03 -2.:n6E+,13 -1.l76E+vl 2.346E+Ol 
11 i.288E+Ol 1.b~IiE-02 -3.R26£-03 -??"aE+r13 -7.730F+ul 2.033E+Ol 
12 2.496E+Ol 9.3~2E-tJ3 -2.98S~-03 _2.070E+n3 -1.122F+02 1.322E+ol 
13 2.7041::+01 3.'if8E-03 -2.232E.-03 _1.R,4E.,'3 -, .321F+u2 S.967E+00 
14 c.912E+Ol 6.114E-0~ -1.584E.-03 -1.S"lIOF +,'J -,.385F+02 1.007E:-tJl 
15 J.120E+Ol -2.b l0E-03 -1.0461:.-03 -1.?1.4E+,,3 -, .345F +02 -3.915E+OO 
16 3.328E.+Ol -4.2b4E-03 -6.1 S9 E.-04 -q.7 .. n:+,12 -,.237F.+02 -6.1t26E+OO 
17 3.S36E+Ol -5.1'2E-03 -2.~SOE-04 -7.3?l E+'12 -,.090E+02 -7.7S8E+00 
18 3.744t:.+Ol -S.,.loE.-03 -4.1 83E-05 -'5.?~5E+:12 -n.,,38F+Ol -8.?05E+00 
lY ~.9S2t:+01 -5.3 .. tlf.-u3 1.269E-04 -3.4ROE+~2 -7.5S01=:+ul -8. 019E +00 
20 4.1 6 01::+01 - 4 • "' .. 2 E - iJ 3 2.~47t.-04 -2.0 79 E.(12 -c;.945F.+ol -7.It13E+OO 
21 4.368E+Ol _4.3 1 OE-03 2.943t:-04 -9.Q-,8E+nl -4.493F.:+Ol -6. ;5SE+ 00 
22 '+.51t1E+Ol -3.11HE.-03 3. 174t.-04 -1.976E+nl -"lI.~31F.:+Ol -S.;77E+ 00 
23 4.784~+01 _3.0 5OE-03 3.1 43E-04 '3.60SE+')l -~.17SF.+Ol _4.&;7 4E+00 
<,4 4.r;~2t::+()1 -2.,+10£-03 2.933E-04 7.?n4E+nl -,.323E'+ul -3.61t1E+OO 
25 !).200t:+Ol -1.829£-03 ?61SE-04 q.?~2E+'1l -".fl20~+OO -2.744F.+00 
26 ~.408t::+Ol -1.323E-03 2.241t::-04 1.on7E+02 -;.703F+00 -1.984f+OO 
27 5.616E+Ol _8.'n3E-04 1.851t::-04 1.on3E+02 1..760F.:+OO -1.146E+OO 
21-1 ~.8.241::+01 _5.!);::8E-04 1.474t:-04 9.4jlE'+nl 4.,,22E+uO _a.~92E-Ol 
29 b.o32E+Ol _2. 84 1E-04 1.1281::-04 8.472E+'1l ".328F.+OO -4.262E-Ol 
3(l b.240E+Ol _8 • ..:I"3E-u5 e. 246E.- OS 7. ?42E+ nl <;.1')011=:+00 -1. 251E- 0 1 
31 tJ.448E+Ol 5.l;!d8E-OS 5.11791;;-05 6.nolE+ol ';;.940F.+OO 8.1!331:-02 
32 tJ.656E+Ol 1.5~8E-04 3.15861::-0S 4.795E+ol 1;.6091:+00 2.~92F-Ol 
33 o.fl64E+Ol 2.0 B1E-04 1.943E-OS 3.MI3E+Ol c;.046E+OO 3.l21E-lll 
34 1.072E+ul 2.3JoE-04 7.046E."06 2. 7 n3E.01 4.35 71:+00 3.C:;04E-Ol 
35 1.280E+Ol 2.3l4E-04 -1.A26E-06 1.B73E+'11 3· 623F.+OO ,3.C;60E-0 1 
36 '.4tl81::+ 01 2.?60E-04 -7.774E-06 1.1Q5E+'11 ~.900E+00 3.390E-Ol 
37 'I.696E+Ol 2.0'50E:-04 -1. 1381:':-OS It.61SE+oO ~.227f+OO 3.075F.-01 
38 '.904f+Ol 1. 787E-04 -1.31 8E .. OS 2.fl41E .. OO ;.fI,29f+OO 2.1180e:-Ol 
39 tl.112E+Ol l.S02E-04 -1.3651:':-OS -1. 9 ,,8E_ol , • 116f" + 00 2.253E-Ol 
40 b.320E+Ol . 1.219E-04 -1.J21E.-oS -i.'.O~8e:+(\0 ".913E-Ol 1.1329E-Ol 
41 b.52 8E+Ol ~.52sE-05 -1.?21E-OS -3.1?6E+OO 1.S2SE-Ol 1.429E.Ol 
42 1:1.136£+01 7.112E ... 05 -1.091E-OS -3.57SE+OO Q.297E-02 1.067E"01 
43 tl.944E.+Ol 4.~ij7E-05 -9.C;26E -0 6 _,.S~9E+no -Q.S77F'-02 7.481E-02 
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44 'J .152E .. Ol 3.1"'9E_05 _A 213E.06 .J.?1 6 E" .. 10 _~.227F"_Ol 4.724E-02 45 '-).360£+01 1.~'ll-05 -7:072E-06 -i'.(,;,6E+nO -?Q63F-Ol 2.156E-P2 41> ~.56!;E+Ol ?.OfOE-06 -6.1bSt..-06 -?,.o13f.'10 -'.2'41F-ol l.tOSE-03 47 ." .176£+ 0 1 -9.~"3E-06 -5.S15t:-06 -1034ItE+110 "'.1l8E-Ol -1.491F-1'!2 48 ~.9a4t::+Ol -2.uI:S7e:-OS -S.11lE-06 -7.1R6E_nl -?637r.:-Ol -3.\311=:-02 4'1 1.019J:+02 -3.1':0£-05 -4.9161::-06 -2."~2E_111 -1. R2SF-Ol -4.f,81e:-02 50 1.O40€+02 -4.1.)lF-OS -4.~()4E-06 -0. -".03311'-02 -6.i98F-n? 

SUM OF ~OIL ~eSIST~NC~,LH 1.417F,+02 
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LATEPAL SUIL ~E~IST.NC~ CUR~E FROM TEST 17 PTLF 3 nr~PL B.C. FIXED 

TABLE H 

TAt3LE I) 

TAt;LF. F 

STA 

0 
) 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
q 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

PILE TOP CONuITION AND lNPUl SWITCH 

OEf ,1 lie 

2.000E-Ol 
SLOPE. 
1.000E-03 

AXIAL L,L~ CONNEC ~oo~ T-C T-U 
1.00 OF: + 03 F h 0 0 

SPRING M/RAO 
U. 

<COOt = I FU~ ~IVE'" S~T OF OEF AND ~lnp~) 
tCODE = 2 FO~ u1VEIIe SET OF LUAD AND ~OMENT) 
(T-C, 1-0 TF 1 NEw DATA QI-lE fU~NTSHED TF " NO n~TA I~PUT) 

PHEVIQUS I-l-Y CUr<VES AI-lt U"EO 

COMPUTArtOI\ ~E.SULTS 

,(,IN y,IN Dy/OX M Dt-4/uX 
o. 2.UVOi:.-01 1.nOOE.-OJ C;.£1nnF:.+nJ ~.~69E+\J2 
2.0801::+00 1.9j6E-01 -3 .900t:- 0 3 4.i?12F.fl3 1."b5F+u2 
4.160£+00 1.tI .. H~E-1)1 -'i.3YIE-03 1.4c;QF+n3 1.1-.68F.+v2 
0.240E+OO 1.71~E"01 -~.1)82E.-03 ?"A4F=:+OJ 1.66AF+0t! 
tI.320t+00 1.5041:-01 -7.471t.-:03 1.qnnE.n3 1."6iF+li2 
1.u40E,+Ol 1.4·J 11:: - 01 -8.0601:.-03 1.110E.I1) 1.'i96E+U2 
1.2481::+01 1.UIoJE-Ol -A.3521i:-03 1 • 71, 2 ~ • "2 1.43(,1=:+02 
1.456E+01 1.0':)3;::-01 -A.3 60E-03 -3.144E+1'l2 1.174E·u2 
1.664E+01 H.~tiYt-02 -£l.10SE-03 -Q.7Q1E.n2 ?787E+02 
1.!:!72E+01 7.1i.l3t-iJ2 -7."1 9E-03 _1.5,7E.fl3 ,.?b4F+U2 
~.(l80E+Ol S.oj-lE-02 -".~4S£-03 -1.9c;2F+1'I3 ,.n29F+02 
2.288E+01 4.2(4r=:-fJ2 -6.1 33£-03 -2.~14E+i'l3 o.30SF+u1 
c.496E·Ol 3.0 Mfj E, ... 02 -5.242t:-03 -::?3I,SE+o3 ,.119E+l)1 
~.7n4t:+1.11 ?.u"'Jt::-02 -4.327£-03 -2.31i2F.+113 -4 .;;>fj iF: +0 1 
2.912E+Ol 1.2dl:l~:-02 -3.444E-03 -2.?(1'iF+n3 -Q.466F.+Ul 
;J.120E+(J1 6.btl2E-03 -2.634t::-03 -1.9'13E+n3 -, .::?50E+U2 
3.328 E.·CIl 1.91I:lE:'-OJ -1.923t:-OJ -1.~Q6E.113 -i·3~3F+U2 
J.530t·Ol .. 1.]'1!:lE:-OJ -J.322t.-03 -1.4(15£.03 -,.3Y2E+v2 
.3.144E+01 _3. 5d 1E.-03 -fl.J21t-04 -1.1,2E.113 -,.314E+u2 
J.9S2E+01 -4.fj OOF-03 -4.4741:.-04 -A.~'OE+n2 -1.11:l2E+OC! 
~.160E+Ol -5.4"3£-03 -1.5771::-04 -".3,5E.n2 -10021E+02 
4.368£+01 -5.510f..-03 4.'H2t::-05 -4.377E'+!'2 -A.~05f:+\Jl 
~.S76E+Ol -5.231)t:.-03 1.~8bE-04 -,-.7A5E.il2 ... 1;.s:l2A,::+01 
~.784E+Ol -4. 7J 1E-03 2.7221:.-04 -1.5,9E+o2 -c;.;;>73E+ul 
~.992E+01 -4.1iJ4E-03 3.131E"04 -5.7Q9£+11 -,.A94E+Ol 
5.200[+01 -3.4c~t:-03 3.223E-04 1.017E+·'11 -~.719E+vl 
5.408E+01 -2. 70 3£-03 3.093E-04 S.II,4 7E+'l1 -1" 75 3E+1)1 
~.616E+01 -2.1 4 21:-03 2. R20E-04 8.41;0E+I11 -Q.Afj2F.:+OO 
5.824E+Ol -1. 5':110E-03 2.46SE-04 q.A76E+nl -4·n61E'+OO 
0.032£+U1 _1.117E-03 ?n74E-04 1.£1:::,5£+02 1.t'!16[-01 
0 .240E+01 _7.21:17E_04 1. 684t:_ 04 Q.s:lq5E+ol 1.03AF.+OO 
O.448E+Ol -4.1 0 4E-Q4 1.31bt.-04 Q.O'i8E+01 4.s:l21E+OO 
o.656E+Ol -1. 71j 11:·"04 9.~69E"05 7,Q44E+1I1 c;.750E+OO 
6.864E+Ol -5.!:l:j~E.-06 7.028E-05 ".707E+(l1 l;.n3Af.+OO 
7.072£+01 1.1';3£-04 4.6701::-05 5.4c.1F.:+,,1 c;. 87 iE+00 
7.280E+Ol 1.!:!64F-O~ 2.7flOE-OS 4.2F1SE+ol c:.400~+1.10 

P,LR/IN 
o. 
o. 
O. 
O. 
7.,Q2f-01 
S.447E+OO 
9.97bE+oO 
1.C;19E+01 
2.210E+Ol 
2.81 8[+01 
3.::?881:+01 
3.426E +01 
3.;'91£+01 
3.nS4 F.+01 
1.Q32F+Ol 
9.Q03E+OO 
2.A78F+oO 

... 2.09 7f"OO 

.. 5.3 72E+00 

.. 7.;'89E"00 
-8.1b4f.+OO 
-8.~74E+OO 
-7.8541:+00 
-7. 097E+oo 
-6.i55E+00 
-5.i43E+OO 
-4.i44E+oO 
-3.213E+oo 
-2·384E +oO 
-1.675£+00 
-1.69 OF:+00 
-6.246E-01 
-2.F,86f-Ul 
-8·158,E-03 

1.700E-u1 
2.A26f-(11 
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36 1.488E.+Ol 2.2"'Ot-04 1.'3241::-05 1.2~7E+nl 4.749r::+ UO 3.435E-Ol 
37 1.6'ilbE+Ol 2.4.35£-04 2.1S01~-06 2.3;SE+nl 4·o12F.+\JO 3."S3E-eJl 
38 1.904t:+Ul 2.:::!94F.-iJ4 -~.007i::-06 1.15c;9E+Ol ':I.t?5AF'+OO 3.15911:"-01 
39 ~.112E+Ol 2. U1E-04 -9.~84E-06 q.~71E+no ?53AE+UO 3.14OE-lI 1 
40 b0320E. +01 1."'1;)31;:-04 -1.271I::-os 4.QoIE+nO , .~8H·+OO 2.974E-01 
41 tl.52lit.+Ol 1.b~/jE-04 -1.4001::.-05 1.,.,Cl4r::+110 1·107F+OO 2.C;47E-Ol 
42 b.13bt::+Ol 1.4uOE-04 -1.4231:":-05 -S·tl12E-nl ,:at 234F.-Ul 2'100E-rJl 
41 d.944E+Ol 1.1 IJ oE-04 -1.;7~E-05 -1.7qH:+00 4.3241:-01 1.",S9E-Ol 
44 i:I.152€+OI B.2t14E-O!::l -1.2981::-0S -2.3"OE+l)fJ 1.310f..-ul 1.?40E-Ol 
45 'J.360E+Ol 5.b':)~E-05 -1.?OElE.-OS -2 •. 1C10E +00 -R.622F'-u2 8.488E-02 
46 'J.568E+Ul 3.c"'bE-Q5 -1.1201::-05 -2.0c;1E"+no -,.?SlF-Ul 4.869E-n2 
47 '7.776E+Ol 9.9dcE-Oh -1.1151t.-05 -l.~nOr::+I)O -~.913F-ul 1.497E-02 
48 'J.964E+Ol -1.1~t:i£-O~ -1.005£-05 -8.~?8f_('I1 -? A9 3F.-Ul -1.1'.93~-02 
49 1.0191::.+02 -3.1 tl"'E-05 -9.81 b t.-06 -'3.3~2E-nl -:>.?20F-ul -4.776E-02 
So 1.0401:::+02 -S.n2t:.-05 -9.751E-06 -S.:n8E_13 -o.l06F-u2 -7.A18E-02 

SUM OF SOIL HESISTANCE'L~ 3.6b9E+02 

Nll04BEk OF [lERATIOtl.S 24 

PLASTJC H!~GES AHf F0R~Eu 



TABLE Ii PIL€ TOP cONulTION AND fNPuT SWtTCH 

DEf,IN 
2.000E .. Ol 

SLOPE 
1.OOOt::. ... 03 

AxIAL L,Ld CONNEC 
1.000r+03 FlEe; 

rOnF' T-c 
o 

(CODE. 1 F'OH ~lVEN SET OF DEF A~n ~LODEI 
(CODE = 2 FOA ~Iv~~ SET OF' LUAD ANO ~D~ENT) 
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::,PRING "'/~AD 
l.000E+(l5 

(T-C, T-D JF' 1 NEw DATA A~E FU~NISHED TF " NO OtT~ INPUT) 

TA~LE r PkE~IUUS PILE PHOPE~TIES ARE USED 

TABLE 0 P~EvIOUS P.V CUkVES ARE U~EU 

TABLE f.: COMPUT A T!OI\ Iolt:.SlJI.TS 

5TtI )(dN '1',1111 L) y/D l( M n~/ux p,LR/IN 
0 o· 2.1.I110E'-01 -~ •. Rln:-03 9.A,7F:+1'I2 , .fl8 0,+02 o. 
1 2.0"l0£+oo 1.~UE'''Ol -q.118~-03 Ci.7?OF+o:i? '.~rlOF+02 O. 
2 4.100E+00 1.b'::1F.-OI -9.?61t.-03 1.6,'1F+1'7 ,.~bOf+1.I2 o. 
:3 ().24Q~+OO 1.4~7£- 01 -9.244t::-03 -2.4P:;F+"C' , .A~OIE'+u2 O. 
4 tI.320E+OO 1.2..1t>f-\l1 -Q.1)68t.,,:,03 -~.Ejp6E+'2 i.~72F+1.I2 7.i32E-Ql 
5 I.J40t::+Ol 1. O:II)t:-O 1 -8.134E-03 -1 .I'IIIo!;F + .) 3 ~.AIOI:+02 5.238E+QO 
6 1.248E+Ol f.1.7.::8E-u2 -"'.247li:-03 -1.44 8F'+13 \.656F+02 9.c:;131E+(J0 
7 1.4S6E+Ol 1.()11E-02 -1.~19E-03 -1. 7pBF + ')) , .407E+02 1.443£+01 
e 1.664[+01 S.!:)~~E.-Q2 -6.B12t:-03 -2. Ol'SF:+ ·,3 ,.(l4~F+1.I2 2.003£.01 
9 l.~ 12£ + 0 1 4 .212E -02 -6.1)351::.-03 -?. i!!:; 3f + ,)3 t;.AIAF+u1 2.482E+!·1 

10 i:.OHOt:.+Vl 3.11,+t;F.-u2 -S.146c.-03 -2.3~?F +.)3 c..77SE+OO 2.c;S1E+dl 
11 2.288£+01 2.0'1F-02 -4.?49t:-03 -?2Q9E+,,3 -4. foI9 2F+1J1 2.C;09F..Ol 
12 2.4 lf 6E+Ol 1.;:"01:-02 -3 0385~-03 -2.1C;5f+1I3 -Q.) B3F+V 1 I.AlOE+1i1 
1J 2.104t:+Ol ".b.JIE-OJ "2.S94r:-03 -l.Q'HF.' +,,3 -, .?1 OF + U 2 9.Q46E+uQ 
14 2.9 12(+01 2.0 lSF. -03 -1. A91 t.-03 -1 .flI\2E +n3 _;' .345F +02 3·0221:+00 

1" J. j2St::+ 01 -1·;:011:.-03 -1.3g8t:.- 03 -1.379E+03 "1·351E+02 -!.e92E+r,o 
16 3. 2 [+01 -3.4~~E-03 -A.2 41:.-04 -10103E+1)3 -i.784F·02 - .138E+OO 
17 3.5361::+01 _4.o'i':iE-u3 -4 481t.-04 .. ~.4A5E+1l2 -,.157F'+iJ2 -7.n49E+I')O . . 
18 ::I.744E+Ol -5.2d~E-03 -1.627t:.-04 -" .?,BE ..... 2 -i.00lF+02 -7.QJ4E+(l0 
19 3.952£+01 _5.3 fot.-03 4.?llE-05 -4.1~8E+1l2 -Cl.346E..Ol -8.i)64E+OO 
20 4.160E+Ol -5. U .. t::-u3 1.7961:;.-04 -?.7~4E+1l2 -!..70QF,'+ul .. 7.,,111:·00 
21 it.J6tk+Ol _4.6291::.-0J 2.628£-04 -1.1i10E+n2 -1:;.189E+u1 -6.Q43f+OO 
22 4.576£+01 -4.0':1E-03 J.040t:-04 -5 • q4 Sf + .'11 -~.840E·Jl -6.031£+(1) 
23 4.784E+01 -3.:H)l+E-03 J. ]40E-04 8.1)'l6E+OO -;:>.688E+ul "S.il46E·OQ 
~4 4.992E.·Ol -2. 7 14E-OJ 3.n20E-04 5.31'81::.<11 -1. 74 OE+ul -4.072E+OO 
25 5.200£+01 -Z·1oI:!E-03 2.758E-04 8'1~6E+IH -f').tH4E+OO -3.\62E·OO 
20 5.408t;+tJl _1. 507E-03 2.414E-04 9.So0E+lil -4.1 4 1F:+UQ -2.3S1f,+(JO 
27 5.616E.+Ol -1.1u4E-03 2.034E-04 9.CHlof+1l1 ?S56F-02 -1.656F:+{JO 
ZR ,:).824E+01 _7.2.10E-04 1. fl5 3E-04 9.f,~4E+()1 ;:>. A7 2F.:+OO "1.0R2E'+OO 
21,,1 6.Q32E+Ol -4.1 0 2E-04 1.294£-04 8.R~3E.nl 4.646r;:+OO -6.243E-(1l 
30 0.240E+Ol _1.t;,,8E-04 9.711E-oS 7.7A5E.,11 1:;.1:i8H:+OO -2.742E-Ol 
31 b.448E+01 -1.lldE-05 6. 'noE-oS 6.C;A2E."1 c;.A8SF'+OO -1.A27E-02 
32 b.6SfJE+Ol 1.0!:UE-04 4.b10E-OS S.3~6E+"1 1:;. 74 OE+00 1.r;8oE-OI 
33 b.864E+Ol 1. 'l':ltlE-04 2.753E-05 4.:?i.4E+ 11 1 =-.i?'15E·00 2.694+::-01 
34 7.012£+01 2.1~<:IE-04 1.321t.-OS 3.17SF:+Ol lI.f)'2E+UO 3.?QSE-01 
35 1.280t.·ol 2.31t5E-04 2.6411:.-1.16 2.?76E+tH •• 963F+vO J.C;18E-Ol 
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36 7.4881::.·01 2.jv8E-04 -4.732E-06 1.5;71::.(11 ".?37E+uO 3.463E-Ol 
37 7.696E+Ol 2.1't8F.-04 -Q.490E.-06 Cl.?72F.:.no ?I.S42F+UO 3.?23f-Ol 
38 7.904E+Ol 1.'1141::-04 -1.?19f.-05 4.",,9E.nO ,.Cl08F.+UO 2.S71E-Ul 
39 ti.112E·Ol l.o'tlE-04 -1.134E-05 ].2j:\4F..OO , .353E+UO 2.462E-Ol 
40 t:t.320E·Ol 1.J~9E-04 -1.139E-05 -1.o;7E.no Q.R54f-vl 2.038E-Ol 
41 t1.528E+Ol 1.l) tI 'tE-04 -1.2721:.-05 -?.41:i5E.no ~.043E-Ul 1.626E-Ol 
42 t:t.736E·U1 8.2'1bE-v5 -1'163E-05 -1.]77F..OO ?'O':l7E-Ul l'(l44E-(Il 
43 t:I.9'+4E+01 6.006E.-05 -1.n36E-05 -1.3,,9E+oO -].7381:- U2 9.nlOE-02 44 9.152t::·01 3.'id7E-OS -9.097E.-06 -1.148F+oO -, .733F-C)1 5.981E-02 
45 9.360E·Ol 2.U2F.-U!) -7.Clo8E-06 -?.676E.oo -:;..702E-1,/1 3.133E-n2 
46 ~.568E+Ol fJ. un-06 -7.050f.-06 -~·oc;8E.no -"153E-ul l'o09E-02 
47 ~.776E+Ol -'.lutlE-oo -6dHIE-06 -1·~04E.nO -"'147E-UI -1'066E-02 
48 9.9841::+01 -1.9t12E-05 -5. 46 1f.-06 -7.7to&E_1l1 -, • 727E: -0 1 -2.973E-02 
49 l'u1 9E+02 -301" lE-05 -5.7~6E-06 -~.A40F.-1l1 -, .Cl20F-U 1 -4.786F-02 
50 1.O'+OE+02 -4.3 76f.-o5 -5.701t.-06 -2.6q9E_,3 -7.~97E-02 -6.,,65E-02 

SUM OF SOIL ~t.STSTANCt'L~ 1.8801:.02 

I\jlJM~E~ OF lrt::RATTOl\S A 



LATERAL SOIL ~E~ISTANC~ CUH~E ~~OM TEST 17 PILr 3 

TABLE H PILt TOP CCNuITIO~ ANn INPuT 5~ITCH 

LAT L.Lt,; 
1.0()OE+1)2 

I:IM L~-lN 
1.500f:.+O) 

AXIAL LtLd CONNEc 
1,000,+03 

r:-OI'lJl:' T-C 
? 0 

T_U 
o 

(CODE. 1 FO~ blvth SET OF otF AND ~LnpE, 

(CODE = 2 FO~ GIVEN SET OF L~AO AND MnMENil 
(1-C, T-U IF 1 NEW DATA A~F fUANISHFO TF ~ NO UaTb INPU1) 

TABLE c PHEVIOUS PILE ~~OPE~TIES aRE USED 

TA8LE E CO"lPUTATTOF\ "ESULTS 

5TA XtIN y,lN OYlDx M DM/IJX 

0 O. ?U'tbE-U2 q,fi35t.-04 1 • C; n 0 E + 11 3 , .nI3r+u2 
1 ~.(l80£+OO c.l~bF.-02 4.225E-04 1.?<HF+r'l3 i· n13F+\J2 
2 4.160£+00 , .U2£-02 -3.716E-05 1." Q 1 F + .~3 ,.n13F:+ve 
3 b.Z40E+Oo 2.1 f oE-02 -4. 1 Set.- 04 R.flo 4E+."I2 ,.n13F+02 
4 ti.320E+uo 2.0'+4F.-02 -7.1l2E-Q4 6.Cj76F+(\2 1.nOBE+u2 
5 l.o40E+Ol 1.1:3'''f-02 -9.?Sjt:.-04 4.470f+{·2 'l.749E+Ol 
6 1,248(+01 1.bo .. t-02 -1.060t.-03 2.4A2E+.,2 A. (H2E+ 01 
7 1 ... ~6t::+Ol i.4J4t-02 -1,122E.-03 l..q~3E+nl 7. A4 1F+Ol 
8 1.~64E.+Ol 1.1<;1;1:;-02 -1.1l 9t-03 _A.?"Qf.+f1 1 1o..,86F+01 
9 1,1;12£+01 q.tlt:llE:-03 -1.064E.-03 -c.nl0F.+d2 4.7041:+ U1 

10 ~.OeOE+ol 7.';)4+~E-Oj -9.102E-0 4 -2.8f1 HE +ri 2 2,91:14E+01 
11 2.288E+Ol 5.6.it5E-03 -El.'iI15t:-04 .. 3,?o5E.i)2 1.4 28F.+ 0 1 
12 2.496E+Ul 4. (1) 7f .. u3 -7.206C:-04 -,,4c;7E+Oe ,.1l2E+UO 
1::1 2,7041:::+01 2. 0,.71:.-03 -S.11831i.-04 -3.:n2E+f12 -A, Q07E:+ 1.10 
14 2.912E+Ol 1. ';)bf)£-03 -4.626t::.-04 -:3. 111 r: •• 12 -;.54+7E+Ul 
15 o3,120£+Ul 7.2C:~F.-04 -3.4>:101:.-04 -2,71. 7E +1'2 -,.Q03E+Ol 
16 3,32sr;+Ol 1.UnE-O" -2.S0SE.-04 -?,3~ltE+()2 -::to n33(+ U 1 
11 3.530E+Vl _3.1'131:-04 -1.MeE-04 -1.9'2E+02 -?OOOE+Ul 
18 3.14+41::+1.11 -5.'1~O".-v4 -1.01 9c:.-04 -1.5n 9E .. o2 -i .R57F,+ul 
19 3.952E+Ol -7.ltJ1E-04 -5.o44t.-05 -1.144F +112 -1,~49E+Ol 

20 4.1bOC:+Ol _8.01 11 £-04 -1.22 71::-05 -B.?c;4E+nl -1.408E+vl 
21 4,368E+Ol -7.'7'+1E.-04 1. ",56£-05 -S.S$\SE.ol -,.,59E+Ul 
22 4.576£+01 -7,413[-u4 3.202t.-OS "3.4f1 6£+nl -Q,\97E+UO 
23 4.784E+Ul .. 6.ou9E-04 4.l05t.-o5 "1.7 45E. (\ 1 -7'010F.+UO 
24 4.992£+01 _S.ob4l:-04 4.!'I3Qt:-05 -4,9.,3E .. nO -IS.o95E+OO 
25 S,200E+Ol _4.bf'1E-04 4.658E_OS J.Q,5F.+no _~.482E+UO 
26 S.408E+Ol -3. 'fZ6f.-Olt 4.392E-OS 9.71:;41=:.00 -;·1 7OE+OO 
21 S,616E+Ul -2.1:I';)2E- rI4 3.949£:;-05 1.11'5E+l'll -,.}44[+UO 
28 5.824t.+Ol -2.0!:l3E-04 3.409E.-05 1.",1,8E+111 -"",744E-Ol 
29 b.03ZE+Ol -1.4J3E-04 2.~37E-05 1·4~~E+(\1 1·742F.-Ol 
30 b.2ltOE+Ol -9.oj31::-05 2.?76t.-05 1·4f)7E.c,1 1:.38Bf.-ul 
31 b.448E+Ol _4.l:Io6E-05 1.7S 7E-05 1.270E+111 7.5S6F-vl 
32 b.656E+Ol -1.7"3£"05 1.29BE-05 1,l00r+fll R.584F:-Ol 
33 b.864E+OI 5.::t3lt€ .. Oo 9.066(-06 9,lA3E+flO !:l,769E-01 
34 7. J) 72E+1I1 'i.O't~E-05 5.853E.-06 7,3QIE'+oO 1=I,166F-Ol 
35 7.280E+Ol ?, 9b8t-OS 3.310t:'..01i 5,7.,71:.+00 7.C;84E .. ul 
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p,LRlll1! 
O. 
O. 
O. 
0, 
4'029E-ul 
2.RI2E+01) 
4.1)60E+OO 
6.<12E+OO 
1,784 E+\JO 
8,390E+OO 
8'052E+oO 
7,oOOF.'+OO 
5.663E+ 00 
3, «HIE+ no 
Z,139E+OO 
1.nS4E+OO 1." 15E- 01 

-4.7A9E-Ol 
-8.~ROE-()1 
-1.;1 5(+00 
-1.?03E+OO 
-1,i9 1E+OO 
-1.112£+00 
-9.QI3E-Ol 
-8.495E-Ol 
.. 7. 018E-U! 
"5.589t:-Ol 
-4.?78E-Ol 
"3'125E -Ol 
-Z'150E-Ol 
-1 ,'355F..:-ul 
-7,299E"u2 
-2.C;84E-02 

S.OOOf-03 
3.n 73E-02 
4.452E-02 
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36 7.~88E+Ol 3.4,oE-05 1. 'H6E-06 4.;:U,OF'+oO ",.c;86F-ul 5.i39E-02 
37 7.6901:':+01 3.5"1~:-O5 -2.712t-08 2.QQ3F'+oo ~.499J:-ol 5.311E-02 
38 7.904E+Ol 3."14E.-05 -9.R82t::-07 1.9-.t'F.'+!'!O 4. 4 14E-ul 5.i22E-02 
39 I; .ll2E +0 1 3.1JOE-O!:'l -1.592E-06 1.11;2E+()0 ":I.~93F-Ol 4.,,95r:-02 
40 t!.320E+Ol 2. 1t12E-05 -1.Q21t.-Ol'l '5.440F'_I'II ;:>.416F'-Ol 4.i28E-02 
4} tI.528f;:+OI 2.J:"lF-05 -2.048t:.-06 \·141F'-ol i·AI:I3r::-Ol 3.496F.-02 
42 tI.136E+Ol 1.~\)OF.-05 -2.o38E.-06 -1.646E-1\1 \.(1231':-01 2.ASOE-02 
4-3 1;.944E+Ol l.~IjJE-05 -1.9451;;-06 -'.?nOF.:-ol •• 953E-02 2.l?24E-02 
44 9.152E+Ol 1.0~lE-05 -1.A09E.-06 -'3.7~8F._(11 Q.378r:-03 1.637E-02 
45 "'.360E+Ol 1.301E-Oo -1.Ml!)E-06 -1.M5E_ol -1.903F-02 1.n95r;::-02 
4b 9.568€.+Vl 3.~t)6f"06 -1.'i34E-06 -3.MSE_"1 -~.6b4F-v2 5.979E-n3 
41 ~.77bE+Vl 9.11:18~.-O1 -1.432t:.-06 -?~nSE_(l1 -4.429F.'.-v2 1.378E-03 
48 9.9841:::+01 -1- 9 ',1::- 06 -1.364f.-06 -1.PA2E'-!)l - •• ?OSE-02 "2.~56E-03 49 1.0191:+02 _4.1t1 f-06 -1.330E-06 _4.~70F:_1'I2 _,.?15E-02 -7.136E-03 
50 1.040E.+02 -7.:>;)41:-0 6 -1.321E-06 -fJ.7~2F_14 -,.303E-u2 -1.126E-02 

SUM Of SOIL Ht:SrST"NCt.LH 1.n13f+02 

NUMHEH OF 11ERATrO~S 6 

See note on page 262 



APPENDIX C 

COMPUTER PROGRAM AXP 

C.l Description of the Program 

The computer program AXP solves for the pile-top displacement and for 

the axial force within a single pile for a given pile-top load or for a 

forced pile-top displacement. 

The program consists of the main program AXP and the subroutine 

TRANS. The theory of infinite difference method employed in the main 

program AXP is developed in Chapter IV. The subroutine TRANS interpo

lates the load transfer and the pOint resistance from the given curves. 

The program AXP is capable of dealing with both downward loading and 

upward loading. 
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292 C.2 Flow Diagrams 

Flow Diagrams for Main Program AXP 

Start 

Read and Print Data 

Yes 

Set constants and starting values 

Compute continuity coefficients 

Compute axial pile displacement along the Pil~ 

No 

Call TRANS to com
pute load transfer 
and point resist
ance 

Yes 

Compute axial force 
along the pile 

Print out computation results 
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Flow Diagram for Subroutine TRANS 

Start 

Locate two load transfer curves 
above and below the station 

l Interpolate in each load transfer curve I 

I Interpolate between two load transfer curves I 

Compute point resistance by interpolating the pOint 
resistance curve 

Return ) 

-
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A(l03) 

AE(l03) 

AREA(S) 

B(103) 

BC 

BETA(l03) 

CIRC(S) 

DEPTH(ll) 

DISPL(ll , 20) 

GAM 

H 

HN 

INC 

KEEP 

KFLAG 

KPOINT 

NBC 

NDS 

NLT 

NPOINT(ll) 

PER(l03) 

PR(20) 

C.3 Glossary of Notation for Program AXP 

continuity coefficient 

product of cross-sectional area of a pile and 
the Young's modulus 

cross-sectional area of a pile 

continuity coefficient 

boundary condition at pile top 

secant modulus of load transfer curve 

circumference of a pile 

distance from pile top to depth where a load 
transfer curve is given 

pile displacement 

secant modulus of point resistancE curve 

increment length of a discretized pile 

total length of a pile 

number of discretized element of a pile 

input switch for repetitive data 

signal to notify the excessive pile displacement 

number of points in a point resistance curve 

code to specify the force boundary condition or 
the displacement boundary condition 

number of different sections in a pile 

number of load transfer curves 

number of points in a load trans f€:r curve 

perimenter of pile at discrete station 

point resistance 



Q(103) 

SETTL(20) 

TITLE(20) 

TR(ll, 20) 

XXl(5) 

XX2(5) 

Y(103) 

YK(103) 

YOUNG 
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axial force in a pile 

pile tip settlement 

alphanumeric variable to store the title of run 

load transfer on a pile 

distance from pile top to top of a pile section 

distance from pile top to bottom of a pile 
section 

axial pile displacement 

dummy to keep the previous axial pile displace
ment 

Young's modulus 
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C.4 Data Coding for Program AXP 

The input data for the program AXP consists of the following groups. 

TABLE A Title of the run 

TABLE B Boundary condition at pile top 

TABLE C Pile properties 

TABLE D Load transfer curves 

TABLE E Point resistance curves 

TABLES A and B must be furnished for each run. TABLES C, D, and E 

can be omitted for the repetitive run by properly setting the input 

switch, in which case the data from the previous run are u:~ed. 

The general deck structure of the input data are shown in the following. 

Deck Structure of Input Data for Program AXP 

TABLE A TITLE OF RUN 

Card Alone card 

TABLE B BOUNDARY CONDITION AT PILE TOP AND INPUT SWITCH 

Card BI one card 

TABLE C PILE PROPERTIES 

If B2 = 0, skip TABLES C, D, and E 

Card Clone card 

Card CII C3 cards 

TABLE D LOAD TRANSFER CURVES 

Card DIone card 

Card DII one card ----. 

Card DIll D3 cards---~ 
Dl sets 



TABLE E POINT RESISTANCE CURVE 

Card EI one card 

Card Ell El cards 

To start a new run immediately continue TABLE A of next run. To 

stop the run add two blank cards at the end of data deck. 
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Data Coding Form for Program AXP 

The general instructions for data coding may be referred to A.4. 

TABLE A Title of Run 

Card AI 

A1 1 to 80 Alphanumeric description of each run 

TABLE B Boundary Condition and Input Switch 

Card BI 

B1 5 

B2 10 

Code to specify the type of boundary condition to 
be entered in B3. If B1 = 1, force b.c. is entered. 
If B1 = 2, displacement b.c. is entered. 

Switch for inputting the subsequent data. If B2 = 1, 
TABLES C, D, and E must be furnished. If B2 = 0, 
no input for TABLES C, D, and E, in which case the 
data from previous run are used. 

B3 11 to 20 Boundary condition. Enter axial load on pile top, 
pound (downward +), if B1 = 1. Enter pile top dis
placement, in (downward +), if B1 = 2. 

TABLE C Pile Properties 

If B2 = 0, skip TABLES C, D, and E 

Card CI 

C1 1 to 10 Total length of pile, inch 

C2 11 to 15 Number of increment by which the pile is divided 
into finite elements (maximum 100) 

C3 16 to 20 Number of different sections in the pile (maxi
mum 5) 

C4 21 to 30 Young's modulus of pile material, psi 

Card CIl 

Different sections in a pile are listed from top 
to bottom 
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C5 1 to 10 Depth from ground surface to top of a pile section, 
inch 

C6 11 to 20 Depth from ground surface to bottom of a pile 
section 

C7 21 to 30 Cross-sectional area, inch
2 

C8 31 to 40 Perimeter of pile, inch 

TABLE D Load Transfer Curves 

Card DI 

D1 1 to 5 

Card DIl 

Number of load transfer curves (maximum 10) 

The load transfer curve is listed from pile top to 
tip or deeper. For the pile portion standing above 
the ground surface, assume 0 load transfer. 

D2 1 to 10 Depth from pile top to point where a curve is given, 
inch 

D3 11 to 15 Number of points in a curve (maximum 20) 

Card DIll 

List the pOint in the order of from negative or 
zero displacement to positive displacement. 

D4 1 to 10 Load transfer, psi (acting upward on pile wall +) 

D5 11 to 20 Pile displacement, inch (downward +) 

TABLE E Point Resistance Curve 

Card EI 

E1 1 to 5 Number of points in the curve (maximum 20) 
Start listing the point from (0, 0) 

Card Ell 

E2 1 to 10 Point resistance, pound (upward +) 

E3 11 to 20 Pile tip movement, inch (downward +) 
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c.s Listing of Program AXP 
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PRO~HAM AXP (lNPUT,UUTPUT) 
OIMt.:I\SION TIlLE (lO) t XX1(S), X)(2«5) ... RFl'.t~) t I"'ypCce;), YI<Cl03" 

1 A!ln,), Bel03). AE(103,. IJ(l,,31. pt::k(103) 
COMMON I ~LCCKI I INC. T~Cl. ~. RETA(103,. 6A~. TNCZ' INC). KFLAG 
COM",Oflj I 8LO(;"'2 I NL T. I1EPTH (11)t ~POTNT ( 1]). ,.~ r 11. 20). 

1 OISPl(1l.20), KPOINT. 01(20). c;ETTL(20), y(103) 
C-----AXIALLy LOACl::.t) ~ILE wkITTEN HY I(ATS AI.,OC; ... rKA AnGUST 1970 
C NBC I; 1 F'O~ LVAD AT PILf TOP NBC. ~ FI'I' 1J1<ioL AT ~lLE TOP 

501 FORMAT ( 20A4 ) 
Sui FORMAT ( 4EIO~3 , 
50J FOHMAf ( ~lO.j, ~I5. tl0.3 ) 
504 FOR~AT ( IHl, 5x. 20A4 ) 
50~ FORMAT IIIOA, lbHLOAO AT PILE TOP. F15.1. 4H I H ) 
506 FCR~AT I llA. 9HLE~GTH.IN. 4X. I1HINCRF'~ENT • 13~NO OF SECTION. 

1 BX, 9HYUUNA,P~1 ) 
507 FOR~AT 5X, ~15.J, 5K, IS. 8X, IS. Tv. F15.3 1 
50~ FOA~AT I 13A, 7~SECTION. bX, 7HFROM,IN~ lOX, S~To,IN, RX. 

1 ~"'At1EA'''QTN' e,X, 9HCTRCIIM.T\1 ) 
509 FCRMAI 12X. lS, 3x, 4E15.J ) 
51 U FORMAT I qAt 3~STA, 6)(. 8HDEPTH.IN, 7X, ~HDI~Pl'IN' 7X, 

1 8~FORCE.LR, 4~. I1HL TRANS~oSI 
511 FORMAT ~K' 15, 4E15.3 ) 
512 FORMAT I lOA, 27HMOUULUS OF POINT RF'SrC;TANC~. F'15.3. 7101 L~/IN) 
51J FORMAT 215. flO.l ) 
51 4 FORMAT I lOA, l~HNO OF ITERATION, I~ ) 
51~ FOK~AT I lOA. 24HOISPLACEME~T AT PYlE Tnp, ~1S.3. 6~ INCH 
520 FOR~AT TS) 
SZl FORMAT ~l~.~' 15 ) 
52j FORM~T ?Elv.3) 
530 FOR~Al III ~x. 20HLOAO TRANSFER ~URvE~ 
531 fORMAT lOA' l~~~UM~E~ ~F CURVES, I~ .) 
53Z FCH~AT AX, l~, 12HUEPTM,INC~, Ell.3. 4Y, 
~3J FO~MA T ~?)I, HMLOAU ,pC;Y. llK, eHOTSPl. H' 
534 FOR~Af III bX. 22HPOINT RESISTANCE rUAv~ 
53~ FORMAT lOX, IbH~U~8Ew OF POINTS, 15 ) 

13~NUu OF ~OINTS, IS ) 
) 

) 

53b FeRMAT P7X. 13hHE~lSTANCE'L8, 9)(, I1 HTTP ~OV~,TN 
537 FON~AT 15A, IS. 2E20.3 ) 
54U FOR~Af 11111 SX. 40HPQ!VIOUS DATA FnR PILE AND SOIL ARE USED. II) 
541 FORMAT III ~x. 37HCOMPUTATION OF DI~PLAeEMENi AND FURCE ) 
54t:: FORctA r ( 11111 ':)x, 39HDOES NOT CONVERnE ~FTER ;000 TT~RATJONCj 

C-----STA~r AEAOI~Q UATA 
100 REAl) Sol, « TlllE(I), I = 1, 20 ) 

REAO 513, N~t. KEEp, ~C 
IF ( ~C .tQ. 0 ) GO TO 9999 
IF ( KEE. ..... Ef.1. 0 ) GO TO H,O 

AEAU Sol, H~, INC. NOS, YOUNG 
REAl) bOb ( )("1(1), XX2CI), AREA(l), rI~r(I>, T 11: 1. fIIOS ) 

C-----REAU IN LOAC lRANSFE~ CURVES 
HEAD 520- NLT 

NLTl II NLT + 1 
UO 171 I = ~, NLTI 

REAU ~22' Oc~IH(I" NPOINTCl) 
INCt~ • NPOINT(I) 

REAO 523, ( T~(l, J" OISPL(I, J), J • 1. !NDEw I 
171 CONTINUE 

C-----REAU IN POI~T R~SISTANCE CURVE 
REA!) 520. KF'OlNT 
READ 523. ( P"(I), SETTLCI), I. 1- KPOrNT ) 
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16U tON T hlUf. 
C-----PRI~l OUT DATA 

P~INf 5V4, ( IlTLt.({), Y II 1, 20 
IF ( "'lRC .E.G. 1 ) r,0 TO 104 
bU 10 1('~ 

10~ PRINT 50S, He 
~O rf) lOb 

105 PRI,,,1 '51'5, HC 
100 CUNTII,IUt. 

IF ( K.HP .F.G. 0 ) "0 TO 161 
GO TO Hl 

161 PRINT 5'100 
60 To 1~3 

162 CON fI NUt. 
PRINI 506 
p~I~r 507, ~N, thC, NO~. YOUNG 
PRII\JT 50~ 
PI4I,,,,T 509. ( i, X.Jtl(l>, )(X2tI)' ARFA(Th t"tRC(T), 1[.1, P\4DS) 

c-----PRI~l OUT LCAU THANSFE~ CURVES 
PRINT 530 
PRINT 531- "U 

UU 107 I a ~, NLTI 
1~1 :; I - 1 

P~I~T 532, 1M!, DEPTH(I), NPOINT(I) 
INCt~ • ~POINT(Y) 

PRlr..,1 533 
PRIN! 537. ( ~, T~(l, J), DISPL(II J), J • 1, ,NnEX ) 

10 7 CONTtNUE 
C- ... ---PAINf OUT PCII~T RESISTANCE C;URVE 

PI1INT 534 
PHI~T 535. ~PUl~T 
PR It'd 536 
PRINT 531, ( 1. P~(y). ~F.TTL(I)t I • ,. ~POINT ) 

163 CONTINUE:. 
C-----SET lNITIAL VALuES AND CONSTANTS 

KFLA~ I: \J 
INCl II I~C + 1 
INeZ II INC + 'l 
INC3 II INC + 3 
ITt,H m 0 
TOl OlE 1).00000001 
r,Afv :I 1000000,0 
XI"C • IP\jC 
H :I liN I )(l NC 
HE2 • 1'1 .. H 
nEPTIi(ll II -1.0 
NPC!i'>lT t 1) II 2 
TRO' 1) • 0.0 
TR t 1, 2) • 0.0 
nISPL(l, II • -100.0 
OISPL(l' 2) m 100.0 

UO 101 I II e, INC2 
RE1AtI) III 0,0 
YKlIl • 0.0 
Xl II I - 2 
Z = AI .. H 

UU 102 Jill, NOS 
H" ( Z .Lt.. XXZ(JI ) 00 TO 103 



102 CONTIIIIUE 
103 AECI) • YOUNG * AREA(JI 

PEFi(!) III CII'ICIJ) 
101 CONTINUE. 

AE(l! • A!:; (2) 
AE(INC,3) • AEIIIIIC2) 

C-----STA~T SOLUTION OF DIFFERENCE EQUATION 
lltl CON1INUE 

UO llq I .. 2. INC2 
AA II 0.'::5 ... A[(1+1I + AEft) _ O.?i5 * "EII-l) 
A8 III -AETA(I) * PEH(I) ... HE2 • ?O ... AECI) 
CC :. -0.25 ... AE(I+l) + AEft) + n.2S * Affl-1) 

IF ( t .Eu. 2 ) GO TO 110 
GO TO 111 

11~ IF ( NHC .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 114 
GO To 1115 

114 OE~OM • ·H~ 
A(2) • tiC * to; I AE(2) 
RIc) II 1.0 

GO TO 11 9 
115 A(2) • Be 

R(2) I: 0-0 
GO To 11'1 

III if ( I .EY. INC2 ) GO TO 112 
nE~OM • -SA - CC. d(I-1) 
AlP II CC * A,,-1I I OENOt.l 
ReI) • AA I OENOM 

60 To 119 
C-·---CA~C Y AT LAST STATION 

112 nE~OM • GAM * H I AE(IIIICZ) + 1.n .. R(TNr1) 
Y(JN~2) III A({NCll I OENOM , 

119 CONTINUE 
C-----SOLvE FOR Y AT A~L STATIONS 

00 129 I • 1, INC 
J II INCc - I 
VIJ) .. A(J) + ~(J) .. VCJ+l) 

129 CONTINUE 
C-----CHECK CONVE~bENeE OF Y 

00 13Q I II 2, INe2 
noD III AtlS ( YCI) - YK(I) 

IF ( DOD .GE. TaL ) GO TO 131 
139 CONTINUE 

GO To 141 
131 CALL TRANS 

IF ( KFLAG .EG. 1 ) GO fO 9999 
Uo 133 J = 2, INC2 

13J VK(J) • Y(J) 
ITEH • ITER + 1 

IF ( ITER ,GE. 1000 ) GO TO 9999 
60 TO 11b 

C-----COMP AXIAL FOHCE 
141 CONTINUE 

DO 14q I :. 3, INC1 
(J(l) II AECI) .. ( V(1-1) .. Yo.!', ) I ( ?o • H I 

14;1 CONTINUE 
Q(INC2) • GAM" Y(INCZ) 
IF (. NBC .EQ, 1 ) 142, 143 

142 0(2) • Be 
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GO To 1tt4 
14J a(,n • AE(2) .. ( Y(2) .. Y(3) ) I H 
144 CONTINUE 

r---"-PRINT OUT COMP RESULTS 
PRINT 541 
PRINT 510 

00 159 I • 2. INez 
ISTA • I - 2 
XISTA • ISTA 
Z • XISTA .. H 

PRINT 511. ISTA. z. Y(t). Q(I), BETA(T) 
159 CONTINUE 

PRINT 512, GAM 
PRINT 514, tH.R 

GO TO 100 
Q998 PRINT 542 
Q999 CONTINUE 

EI'iO 



SUBHOUTINE TRANS 
OIME"SION Z(ll) 

305 

COMMON I RLOCKl I INC, tNC1, ~, BETA(i03" GAM, TNC2, INCl, ~FLAG 
COMMON I RLOCK2 I NLT, OEPTH(11), NPOTNTtl1J, TR(ll, 20), 

1 OISPLC11,20), KPOINT, pP(20), SETTL (20), Vf103) 
524 FORMAT 11111 5X *LOAD TRANS CURVE r~ NnT GIV~N AT PILE TIP. ) 
525 FORMAT 11111 SX *PILE DISPLACEMENT rS ~XCESSTV~* ) 
520 FORMAT ( 11111 5X .TIP MOVEMENT IS EXrE~~TVE* , 

C-----START COMPUTING BETA 
00 110 1 • 2. INC2 

XMULT • 1 - 2 
ST~ • H * XMULT 
Nl Tl • NLT • 1 

00 III J • 2, NLTl 
IF ( STA .LE. OEPTH(J) )60 TO 11' 

111 CONTINUE 
PRINT 524-

KFLAG • 1 
RETUHN 

ll~ CO~TINUE 
C·----INTEAPOLATION IN EACH CURVE 

JMl • J .. 1 
00 120 K • JM1, J 

INDE~ • ~POINTCK) 
DO 121 l • 2, INDEX 
IF ( VII) .lE. OISPLCK. L) ) GO Tn Uti' 

121 CONTIt-.lUE 

12Z 

1 

PRINT 525 
KFLAG • 1 

RETUl-lN 
CONTINUE 

XI~T • OISPLIK. l) - DISPLCK. L.1) 
VI~T • TR(K, l) • TR(K. L-l) 
ZCK) • TRCK, L-ll • I VINT I Xh,T) • ( v(I) - O!SPL(K. 

L .. l) ) 

120 CONTINUE 
C-·---I~TEHPOLATICN BETWEEN TWO CURVES 

CI~T a DEPTH(J' - uEPTHeJ~l) 
01 F • Z ( J, - Z ( JM 1) 
SKIN • ZIJM1) • ( Dlf I CINT 
8ETA(I) • SKIN I V(I) 

• ( STA - OEPTH(JM1) ) 

110 CONTINUE 
C-----START COMPUTING GAMMA 

130 

131 

1 

00 130 I • 2. KPOINT 
IF ( VCINC2) .LE. SETTLe!) ) GO TI'I t'n 
CONTINUE 

P~INT 526 

HETUHN 

RETURN 
END 

KFLAG • 1 

XI~T • SETTlCI) .. SETTL(!-l' 
YI~T • PHC!) .. PRCI-1, 
PRES • PRCI-1) • ( YtNT I XtNT , • ( v(lNC2) .. SETTL el-1) 

) 
GA~ • PRES I YCINCZ) 
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C.6 Example Run for Program AXP 

An example computation is made for a 2-inch diameter steel-pipe pile 

of 99 inches in length. The properties of the pile are listed in Chap

ter IV. Experimental load transfer curves computed by Parker and Reese 

(Figs. 5.11 and 5.12) are used. It is assumed that there is no point 

resistance. 

Example runs are made for four different types of boundary conditions. 

1. Downward load at pile top, 1,000 pounds. 

2. Uplift force at pile top, 1,000 pounds. 

3. Downward displacement at pile top, 0.05 inch. 

4. Upward displacement at pile top, 0.05 inch. 

The listing of input data for the consecutive runs is shown next, 

which is followed by the computation results. 
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LOAD TRANSFER CURVES FRUM PARKE~ AND MEESE 

LOAD AT PIL.E TOp 1.000E+03 l.B 

LEI'IlGfH,IN INCREME.NT NO OF SECTION vOUN6 ,11)5 J 
~.900E+Ol 2~ 1 ?900E+07 

SECTION FROM,IN TO, IN 4 Q EA,S,':lIN CIRCU""IN 
1 O. 9.~00E+Ol ~ .800(,.0 1 ".280E'+00 

LOAD TliANSFER CUHVES 
NUMBE:R OF CURVES 1:1 

10EPTH,INCH, O. NUM OF POINTS iJ 
l.OAD,PSt I')TSPI • IN 

1 O. -2."OO~+01 
2 o. 2.f\00~+01 

20EPTI'4t1NCH, 3.UOOE+00 NUM OF POINTS ? 
L.UAD,PSt nTSPI • IN 

1 O. _2.1\001='+0 1 
2 O. 2.1\001='+01 

3Df.PTH,II';CH, 1.~OOE+Ol NUM OF POINTe; , 1\ 
LOAD,PSt OTSPI,IN 

1 O. -2.1\001='+01 
2 -S'OOOE-Ot! -5.nonr:--02 
3 -Q'OOOE-Ol -2'(lOnr"02 
4 "6'5001::-01 -1.,00r"02 
'5 o· O. 
b 1.000E+00 1.1\00~-02 
7 1. 4OOE+00 2.1\00i:'-02 

)'j 1'050£+00 4'"OO~-02 
~ 5.500E-Ol 6.';001='-02 

10 1.000£-02 1."oor+Ol 
4DEPTi-h INCH, 3.JOOE+Ol NUM OF POINTS , 1\ 

L.OAD,PSI nySPI ,IN 
1 -2.350E+00 -2.~00r+Ol 
2 .. 2.350E+00 -3.C\On~-02 
3 -2.000E+00 -1.I:IOor-02 
4 -1 • .300E+00 -1.nOOr:--02 
S Q. O. 
6 2.100E+00 1.nOo~-02 
7 3.100E+00 2.I\On~-02 
~ 4 .'500E+ 0 0 4.nOnJ:'-02 
y ';.500E+00 6.nOo~-02 

10 7.000E+00 l.nOOE+0 1 
5DEPHh lr..CH, 5.100E+Ol NUM OF POINTe; , 1 

LOAD,PSt OTSPI',IN 
1 -3 • .300E+00 _2.000,:+01 
2 -3 • .300E+00 -3.;00~-02 
3 -4.850E+00 -2.0001='-02 
4 -4.850E+00 -1.1:1001='-02 
5 .. 2.400E+00 _7.nOol='_03 
b O. O. 
I 2.000£+00 2.;;001='-03 

1'1 4.000E+00 1.~501='-02 
"i 5.000E+00 2."00r- 02 

10 7.600E+00 6."OO~-02 
11 8,OOOE+00 1.;;001='+01 

60fPTH,INCH. 6.~00E+01 NUM OF POINTS d 
LOAD,PSI !'liSP"IN 



1 O. 
2 -e.350E+OO 
j -liI.OOOE+OO 
~ -~.OOOE.+OO 
!:l -H,JOOE+OO 
1:1 -6.750E+00 
7 -3.300E+00 
A O. 
<:,) 4.000E+00 

10 !:).IiOOE+OO 
11 H.OOOE+OO 
Ie 1\l,800E+00 
13 l,OOOE.+Ol 

10EPHt, (I';CM, e .100E+01 NUM 
LOAO,PSI 

1 -1.OOOE+01 
2 -'II.200E+00 
j .I:I.!:)OOF.+OO 
It -4.250£+00 ., o. 

" •• 000E+00 
1 :,.qOOf+OO 
ri 11.000E+00 
'-J 9.t300E:+00 
l' l'UOOE+Ol 

60EPTH,Ir.tCM, 9. "'OllE +0 1 NUM 
L.OAO,PSt 

1 -1,OOOE+01 
Co .. 4.200E+00 
J ." ,500E +00 
... -'+ ,t!50E +00 
5 I) • 

I) It.OOOE+OO 
r ".900E+00 
Ii "',OOOE+OO 
~ ~,800E+00 

10 t'OOOE+Ol 

POINT RESISTANCE CURVE 
NUM9EH OF ~OINTS 3 

~ESISTANCE'LR 
1 O. 
2 O. 
3 (1, 

COMPUT 1\ TION OF UISPL.ACEM~NT AND FORCE 

STA Oe:PTM,IN OISPl.,IN 
0 0, 9.228E-03 
1 3,~60E+OO 8.868E_03 
2 1,920E+OO a.SlOE_03 
:3 1,188E+01 8.154E_03 
4 l,S84E+01 7,804E.03 
5 1.\.i80F:+01 7,461E-O) 

" 2 •. H6E+Ol 7,127E-03 
7 2.772E+01 6.S02E-03 
A 3.1b8E+Ol b.489E-03 
q 3,564E+Ol 6.1811:-03 

OF 

OF 

-2.nOor:+01 
.Ci.nOOr:- 02 
_4.,,001='-02 
_3.<:;onr:_0 2 
-Z.C\OOr:-02 
.1.c;OOr:. 02 
_5.nonl='.03 

O. 
8.nOOr: .. 03 
2.nOol='-02 
4.nO('lr: .. 02 
6.I'onr:.02 
1,1')00F+Ol 

POI"'TC:; 11' 
r)TSPj.IN 

-2.Aoor:+01 
_2.=.onr:_02 
_1."onr:-0 2 
.. 5.nOO.-03 

O. 
j:j.nOor: .. 03 
:?nOor:-02 
4.,,0('11:"-02 
6. nOOI='-02 
1·,.,001:"+01 

POXt-vTC:; 1 n 
nTSPI • IN 

-2.nOOr:+01 
.2.='01')1=' .. 02 
-1 .nonr: "02 
.5.nOOr:.03 
0, 
9.i\onc:'-03 
2./')00 •• 02 
4.1'101'11:".02 
6,I'IOnc--02 
1,I')Ooc-+01 

TyP ".OVn IN 
_1.1')0{)r:+01 

0, 
l.nOOI='+01 

FORCE:.LI3 
1.000F+03 
Q.9Q1F+0? 
9.919F..+02 
9.821F+02 
9.644F.+02 
9,422F'+02 
9.165F+02 
a.87QE'+02 
e.5"6F+02 
S.21SE+02 
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L T~ANS,PSI 
1'1' 
A,noOF+Uo 
4.100F.+Ol 
1.400E+01 
1.05 lF.:+02 
,.293F+1.l2 
r.535E+02 
l,117F:+ 02 
'.019F:+02 
7.441E+U2 
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In 3.9bOE+Ol 5.898E_03 7.AOAF'+Oi? ,.996E"+02 
11 '+.J5bF:+Ol !j.b25E-03 7.336~+O? ,.~06F+(}2 

12 4.7!;2E+Ol !)e371E-03 6.HAF'+O? 4.(l'72F.+02 
13 5.14~F+Ol !).137E-03 6.1qAF+02 4. Q 22F+u2 
14 t;.~'+'+E+Ol '+.92-:'E-03 5.576F+02 ~.nJ4F+1J2 
15 5.~'+OE+Ol '+.73bE-03 4.9~8F+0? ~.n89F+u2 
16 6.J3bE+Ol '+.S6HE-03 4.37QF+02 ~.nI:49F+(J2 

17 6. 7JcE+O 1 4.421E-03 3.813F+0? r:;.n37E'+u2 
18 7.128E+Ol '+.294E-03 3·269F+O? ~.OOOF+(}2 
19 7.52'+E+Ol '+.187E-03 ?.742F+02 c:;. OOOE' +u2 
20 7.~"OE+Ol ,+.097E-03 2.227F+O? ~.nOOF+v2 
21 8 •. ,HOE+Ol 4.02bE-03 1.722F.+02 ~.OOOE'+u2 
22 A.712F+Ol 3.974E-03 1.2?4F+02 ~.OOOF+u2 
23 9.1U~E+Ol 3.938E-03 '1 .3?4F +0 1 c; .nOOF +u2 
24 f.J.50'+E+01 J.921E-03 2.438F'+01 ~.OOOF+(}2 
25 9.900£+01 3.921E-03 O. ~.OOOF+02 

MODULUS OF POINT "'I:.SIslANC~ O. LFI/TN 

NO OF lTE.HATIOIIJ 7 
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LOAD TRANSFER CURVES FRuM PAR~F.~ AND ~EESF. Fnl~CE ~.C. 

LOAD AT PILE Top -1.OOOE+01 L.B 

PREVIOUS DATA ~OH PILE AND SOIL ARE USED 

COMPUTA TION OF OISPLaCEMI:.NT ANO FORCE 

STA DEI-'TH,II'IJ tJ I SPL tIN FORCe: .LF~ L TRANS,PSI 
0 t~t:JOE+OO -'1.359E-03 -1·88 OF • 03 1'1. 
I -1j.99QE-03 -q. 5F.02 4.7271=:+00 
2 1.~cOE+OO -~.640E-03 -9.963F.02 ?423F+ul 
3 1.1I:!tlE+Ol ·1:!.283E-03 -Q.8q2F+02 4.373F.+Ol 
4 1.<:;t!4F.+Ol .1.1,l2YE-03 -9.7AflF+02 ,..240E+ul 
5 1.~hOE'+Ol .1.SI:lOE-03 -Q.6r;1F+0? 7.AOOE+Ul 
fI 2.37t:JF+OI .'.23hE-03 -9.4CnF.:+02 o.360F+Ol 
7 2.02F+Ol -b.1:l9fo1E-03 -9.315F+O? ,.092F.'+U~ 
A 3.1b8F.+Ol -b.56f)E-n~ -9.I~OF.0? ;.~4BF+OZ 
q J.~b4E+01 -b.242E-03 -B.893F.02 '.612F+u2 

10 3.Y60E+Ol -5.927E-03 -R.614F.0? ,.080F+u2 
11 4.j!56E+Ol .~.623E-03 -A.2~3F.0? ?1549F+02 
12 4.'~2E+Ol -~.332E~03 -:7.904F.:.02 ,.OI7E+U2 
13 S.14c:1E+Ol -5.05!)E-03 -1.4A4~.0? ~.~12F+U2 
14 S.5lt4E+01 -It. '794E-03 -7.012F..02 4.'11F+02 
15 5.~'+OE+Ol -'+.55lE-03 -6.4~3F.02 4.9091=:+u2 
1" (:, dJ6E+O 1 -4.32HE -03 -5.903F+O? e;.606F+u2 
17 6.132E+Ul .It.1271::_03 -S.?7Ar.0' 1I,.3041="+\)2 
lR 1.1~~E+Ol -3.949E-03 -4 .. 619F.02 ",.841F+UZ 
lq 7.t;24E+Ol -3.19~E-03 -3.941F:+O? 7.259r+02 
20 7. ~20E+ 0 1 -3.66bE-03 -3.2481=:.02 7.677F+U2 
21 8.:'HbF+Ol -3.5t11E-03 -2.540F.02 A.n95F.+u2 
22 8. '12E+ 0 1 -3.483E-03 -1.813F.:.O? A.C;OOF+02 
23 9.lUt:lE+Ol -3.431E-03 -1.0A2F.02 A.SOOE+U2 
24 9.~04E+Ol .;;!.40SE-03 -3.5Q9F.Ol A.500E+U2 
2S 9.~UOE+Ol -J.40!;E-01 O. A.500F+02 

MODULUS OF POINT I1ESISTANCE O. LR/TN 

NO OF ITE~~ T ION j 
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LOAD TRANSFER CURVE~ FWUM PARKER ANO HEESE 

nISPLACEMt~T AT PILt TOP 5.000E-02 TfIll"'H 

PREVIOUS UATA F~~ PILE ~NU SOIL ARE USED 

COMPUTATION OF UIS"'LACEMI:.NT ANO FORCE 

STA Ot::jolT"", ItJ UlSPL,YN ~ORCE.LR L TRANS,P~I 
0 o. 5.000E-02 3.008F+03 I) • 
1 .3.~oOe:+OO '+.892E-02 3.01)8e:.03 1.352E+1J0 
2 7.~t!Of+OO '+.71:14E,,02 3.002~.03 7.320E+OO 
3 1.1 tH,if+Ol 4t.b7t.E-0? 2.9QOF.03 ,.394E+Ol 
4 1.~t:l4tF.+Ol 1t.569E-02 2.968F+03 ,..383F+Ol 
5 1.':HjOF+ol 4t.463E-0t' 2.931F.+03 4.362E+Ol 
6 2.jI6F+Ol 4t.35BE-02 2.872r::.03 "'.356r::·Ol 
7 2. H2[+01 4t.2S6E-0?' ~.793r::+03 Q.363E+vl 
B 3.1 b8f+Ol 4t.158E-02 2.6Q5F.03 i.tl38F.+v2 
q 3.':Itl4f.+Ol 1t.063E-02, 2.5~2F.03 \.1 8 1F+02 

10 3.;ltlOF+01 3.912£-02 2.4l:iRF.03 1. 294F+ U2 
11 1t.35b(=,+01 3.886E_02 2.3?6F+03 ;.410E+02 
12 '+.7!::l2F+Ol 3.805E-02 2.186F.03 ; .C:;JOF+02 
13 5. 141:jE+Ol 3. 729E:"02 .2.031r::+03 '·.654E+02 
14 :;. ~4t4tF + III 3.b5RE"02 1.880E+03 ;' .161F+u2 
15 5.<.J It Of+Ol 3.594E_02 1. 115F:.03 1. A79E+02 
1ft! 6.336F+Ol 3.:'35E-02 1.544F+03 t· 99 1F+02 
17 6.lJ2F.+01 3.483E-02 1. ,]65F .03 ,·101F+02 
lR 7.1C!~E+Ol 3.437E·02 l.l e 2F +03 .,·t56E+02 
19 1.'l2ItE +Ol 3.398£.02 Q. 9F1 4F+02 ".168E+v2 
20 7."';20E+Ol 3.365E·02 ·8.1156r::+0? ".1 79 '::+02 
21 8.31 0E+Ol 3.339E_0? 6.336E +02 .,.1 8AF.+u2 
22 ~. 7l2E+Ol J.32QE-02 4.521 F.02 .,.t 95F'+v2 
23 9.10t;f+Ol 3.307E_02 2.111F.02 ".199r::+ 02 
24 ;J.~U4E+Ol 3.300E-02 Q.034F.Ol .,.?OlF+u2 
25 iI.'100E+Ol 3.300E_02 n. :;I.i'OlF+02 

MoOULUS OF POINT hE;5ISTANCE o. LP.I T"I 

NO Of ITEI-IATrON IV 
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LOAD TRANSFE~ CURVES FRUM PARKER A~D HEESE 

otSPLACEM£~T AT PILf TOP -~.OOOE-o? I~rH 

PREVIOUS IJATA FuH Io'ILE AI'IO SOIL AwE lISt.D 

cOMPUTATIUN OF uISPLACEMt.NT AND F(')~CE 

ST. DtIo"TH,IN OISPl.I~ FOACF.LR L TRAI'~S.P~I 
0 O. .5.000£-0? -2.7f,4F..03 n. 
1 3.~tlOE+OO _4.901E-O? -2.764E.03 i.276F.-01 
2 7.'lI20F.:+OO -4.801 E-02 -2. 763F..03 t).n 7SF.-ul 
3 1.1t18E+Ol -4.702£-02 -Z.761F.03 ~.115F+VO 
4 1.':)B4F.:+01 -4.603f.-02 -2.7S7F.03 c:.74BE·OO 
5 1·I.Jt:!OE+01 -4.504E-0? -2.144F.+03 1· 70 2f+V1 

" ci!.3 1oF+Ol _4.40~E_02 -2.7191='+03 ".R50F+1.I1 
7 2.712E+Ol _4.309E_02 _2.6R2E.03 4.0221='+1)1 
8 3.1 tl tlE+Ol -4.213£-02 -2.633F.03 C:.217F+u1 
q 3.:>tl4E+01 _4.119E_el2 _2.575F.03 ... n4 31='+Ul 

10 J.~f:lOE+Ol -4.02t;E-02 -2.510F.03 ~.699F+\Jl 
11 4.,,:tOF.+01 .3.939E-O? -2.440F.03 7.3BIF+1I1 
12 4.752E+Ol -~.a53e.-f\? -c.366F.03 A.,,89F+Ul 
13 5.141:jE"+01 -3.169E-o? ,.2.2~4E.03 q.J59F+Vl 
14 5.:'44E+01 -3.088E:'02 -2.1~2F'+03 1.?76F+u2 
15 S.~40E'+01 -3.012£"02 -2.0501='.03 1.65 OF+U2 
16 6."3t1f+01 .3.541E-02 -1.8A6F .03 ".n37F+u2 
17 6.132E+Ol -3.4 HE-O? -1.691F..03 ".431F.:+v2 
18 1.12 ti f+01 -3.420E-02 -1.4741='.03 ".625F+u2 
19 7.,,)2 4E'+Ol -3.371£-07 -1.2t;1f·03 ".67'3F+u2 
20 7."1~OE+Ol -3.330E-02 -1.0?6F+03 .,.722F+o2 
21 e • .:!16F.+Ol "3'29 7E-02 ·,.999F.0? ".769F+U2 
22 '3. Tl2E+Ol _3.272E-02 -5.7?OF+0? ".P12F+iJ2 
23 9.108E+01 _3.256E-02 -3.4321='.02 ';).A26F+02 
24 9.504E+01 -3.247E-O? -1.144F.0? ".A33f.+ V2 
25 9 • ..,OOE+01 - 3. 24 7E- 01.' O. ?A331='+02 

MOQUlUS OF POINT RESISTANCE o. U~/TN 

NO OF ITE~~ T ION IJ 
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APPENDIX 0 

DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENT OF PILE CAP 

Figure 0.1 illustrates the method of computing the two-dimensional 

displacement of the reference pOint P on the pile cap from the dial 

gage readings. Figure D.1a shows the pile cap before and after the dis-

placement. The upper left corner of the pile cap before displacement 

coincides with the origin of the structural coordinate system. The 

position of reference point P is expressed as the sum of the two vec-

tors IT and V After displacement, the new position of the corner 

--, 
is expressed by a vector 00. The new position of the reference pOint 

is designated by p' , which is the sum of vectors 55' fi' , and 

V' Therefore, the displacement of the reference point P is expressed 

by Eq. 0.1. 

pp' = (00' + IT' + V') - (IT + V) •••••.••••• (0.1) 

Each dial gage reading RA , or R 
C 

in Fig. D.1b repre-

sents the average reading of more than two gages. The rotation angle 

a is immediately determined by readings RA and RB 

. • • • . • • . . . • . • . . . • . (0 . 2) 

The vector au' is determined by solving for the intersection point of 

two lines 0'0' (Eq. 0.3) and O'F' (Eq. 0.4) crossing perpendicular to 

each other. 
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o v V F 
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(a ) Displacement of Pile Cap 
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x 
(b) Dial Gage Reading 

Fig. 0.1.. Measurement of Pile-Cap Displacem.mt 



y = tan ~ x + b1 •............•.... (D.3) 

x = tan ~ y + b2 •..............•.. (D.4) 

therefore, 

00' = 
b2 - b1 tan a b + b tan a 

1 2 . • . . . . . • . (D. 5) 
2 2 

1 + tan a 1 + tan a 

Constants b
1 

and b
2 

are solved from the conditions that O'D' 
I , 

passes pOint (Xc' Rc) and a F passes point (RB, YB). 

X tan a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (D. 6) 
c 

b2 = RB + YB tan a . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (D. 7) 

The vectors ij' 
-/ and V are expressed by Eqs. D.8 and D.9 

u' = (U cos a U sin a) ••••••••••••••. (D.8) 

I 
V :: (-V sin (X V cos a) . . . . • • . . . . . . • . • (D. 9) 
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